P&N Microbus
Service Manual

Preface
The P&N family of microbuses is the new series of vehicles developed and made by SAIC-GM-Wuling
Automobile Co., Ltd., featuring state-of-the-art technologies, stable performance and economy driving.
This Manual is specially prepared to facilitate your servicing and maintenance on Wuling P&N series
vehicles.
The information contained in this Manual is based on the latest products and technologies when it is printed.
The configuration of the vehicle you purchase may vary from this Manual to reflect our continuous
improvement in product engineering without prior notice. Please pay special attention to such changes to
your Wuling vehicle. If you have anything not clear enough, please refer to the latest version of the Service
Manual, and you may contact our Technical Center directly.
Mechanics may refer to this Manual to service the Wuling vehicle.
This Manual may contain errors or improperness. Your comments are highly welcome.

SAIC-GM-Wuling Automobile Co., Ltd.:
May 2006
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11.1.

Electrical System

Power Supply

Power supply system mainly comprises battery, generator and
regulator. When the engine is working normally, the generator
supplies power to the ignition system and other equipments and
at the same time charges the battery. When the engine is starting
or working at lower speeds, the generator can generate no or
little power. In this case, the power needed by the ignition
system and other equipments is totally supplied by the battery.
The regulator is used to automatically control generator output
voltage and maintain it within a specified range.
Charging circuit diagram
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(Built-in regulator)
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(Built-in regulator)
1: Silicon rectified alternator 2: Battery 3: Load 4: Ignition switch 5: Charging indicator 6: Regulator

1：硅整流交流发电机 2：蓄电池 3：负载 4：点火开关 5：充电指示 6：调节器

11.1.1 Battery


Specifications
Caution!

Type: 6QA36

 When temperature is below -5°C ，
the specific weight of electrolyte

Capacity: 36Ah

must be changed to 1.29-1.30 to
protect against freezing.

Voltage: 12V
Density of the electrolyte (nominal): 1.28 g/cm3 at 20°C






Caution!
 Don’t dispose of battery near any

Inspection and maintenance
Clean battery surface and terminals and then apply grease
to terminals every half a month in winter and every 7-10
days in summer.

fire source. An explosion may occur

Check electrolyte level and maintain it 10-15mm higher
than the electrode plate. Add distilled water when the
level is too lower. Never add concentrated sulfuric acid.
When the electrolyte is insufficient in concentration, send
battery to a service center for repair.

electrolyte contact with eyes or
skin. In case of any contact, wash
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because battery will produce
flammable hydrogen. Don’t make

with clear water for above 5
minutes and see a doctor instantly.
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Check air vent on battery cover and keep it clear.



At 20 °C, the nominal density of electrolyte is 1.28 g/cm3.
Lower concentration indicates insufficient power of the
battery. The battery shall be charged in time.



When a vehicle is in use, the battery is half charged and
half discharged. The electrode plate may be sulfurized
over long time. For this reason, the battery shall be
removed from the vehicle every 3 months and undergo a
recovery process from being fully charged, then fully
discharged to being charged again.

11.1.2 Generator
The generator is a silicon-rectified alternator (having part
of the engine as built-in regulator), with internal
rectifying module, which can rectify the alternative
current to direct current.
In the use and maintenance of generator, great care shall
be taken to the following:













Align lead wires of connecting pieces according to
the wiring diagram to avoid misconnection;
Negative ground is required by a silicon rectified
alternator. Never misconnect the electrode of the
battery or the generator may be damaged.
When engine is running, never make output power
line short to protect the generator from damage.
Generator may be faulty when it outputs no or
little voltage. Inspect and repair it.
Inspect
Check fan belt for tension and condition.
Check rotor. Check two collecting rings for
connection.
At 20°C the resistance of the rotor shall be
between 6Ω and 9Ω. Lower resistance will result
in short circuit of the rotors while higher
resistance will result in open circuit of the coil,
damage to electrical brush or collecting ring, or
bad contact. Check to make sure there is no
connection between collecting ring and rotor core.
Check the stator. Check two terminals of coil (less
than 1Ω) for connection. Check and confirm the
coil is insulated from the housing.
Check the rectifiers. Use a multi-meter (with
selection switch on KΩ position) to check two
terminals of rectifier diode for open circuit.
Connect only in one direction. Disconnect in the
reverse direction. Large difference between these
two directions indicates the normal condition of
the rectifier.
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11.1.3 Regulator

462Q

Regulator

462Q-1A

465QE1

462QE1
462QE2
462QE3

465Q

465QE2

465Q-1A

465QE3

376Q

465Q-1AE1

Rated output voltage

14±0.2

Rated output current

35

50

50

65

Above 45

If regulator works abnormally and voltage is regulated to be too high, the following may occur:
 Electrical equipments inside the vehicle will be burnt.
 Service life of battery and breaker contacts will be greatly reduced.
 Frequent battery depletion will occur.
 If the voltage is regulated to be too lower, the following may occur:
 Battery will be frequently undercharged, causing sulphurizing of the polar plate.
 It will be difficult to start and the battery tends to freeze in winter.

11.2.

Ignition System

Key components of the ignition system include the ignition switch, ignition coil, distributor and spark plug.
Circuit diagram of the ignition system has the following three types:

 Traditional

1

4

2

3

7

6

5

1: Ignition switch 2: Ignition coil 3: Breaker 4: Distributor 5: Spark plug 6: Starter motor 7: Battery

1：点火开关 2：点火线圈 3：断电器 4：分电器 5：火花塞 6：起动电机 7：蓄电池
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Electronic ignition with contacts

1

8

2
4
7
3

6
5

1: Ignition switch 2: Ignition coil 3: Breaker 4: Distributor 5: Spark plug 6: Starter motor 7: battery 8: Electronic ignition controller

1：点火开关 2：点火线圈 3：断电器 4：分电器 5：火花塞 6：起动电机 7：蓄电池 8：电子点火控制器



Electronic ignition without contacts

1
5

2
7
6
3
4

  1: Ignition switch 2: Ignition coil 3: Breaker 4: Distributor 5: Spark plug 6: Starter motor 7 : Battery

1：点火开关 2：点火线圈 3：断电器 4：分电器 5：火花塞 6：起动电机 7：蓄电池
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Ignition system has two parts: LV circuit and HV circuit. LV
circuit comprises battery, generator, ignition switch, breaker and
ignition coil primary winding. HV circuit comprises ignition coil
secondary winding, distributor, spark plug and high voltage
ignition cable for conncetion.
The high-energy ignition system is provided with a high-energy
ignition controller

Electrical System

11.2.3 Spark plug
The spark plug is used to turn HV electricity into
spark, so as to ignite the gas mixture in the cylinder
of the engine.

The distributor comprises distributor cap, ignition rotor, breaker
(or pulse signal generator), capacitor and ignition advancer.

The electrodes of the spark plug are 0.7-0.28 mm or
1.0-1.2 mm apart, and its service life is
approximately between 18,000 to 24,000
kilometers. The spark plug should be checked,
adjusted and replaced regularly.



11.2.4

Distributor

Breaker

Breaker is used to connect and disconnect primary circuit
periodically, and thus change the current in primary circuit, so as
to induce a voltage in the ignition secondary coil.
Its key component is known as a pair of platinum contacts.
Capacitor is connected in parallel with the contacts to protect the
contacts. Its rated capacity is 0.25μF. Change the condenser
when it is open or short.


Ignition advancer

Two kinds of ignition advancer are mounted on the distributor.
One is centrifugal ignition advancer in which the relative angle
of breaker cam to contact varies with the engine speed under the
force of counter weights, so as to change the advance angle. The
other one is vacuum ignition advancer which is mounted outside
the distributor housing. It can change the advance angle
according to the opening size of the throttle (i.e. vacuum level in
the carburetor throat), thus enable the engine to achieve its best
advance angle under difference loads.


Distributor cap and ignition rotor

Ignition rotor is located above the breaker cam. The rotary
movement of camshaft transfers the high voltage produced by
ignition coil secondary winding through the center electrode of
distributor to the ignition rotor, which will transfer the voltage to
each side electrode on the distributor cap in sequence based on
the work order of each cylinder, and then to the spark plug of
appropriate cylinder.
Distributor cap covers ignition rotor and is the most top part of
the distributor. The center electrode is connected with the
ignition secondary coil through high voltage wire. Each side
electrode is also connected with the appropriate spark plug
through high voltage wire.
Check the connection between ignition rotor and electrodes on
the distributor cap. There shall be no scorch or crack on the
distributor cap.

High voltage ignition cable

The high voltage ignition cable is used to transfer
HV current. Check its insulator and replace it if any
embrittlement or fracture is found. When
connecting the cable, make clear the appropriate
electrode on each cylinder of the distributor cap to
avoid misconnection.
11.2.5

Adjust ignition timing

 Remove the inspection cap of flywheel from
the clutch cover. Rotate the flywheel.
For a 462Q engine, align the 10°
（8°）(prior to
TDC) timing mark on the flywheel with the
scribing mark on the cover. For a 376QB
engine, align the mark O on the flywheel with
the mark inside the hole on the cover.
 Remove the cylinder head cover. Make sure
that the first cylinder is in compression
position (intake and outlet valves are closed).
If not, rotate the crankshaft 360°and realign
the timing mark.
 Check the distributor breaker cam. At this
moment, it should be in the position of
power-off start of the first cylinder. If not,
adjust it.
 Rotate the distributor to adjust ignition
advance. Rotate it counterclockwise and the
ignition is advanced (advance angle
increased). Rotate it clockwise and the ignition
is delayed (advance angle decreased).
 Place the gearbox in neutral gear and turn off all
the lights and accessory electrical equipment.
Start the engine and make it run at idle speed
(use a tachometer to make sure that engine is
running at specified idle speed). Check the
timing with the ignition timing light. It is
acceptable when the timing mark is legible.
For a 462Q engine at the speed of 900 rpm, the mark
is 10°ahead of the TDC. For a 376QB engine at the
speed of 900 rpm, the mark is 5°ahead of the TDC.
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Starting System


Circuit diagram

1
3

2

5

4

6

1：点火开关
2：牵引线圈
3：吸持线圈
4：主接触器
6：制动器
  1: Ignition switch
2: Pulling coil 3:
Holding coil 4: Main
contactor 5: Clutch5：离合器
6:Brake

When turning the ignition key to “START”to start the engine, current enters holding and pulling coils inside
solenoid switch. The current following through pulling coil will also enter motor armature and magnetic field to
make motor start running. At the same time the current flowing through pulling and holding produces magnetic
force. Due to attraction with its core, holding coil and pulling coil can overcome spring force and move right
forwards, pushing clutch left forwards through lever and causing driving gear engaged with the flywheel gear ring.
When they are in full engagement, the main contactor mounted on the right side of the core is close, resulting in
direct connection of starter with battery and causing the engine to start normally. In this case, the pulling coil is
short (no current present) and its core maintains magnetic force through the magnetic field produced by the current
flowing through the holding coil. After the engine starts, release the key to ON position. In this case, current
flowing through holding coil is cut off and the core resets to the left under the force of return spring. Drive gear also
goes off the flywheel gear ring automatically. Current of the main contactor is cut off and the starter stops running.
◆Maintenance
Apply lubricating grease to starter armature shaft bushing, etc. regularly.

◆Troubleshooting
Except that starter motor does not rotate, other starting faults can usually be attributed to ignition system, fuel system,
battery or wire. Faults can be analyzed and eliminated according to the following chart:
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Starter motor does not rotate

Turn ignition switch to “START”does
the switch sound to be in operation?

No

Yes

Starter motor

Is the voltage of solenoid switch

is faulty

terminals of starter motor normal?

Yes

No

Starter motor
is faulty.

Fault exists on the line between
battery and switch or battery is
undercharged

Starter motor rotates but engine does not start

Does the first combustion occur?

Yes

No

Does the pinion of starter motor
go off the gear of the flywheel too
earlier?

Ignition system or
fuel system is
faulty

Yes

No

Ignition system or
fuel system is
faulty

Starter s
faulty
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Starter motor rotates too slowly

Check battery voltage as well as specific weight and level of electrolyte

Abnormal

Normal

Recharge the battery or

Check ignition system and

replace it as necessary

fuel system

Normal

Abnormal

Ignition system or
fuel

system

Is the viscosity of engine
oil qualified?

is

faulty

No

Yes

Starter is faulty

Too much resistance, replace engine oil

11.3.

Lighting devices and accessories to meters and switches



Specifications

Main fuse wire
Section: 1.25 mm2
Permissible continuous
working current: 33 A
Fuse
Capacity: 15 A
Front lighting: 60W/55 W
Front fog light: 55 W
Rear fog light: 21 W
Front combination lamp
Turn signal light: 21 W
Front position lamp: 5 W
Side turn signal light: 5 W

Rear combination light
(van and crew cab truck)
Turn signal light: 21 W
Brake light/small light: 21
W /5 W
Reverse light: 21 W

License lamp: 10 W
Interior light: 10 W (crew cab truck) 5
W (single cab truck and van)
Meter indicator: 3.4 W
Flasher (transistor)
Flash times (per minute)
Turn signal: 85±12
Hazard signal: 85±12
Windshield wiper
Wiper motor (Permanent motor)
Idle speed:
High speed 70±10 r/min
Low speed 45±5 r/min
Intermittent: Approximately 13
Blade length: 400 mm
Rear combination light (single cab
truck)
Turn signal light: 21 W
Braking light /rear position light: 21
W/5 W
Reverse light: 21 W
235

Washer
Power consumption: less than 3 A
Injection pressure: 88 KPa
Tank capacity: 1.5L(Van)/1.2(Truck)
Horn
Effective working voltage: 9~14.5V
Power consumption: less than 3.5 A
Sound pressure: 100~115 dB
Basic frequency: 350±20 HZ
Radio
Receiving band:
Frequency modulation (FM): 88~108 MHZ
Amplitude modulation (AM): 535~160KHZ
Antenna
Type: wipe antenna
Speaker
Power rating: 4W
Dimensions (mm): 100×100
Installation position: Front door panel (or
instrument panel)
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11.4.1. Fuse


Main fuse wire



Check with a multi-meter whether there is any
burning. If any, it indicates the line is faulty. Make
sure to find out the cause and repair it before
changing main fuse wire.

Below 驾驶座位下
the driver’s seat

  Caution!
·
When changing main fuse wire, make sure to use one of
the same specification 


Fuse box



Check to make sure fuse socket is secure, and the
fuse on the socket is securily fitted.



Check to make sure fuse capacity for each line is
proper.



Check for burnt fuse. If any, find out the cause and
repair it before change it. Make sure to replace with
one of specified capacity.



Fuse capacity table

Power Supply
Line

Battery

Ignition switch
(ACC)
Ignition switch
(IG1)

Fuse
保险丝盒
box
Brake booster
制动加力器

Fuse No.

Rating (A)

Load Circuit

1

15

2

15

3

15

Front and rear fog lamp

4

15

Cigarette lighter, radio and clock (optional)

5

15

Windshield wiper and washer

7

15

Ignition coil, fuel solenoid valve and electric pump

8

15

Dome lamp and hazard warning light
Parking light, horn, rear lamp, lighting lamp, braking lamp and
license lamp

Turn signal flash light, meters and gauges, indicators, warning
light, alternator and reverse light

Ignition switch
(IG2)

9

15

Control circuit for air conditioner

10

15

Air heater

Battery (Go

11

15

Headlight (high-beam) and high-beam indicator

through light
switch)

12

15

Headlight (low beam)
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11.4.1. Combination meter (indicators and sensors)



Inspect fuel gauge
01

04

02

1: Combination meter assembly
2: Meter light bulb
3: Flexible shaft of the odometer
4: Self drive screw ST4.8×16

3Ω

03

Check I fuel gauge indicator

①

Inspect fuel gauge indicator

Remove the coupler connecting the harness and the meter. Form
a circuit according to the diagram. View the position of
indicator pointer.
Pointing to F indicates indicator is normal.

3Ω

7V voltage stabilizer
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Check II fuel gauge indicator
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Inspect fuel gauge indicator (gauge outfit) internal
resistance

Use a multi-meter to check resistance between A-A terminals.
The standard value shall be 70Ω for Type I and 55Ω for Type II.
Lower resistance may result from coil short circuit and higher
resistance may result from coil damage.

Check internal resistance of II gauge outfit

72.4Ω

If fault still exists while above two items are all normal, the
fault can be attributed to the fuel sensor.

Check I water temperature gauge



Inspect water temperature gauge
稳压器
7V voltage
stabilizer

①

72.4Ω

7V

Inspect water temperature gauge indicator

Remove the plugging connector between the harness and meter.
Form a circuit according to the diagram. View the position of
indicator pointer. Pointing to B indicates indicator is normal.
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Check II water temperature gauge
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Inspect water temperature gauge indicator (gauge outfit)
internal resistance

Use a multi-meter to check resistance between two terminals.
The standard value shall be 85Ω for Type I and 55Ω for Type II.
Lower resistance may result from coil short circuit and higher
resistance may result from coil damage
Check internal resistance of I gauge outfit

Check internal resistance of II gauge outfit

③

Inspect water temperature gauge sensor

Measure the resistance of the sensor in 80 ℃ hot water. The
standard value is 72.4±9.2Ω.
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11.4.2. Lighting system
Lighting system comprises headlight, front signal lamp, front and rear combination lamp, front and rear fog lamp, side
turn signal lamp, reverse lamp and lighting lamp. For a van, the system also includes a high mount brake light.

Front headlamp (N series)

Front fog lamp (N series)

Anti-dazzling headlight (P series)
Front combination lamp (P series)

Front signal lamp（N series）

Side indicator lamp（N series）
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Rear combination light (P/PSL Truck)

Electrical System

Rear combination light (PS Truck/ van)

Rear fog light and brackets (P/PSL
Truck

Rear fog light and bracket (PS Truck /
Van)

Reverse lamp (P/PSL Truck)

Dome light

High mount stop lamp (Van)

License lamp
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Maintenance guide



Headlight faulty: high-beam and low-beam are not
on for both headlights

Electrical System

Short circuit or damage exists on harness connection
No.11 and 12 fuses are in good
condition

No

Short circuit or damage
exists
on
harness
connection

Repair harness connection
or
replace
necessary

fuses

as

Yes

Check whether the voltage of
combination switch No.9 wire

No

(1.0 W/B) to ground is 12V

Grounding

between

battery and combination

Repair

switch is damaged or in
bad contact

connectors

connection

and

Yes

When switching lamp to "third"
gear, the headlight dimmer
switch is in the place of
"high-beam "or "low-beam".
Yes
No
It is the voltage of No.11 and 12
wires (1.0 R) of the combination

Headlamp dimmer switch
is faulty

Repair combination switch
or replace as necessary

switch to ground is 12V?
Yes
When

operating

headlight

Line connecting the fuse
No

dimmer switch, check whether
the voltage of No.11 and 12

box and combination
switch is damaged or
connector
contact

is

in

bad

Repair

connection

and

connectors

fuses to ground is 12V
Yes
Line connecting the fuse
Put headlight dimmer switch to

No

the place of “high-beam” and
“lower-beam”, check individually

box and combination
switch is damaged or
connector

is

in

Repair

connection

connectors

bad

contact

whether the voltage to ground of
headlight fixture wire 0.8R and
0.8 R/W is 12V
Yes

Ground connector in bad
contact
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Two small lights, meter indicator and license lamp
are not on.

Is the Fuse 2 in good condition?

No
Short circuit or damage of

Repair harness wiring and

harness wiring

replace the fuse

Yes
Check

when

turning

lamp

switch to ON position (first
gear)
Yes
Line connecting the fuse

Check whether the voltage to
ground

of

the

combination

No

switch No.2 wire is 12V

connector
contact

Yes

Check whether the voltage to
ground of combination switch

box and combination
switch is damaged or
is

in

bad

Repair
connection
connectors

and

No

No.1wire (0.5 R/B) and No.3
wire (0.5 R/W) is 12v

Lighting switch is faulty

Repair combination switch or
replace as necessary

individually
Yes
Check whether the voltage to
ground of plugging connector
(0.5 R/G) of front or rear

No

Line between switch and
light or meter indicator is
damaged or connector is
in bad contact

combination light and plugging
connector (0.5 G/O) of meter is

Repair
connection
connectors

12v
Yes



Ground wire is in bad
contact

Adjust headlight beam

Place the vehicle on even ground. Face the vehicle to a screen
or wall 3 meter away from the headlight. Charge tires to a
specified pressure and then unload the vehicle (driver excluded).
Let the engine rotate at such a speed that the charging indicator
is in charging state. Mark a horizontal and vertical line on the
screen. Turn the adjusting screw and make the high-beam
high-density area center 22m away from the horizontal line.
Then change into low beam light. In this case, the low beam
shall meet the headlight requirement of antidazzle.
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11.4.3. Ignition switch
Wiring
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11.4.4. Combination switch

ON position of each switch is shown as followes:
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Switch terminal No. and wire number of harness terminal
Switch Terminal No.

Wire

  Switch Terminal No.

Wire

  and Lead Wire
Section and Color

Number of Harness
Terminal

  and Lead Wire
Section and Color 

Number of Harness
Terminal

1 1.0 G/Bl

9B

10 1.0 R/G

15

2 0.5 R/B

26A

11 1.0 R/Y

14

3 0.5 R/W

21

12 0.5 G/R

19

4 1.0 G

20

13 0.5 G/Y

28

5 1.0 G/W

8

14 1.0 Bl

12B

6 0.5 Bl/R

107

15 0.5 G/B

27

7 1.0 B

41E

16 0.5 R

18

8 1.0 Bl/W

25

17 0.5 Bl/Y

23

9 1.0 W/B

5C

18 0.5 Y

22

19 0.5 白

108

11.4.5. Windshield wiper and washer


Electrical System

Single cab truck
2

1

3
5
4
1: Wiper strip
2: Wiper arm assembly
3: Wiper blade
4: Wiper connecting rod
5: Wiper motor
6: Bolt mains
7: Intermittent wiper relay
8: Tank cap
9: Washer motor
10: Washer tank
11: Washer hose
12: Washer nozzle

6

8

7

12
9
10
11
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Crew cab and van

2

1
14

17

3
16

5
4

15

8

6
7

9

1: Wiper arm assembly
2: Wiper strip
3: Wiper blade
4: Wiper connecting rod
5: Wiper motor
6: Bolt mains
7: Intermittent wiper relay

10
13

12

8: Washer nozzle
9: Bracket A welding
10: Washer motor
11: Washer hose
12: Washer tank
13: Bracket B
14: Rear wiper motor and brackets
15: Waterproof cap
16: Wiper arm assembly
17: Wiper blade assembly

11

11.4.6. Steering wheel and horn

wheel and horn
Tightening
Torque
A:

N·
M
35-45

A

7
3

1

5

4

6
2

1: Lower cover of steering wheel
 2: Steering wheel
 3: Spring seat
 4: Touch panel

247

5: Touch panel spring
6: Upper cover of steering wheel
7: Horn
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11.4.7. Radio

3

1

5

4

2

6

7

1: Radio 
2: Radio installation frame 
3: Radio unit（P series）
4: Radio receiver and cassette player receiver and
cassette player bracket 

11.4.

Wiring diagram



Specification

•

Wire specification and color

8






5: Radio knob
6: Speaker
7: Radio antenna（P series）
8: Radio antenna（N series）

Color Code of Wire

When a wire is double-colored, the wire is specified as follows:
Example: 1.25-RG

Note: When section area is not specified, the implied area is

0.5 mm2.

248

Color

Code

Black

B

White

W

Red

R

Yellow

Y

Green

G

Brown

N

Blue

L or BI

Gray

Gr or S

Orange

O
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Description of abbreviation symbols listed in wiring diagram

Abbreviation Symbol

·

Description

Abbreviation Symbol

Description

ACC

Accessory

ILL

Illumination

AM

Power of ignition switch

OIL

Oil pressure indicator

BEAM

High beam indicator

ST

Starter

BRK

Brake warning indicator

T/GA

Water temperature gauge

CHG

Charging indicator

T/L

Turn signal indicator (left)

F/GA

Fuel gauge

T/R

Turn signal indicator
(right)

IG

Ignition unit

Wiring harness layout and illustration

2

3

2

4

3

4

1

1

7

5

·

5

6

1 : Instrumental Panel harness

3: Engine harness (water temperature and oil pressure sensor)

5: Main harness

2: Dome lamp harness

4: Fuel sensor harness

6: Tail harness

Ground
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6
7: License lamp harness
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Electrical System

11.5.1 General wiring layout


Engine

Note: ★ indicates the place where the harness is fixed.
Socket harness is shown as a projection which faces the socket with the lead behind（same to the below).

Truck of Single and crew cab

Van
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Body

Truck of single or crew
cab

Tail harness

C-A
Thermal and oil pressure sensor harness
Note: ★ indicates where the harness is fixed

Instrument harness of single or crew cab truck
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Electrical System

Body

Harness of license lamp

Van

Harness of dome light
Main harness

C-A
Harness of fuel sensor

Instrument harness

Note: ★ indicates where the harness is fixed.

11.5.2

Electrical schematic diagram

Electrical schematic diagrams of various vehicle types are
attached to the end of the book. Refer to these diagrams to
eliminate specific electrical fault.
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10.1

Seat belt

10.1.1 Seat belt assembly

1

Single row truck front Seat belt
1.

Dust box subassembly

2.

Left/Right Seat belt outer cover

3.

Left/Right Seat belt subassembly

4.

Seat belt buckle

2

3

4

1

Two row truck/6360 series minibus front Seat belt
1.

3

Left/Right Seat belt assembly
4

2.

Left/Right Seat belt dust box

3.

Left/Right Seat belt outer cover

4.

Buckle holder

5.

Lock and buckle subassembly

2
5

6360 series minibus middle Seat belt
1.

Lock subassembly

2.

Buckle subassembly

3.

Double buckle subassembly

1
1

2
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3
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10.1.2 Service

Caution!
The whole seat belt assembly should be changed if there is any damaged retractor or lock/buckle
subassembly. This can ensure the safety of the seat belt.
Change Seat belt:
Change the Seat belt for the violent crash or damaged components. Attention must be paid to the following:
1)

Ensure the Seat belt retractor, tongue and buckle work functioning.

2)

Ensure the fabric belt is in good condition; do not use the gapped or damaged fabric belt.

3)

Keep away from the sharp edged object and the object can damage the Seat belt.

4)

Avoid chemical objects or other reagents contaminated the fabric belt.

5)

Use tension wrench to tighten the bolt to standard torque during assembles the Seat belt bolt. Torque: 36~40N.m

6)

Ensure the seat fabric belt is not twist.

7)

Keep the fabric belt dry and clean.
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9.1

Front Door Assy.

9.1.1.

Front door lock

19

18

10

1. Lock assembly
2. Lock rod
3. Lock draw in bar
4. Rod
5. Catch fan assembly
6. External handle assembly
7. Internal lock button
8. Internal lock button bushing

17

11

9. Nut with flange face
10. Tapping Bolt
11. Bolt seat
12. Stable support
13. Bolt mains
14. Bolt mains
15. Door holder plate
16. Lock rod block

17. Inside opening handle assembly
18. Handle cap
19. Tapping Bolt
20. Front door lock core subassembly
21. Front door lock core insert
22. Door decoration subassembly
23. Buckle
24. Water-proof film
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Removal
1)
Lift the window glass to its limit.
2)
Remove the glass regulator lever.
3)
Remove the internal handle cover..
4)
Remove the handle.
5)
Remove the decorative subassembly and fittings.
6)
Remove the waterproof film.
7)
Remove the internal handle of front door.
8)
Remove all joints of control lever, outside door
handle and door lock assy..
Installation
1）
2）

Install the lock as per the steps below:
Install the lock assy. and outside door handle, and
connect all joints of control lever.

3）
4）
5）
6）
7）

Install the internal handle and fix the lever.
Install the waterproof film.
Install the decorative subassembly and clamp.
Install the handle and internal handle cover.
Install the regulator lever.

Follow the instructions below to adjust the latch:
Unscrew the latch-adjusting bolt. As shown in the
drawing, push the latch to the appropriate horizontal
and vertical position.
After a good match of the lock and latch, flush the door
and body surfaces by using adequate shims between
the body and latch, until the latch is in an appropriate
position.
If necessary, add some shims to adjust the vertical
position of latch.
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9.1.2.

Front door glass and glass regulator
Manual regulator

14

16

15
1

6

9
3

8

4
11

3
2

7

13

10

12
5

1. Front door glass strip
2. Front lower guide
3. Bolt mains
4. Front door window glass
5. Buffer block
6. Glass regulator assembly

7. Regulator handle assy.
8. Rear lower guide
9. Bolt mains
10. Glass channel
11. Plastic nut
12. Tapping Bolt
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13. Sealing strip
14. Front door middle exterior strip component
15. Buckle
16. Internal strip

Body
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Removal
1)
2)
3)

Roll down the window glass to the limit.
Remove the internal and outside middle strips of
front door.
As shown in the drawing, pull out the circlip by a
piece of cloth and remove the regulator handle assy.

1

4)
5)

6)
7)

Remove the front door handle.
Unscrew the bolt in the internal handle cover and
remove the internal handle cover by sliding it to the
front in the door internal decorative penal.
Remove the decorative subassembly and clamp.
Remove the waterproof film.

2

3
4
6

8)
9)
10)

Remove the fixing bolt of glass channel.
Remove the window glass.
Remove the glass channel.

3

11)

5

1: Internal handle
2: Water-proof film
3: Buckle
4: Handle
5: Decoration plate
6: Speaker component

Remove the (5) fixing bolts of glass regulator. Take
out the glass regulator through hole A.
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2
1

1: Glass Bracket
2: Glass regulator
3: Glass

Chapter 9

Power regulator

7

8

11
4
1
3

5

2

14
10
13

15

12
6
9

1.Electronic window regulator switch assembly
2. Electronic glass regulator assembly
3. Motor assembly
4. Motor bracket
5. Electronic window regulator switch panel

6. Front lower guide
7. Glass strip
8. Window glass
9. Buffer block
10. Glass channel

11. Plastic nut
12. Tapping Bolt
13. Bolt mains
14. Bolt mains
15. Rear lower guide
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Removal
1)
Roll down the window glass to the limit.
2)
Remove the internal and outside middle strips.
3)
Remove the lock safety knob.

Body

1
2

1: Middle exterior strip
2: Inside Strip

4)

5)
6)

Unscrew the bolt, and remove the internal handle by
sliding it to the front in the door internal decorative
penal.
Remove the decorative subassembly.
Remove the water-proof film.

1
2

3
4
6

7)
8)
9)

Remove the rear-fixing bolt in the front glass regulator
guide and unscrew the front fixing bolt.
Take the glass channel out of regulator guide and remove
the window glass subassembly.
Remove the fixing bolts of glass regulator. Take out the
glass regulator through hole A.

Check
Check the lubrication of the glass regulator sliding and
rotating parts.
Check the wear or damage to glass regulator pinion.
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5

1: Inside opening handle
2: Water-proof film
3: Buckle
4: Front door handle
5: Front door decoration
plate
6: Speaker subassembly

Chapter 9
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Installation
Install the window glass and glass regulator in the
reverse steps of removal, but the following are to be
noted:
In installing the window, check if the glass top can
touch the glass guide and if the glass sliding is flexible
upward and downward. Then screw them completely.
The installation of door glass regulator knob must
make the rocker handle at 30° when the glass is lifted
to the limit.
Adjustment
Upon lifting the glass to the limit, adjust the following
items to make glass go into strips completely and
uniformly.
Loosen the guide bolt A and adjust the glass tilt for the
alignment to the window guide.
Loosen the front lower guide bolt B and adjust the
glass uniformity in the window hole.

A

B
9.1.3.

A
A

Front door

1
1: Pin roll
2: Pin
3: Door check assy

Removal
1)
2)

A

B

Remove door harness joints.
Hammer out the front door limit pin roll.

2
3

3)
4)

Put a wooden product between the jack and door to
support the door.
Unscrew the hinge-fixing bolt and remove the front door
assy.

1
2
1: Wooden parts
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2: Jack
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Installation
Install the front door in the reverse steps of removal.
Check
Grease the hinges rotating parts.
In case the sealing strip is hardened, the leakage may
occur. Replace it.
Adjustment
See “Installation of front door lock” for adjusting the
latch to locate the door properly.
Unscrew the adjusting bolt in hinges on one side and
make the clearances in upper, lower, left and right
orientations equal.
Unscrew the adjusting bolt in hinges on one side, and
slide the door left and right for adjusting the surfaces.
The tightening bolt torque for hinge installation: 17～
26N·M.

A
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Tightening
Torque

N·Ｍ

A:

17-26

Body
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9.2

Rear side door assy.
9.5.1.

Rear side door lock assy.

Van (6360 series)

06

15

B
03

07
08

04

Tightening
torque
A
B

9-14
4-6

08

11

13

N·M

10
1. Outside handle
2. Inner handle
3. Internal lock button
4. Internal lock button bushing
5. Internal device
6. Lock
7. Rear side door lock
8. Joint
9. Buckle assembly
10. Lock assembly
11. Bar clamp
12. Buckle spacer
13. Inner lock tie rod
14. Bolt mains
15. Bolt mains
16. Bolt mains
17. Bolt

05

02

17

14

A

14

16

09

12
01
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Crew cab truck (PSN series)

04
15

05
10

12
11

23
24

16

24

11
23
13
14

21

06
07 22

08

09

20

02
18

03
01

19

17
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1. Outside handle assembly
2. Stabilizer support
3. Nut with Flange face
4. Internal lock button
5. Internal lock button bushing
6. Bolt seat
7. Internal handle assembly
8. Gland
9. Rear side door lock assembly
10. Lock lever
11. V type block
12. Lock tie rod
13. Lock push rod
14. Internal handle
15. Joint
16. Bar clamp
17. Buckle plate
18. Buckle assembly
19. Bolt mains
20. Bolt mains
21. Lock road block
22. Tapping Bolt
23. Bolt
24. Bushing

Body
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Removal
1）
2）
3）
4）

Remove the internal handle of door lock.
Remove the decorative subassembly and clamp.
Remove the waterproof film.
Remove all joints of control lever, and tie rod of rear
side door lock.

5）
6）

Remove the internal lock and rear side door lock.
Remove the external handle and lock rod.

1

Installation

3

Install the lock in the reverse steps of removal.

1: Rear door decorative plate

Adjustment
Adjust the door latch. See the “front door latch”.
9.5.2.

Rear side door glass and glass regulator
Van (6360 series)

1

4

2
3

5

10

9

8

7

6

1. Retainer
2. Window frame strip
3. Window glass (B)
4. Window glass (A)
5:Seal strip
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6: Bolt mains
7: Sliding glass hook
8: Gasket（1）
9: Gasket（2）
10: Joint

2
2: Buckle

3: Water-proof film

Chapter 9

◆

Crew cab truck (PSN series)

The operation method refers to “9.1.1.2 front door glass and
glass regulator”.

8

1

4

5
10
11
2

12
13
9

6

3
7
1. Glass strip
2. Front lower guide
3. Bolt mains
4. Window glass
5. Buffer block

6. Glass regulator assembly
7. Regulator handle assembly
8. Seal strip
9. Bolt mains
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10. Plastic nut
11. Glass channel
12. Tapping bolt
13. K type strip

Body
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9.5.3.

Rear side door
Van (6360 series)

A
11

18

Tightening
torque

N·Ｍ

A:
B:

17-26
5-8

17

A

08

03

07

14
A
05
16

11
09

12•13

04

02
11

20

15

06

B

01
19

1. Lower roller arm (A)
2. Lower roller arm (B)
3. Upper rocker arm
4. Middle roller arm
5. Middle guide
6. Middle guide end cover
7. Locating button (A)

8. Locating button (B)
9. Locating wheel
10. Rubber block
11. Bolt mains M8×20
12. Nut M6
13. Washer 6
14. Bolt mainsM6×12
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15. Bolt seat
16. Tapping bolt mains ST5.5×16
17. Bolt mains M8×12
18. Bolt M8×20
19. Bolt mainsM8×20-A
20. Tail gate plug

Body
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Removal
1）
2）
3）
4）

Remove left/right guide tail hood.
Remove left/right upper guide buffer.
Remove the installation bolt of left/right lower roller arm (B) and left/right lower roller arm (B).
Slide the door assy. to upper and middle roller and take them out of the upper and middle guide groove, then
remove the rear side door assy.

5）

Remove the two small rollers in left/right middle roller arms.

Installation
Install the rear side door in the reverse steps of
removal.
Check
The guide and small rollers in left/right middle roller
arm should be lubricated in all-purpose grease.
In case the sealing strip is hardened, the leakage may
occur. Replace it

Lower roller arm A

Adjustment
See “Installation of front door lock” for adjusting the
latch to locate the door properly.
Adjust the lower roller arm A upward and downward to
make the clearance between the rear side door and
body uniform, and keep door surface and body surface
in a good match.
Adjust the middle roller arm upward, downward, left
and right to make the clearance between the rear side
door and body uniform, and keep door surface and
body surface in a good match.
Adjust the upper roller arm or lower roller arm B, to
make the clearance between the rear side door and
body uniform, and keep door surface and body surface
in a good match.
Adjust the buckle B in the column and close the rear
side door, to make the clearance between the rear side
door and body uniform and keep door surface and body
surface in a good match.
Crew cab truck (PSN series)

Middle roller arm

Upper roller arm

Lower roller arm B

Tightening
torque

N.Ｍ

A:

17-26

1

The removal, installation, check and adjustment of rear side
door in crew cab truck refer to the steps of “9.1.3 front
door”.

A
2
A

A
3
200

1: Rear side
door
2: Upper hinge
3: Lower hinge

Chapter 9

9.3

Tailgate assy.

9.3.1.

Tailgate

A

4
3
1

2
6

9

Tightening
torque
A:

N·Ｍ
11-16

7

5

1. Air spring
2. Bolt mains
3.Hinge subassembly

4. Bolt mains
5. Rubber cock
6. Frame strip

8

7. Buffer block
8. Door decorative plate
9. Seal film
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Removal
1)
2)

Remove the door decorative plate and sealing film.
Remove the harness joints and harness cluster from the
tailgate and take out the bellows. For those equipped
with tailgate washer, remove the cleaning hose.
3)
Remove the pneumatic spring of left/right tailgate (first
remove the one on the body ball side and then another
one on the door side).
Remove the pneumatic spring ball of tailgate: find and unscrew
the spring lock on the ball side and pull out the spring lock in the
orientation of pneumatic spring and remove the pneumatic spring
from the ball by hand.
4)
Unscrew the fixing bolt of tailgate hinge and tailgate
assy.
Installation
Install the tailgate in the reverse steps of removal.
Check
Apply the hinge with a layer of dry bond and lubricate
the hinge drive parts with the all-purpose grease.
In case the sealing strip is hardened, the leakage may
occur. Replace it
Adjustment
See “Installation of front door lock” for adjusting the
latch to locate the door properly.
Adjust the shim between the hinge and body, close the
tailgate, to make the clearance between the tailgate and
body uniform and keep door surface and body surface
in a good match.

•
•
•

Caution!
Never remove the air spring of tailgate
for there is high-pressure air in it.
Never rotate the Piston Rod of air spring
in tailgate.
Never throw the air spring of tailgate into
the fire or make them heated.
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11

22
33

1: Rear door hinge 2: Bellows
3: Air spring, left/right rear door

1 后门铰
2 波纹管
3 左/右

Chapter 9

9.3.2.

Tailgate lock assy.

The removal, installation, check and adjustment of tailgate lock
assy. refer to the steps of “9.1.1.1 front door lock”.
Caution!

6

8

9

10

Align the buckle center and the internal channel center of lock
plate.7

A

9.4
1
4

3

Tightening
torque
A:
B:

5

N·Ｍ
7-11
4-6

2
B

1: Lock assy
2: Bolt mains
3: Tailgate latch mains
4: Bolt mains

5: Latch shim
6: Buffer mains
7: Bolt
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8: Lock core
9: Lock core insert
10: Lock joints

Body
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Window glass
9.4.1.

Truck front windshield, rear window, rear side window and rear door window glass

2

1

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1: Front windshield glass (PLN)
2: Glass strip (PLN)
3: Front windshield glass (6360)
4: Glass rubber blade (6360)

5: Rear window glass
rubber blade
6: Rear window
7: Guard bar
8: Rear door glass strip

Removal
Remove the guard bar (for the rear window of truck).
Split the strip lip by using the screwdriver to spry out
the whole frame and slide the glass and strip out of cab.
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9: Rear door glass
10: Rear side door glass
11: Rear side door glass strip

11
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Installation
Wind the strip up around the glass.
Put a round rope of 5mm diameter into the strip groove.

•

Caution!
The ends of round rope must be wrapped.

Apply the body flange with the soap solution.
Put the window into the installation position from outside and
two ends of rope are kept in the inner cab.
One assistant slide the glass from outside and slowly pull ends
out to make the strip lip and body flange in a good match.
Caution!!!
Pull the rope through two sides to the center and
gently hammer the glass with rubber hammer until
the strip is completely pulled out from the rope and
the glass strip is clinging to the flange.

•

9.4.2.

Front windshield

1
2
3

1: External strip
2: Glass
3: Internal strip
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Install the windshield with the special glass cement (I.e.
use the single polyurethane adhesive seal glue and
primer to adhere the glass to the sheet-metal of body).
Replace the front windshield by using the good adhesive in the
following steps:

•

•

Caution!
The adhesive (single polyurethane adhesive seal glue) and two premiers (sometimes a general
premier is enough) are used in replacing the windshield glass. For any products from paint
producers, make sure to know about the manuals provided by them. Failure to operate in the
required steps or misuse of other adhesive may do harm to the performance of the original adhesive.
Therefore, before the operation, it’s imperative to read the manual or instruction provided by the
producers. In the whole process, make sure to operate as required.
Beside, the paint in the scratch surface or other damaged surfaces may avoid further deterioration of
corrosion.

The bond strength of adhesive must meet the requirements:
Shear strength: 40kg/cm2 (569lb/in2) or above.
Adhesive materials and tools needed for dismembering and
installing the front windshield glass.
Single polyurethane adhesive seal glue and primer
materials.
The materials for installing a front windshield include:
Adhesive: 400ml
Glass primer: 10ml ·Body primer: 10ml
Awl
Steel wire
Brushes for brushing primer (two)
Knife
Rubber sucking disc
Adhesive gun (with the adhesive)
Putty scraper (scrape the viscous fluid).
Removal
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Clean the internal and external sides of windshield.
Remove the wiper hose.
Remove the decorative subassembly and block.
Cover the body surface around the glass with adhesive
tape for protection of any damage.
Remove the rear mirror, sun-shield and front column
decoration subassembly, and the decorative strips from
the front (left/right) column.
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6)

Cut off the strips on the windshield and expose the front
windshield edges.
Cut off all adhesive around the glass. In case of using the
steel wire, operate the steps of 8) and 9).
Drill through the adhesive by the awl and pull it through
the steel wire.

7)
8)

9)

Cut off all adhesive around the glass with steel wire.

•

10)

•

Caution!
Be careful in using the steel wire in case it
damages the body.

Scrape smoothly the adhesive inside the body and the
cutting depth of knife should be 1~2mm.
Caution!
Before the operation, clean the knife with
ethanol or similar method to eliminate the
greasy dirt.
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11)

When using the glass again, clearly remove the
windshield strip and adhesive.

Installation
1）

Where the windshield is adhered, clean the adhesive
remains inside the body (or at the windshield edge)
(expose it for more than 10 minutes))

2）

Fully clean the old adhesive surface, paint surface or
exposed metal surface. Brush carefully the glass primer
in the paint surface or exposed metal surface. Never
leave the glass primer in the adhesive surface of the
body.
1

Caution!
•

Make sure to operate as per the instructions
2

provided by the primer producer and dry

1

them in the specified time.
•

The glass primer cannot touch the body and
old adhesive surface.

3

3）

Embed the glass into the external strips of the new
windshield.

4）

Clean the adhesive in the glass surface. If the cleaning
solution is used, dry it in the air for 10 minutes.

5）

4

5

Install the internal strip in the front column and upper
frame of front windshield window and the block.

1: External strip
2: Front windshield
3: Glass cushion
4: Internal strip
5: Block
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6）

•

•
•
•

7）

•
•
•

•
•
•

8）

•

Brush enough glass primer along with the adhesive glass
edges with a new brush.
Caution!
Make sure to operate as per the instructions
provided by the primer producer and dry them in
the specified time.
Never touch the primer-coated surface.
The application scope of glass primer:
Width “a”: about 20mm (0.78in)
“b”: about 15mm (0.59in)
“c”: about 18mm (0.70in)
The method of brushing the adhesive is shown in the
right drawing.
Caution!!!
Coat the glass from the bottom.
Be careful enough to avoid any damage of glass
primer.
The thickness of adhesive should be more than that
in other 3 sides (top, right and left sides).
Width “e”: about 8mm (0.31in).
Height “f”: about 14mm (0.55in)
After the coating, grab the glass with rubber
sucking disc.
Steps 7) and 8) should be completed within 10
minutes to ensure the good viscosity.
Refer to the instruction provided by the adhesive
producer for the processing method and dry time.
Processing method and dry time should be done.

Press the glass into the body by rubber sucking disc,
gently knock the glass surface and decorative strips to
achieve a good bonding effect.
Caution!
Be careful enough to avoid any damage of glass
surface or body.
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9）

•
•
•

10）

Check the leakage by spraying water from outside. In
case of leakage, dry the glass window in the air and
make up for the leaking. If leakage is still found,
disassemble the glass and install it again.
Caution!
Never use the high-pressure water.
In drying process, do not use the compressed air
to blow it.
Never use the far infrared ray light or similar
instruments to dry it.
Install the rear mirror, front column decorative parts,
sun-shield, decorative parts and wiper.
Caution!

In the assembly, the following points should be emphasized:
•

Before the adhesive is completely dry, shutting the door off may lead to the glass looseness or
pull-off.

•

In case the external strip of front windshield glass cannot be well fixed, use the adhesive tape for
further fixing it until they are well adhered.

•

Every adhesive tape has their different dry time. Before the operation, make sure to refer to the
instruction provided by the producer for the dry time indication and obey the relevant cautions.

•

Never start the vehicle before the adhesive is completely dry.
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9.5

Front bumper
9.5.1.

Truck

2

1

1: Front bumper assy (P series)

9.5.2.

2: Front bumper assy (N series)

Bus (6360 series)

2

1

3

4
1: Front bumper assy (P series)
3: Front bumper assy (N705 series)

9.6

2: Front bumper assy (6330 series)
4: Front bumper assy (N706 series)

Rear bumper (only for 6360 series)
2
1

1: Rear bumper assy

2: Rear bumper assy (N706
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9.7

Refuel door assy.

1. Cover subassembly, fuel filler
2. Lock core subassembly, fuel filler
3. Lock block-welding subassembly, fuel filler
4. Rubber cushion
5. Lock core insert, front door6. Nut mains M5
×12
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9.8

Dashboard

9.8.1

P series
7

4

15

5

2

6
3
1

14
17

8

18

16

11
9
13
19

10
12
33

20
21
29

23

30

31

32

22
24
25

35

27
24

34

32

25

34
26

28

1: Decorative side cover
10: Decorative cover subassembly
2: Side vent box subassembly
11: Instrument cover
3: Defroster decorative plate
12: Air-conditioner control subassembly
4: Rear fog lights button transition plate 13: Glove box subassembly
5: Side decorative grid
14: Side bracket subassembly
6: Dashboard
15: Reinforced board subassembly (9A)
7: Speaker plate
16: Protection plate
8: Right bracket subassembly
17: Cigarette lighter
9: Reinforced bracket subassembly
18: Ash tray cover

19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
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Ash tray
Decorative block
Middle decorative frame
Decorative side cover
Clock plate
Left/right defroster tube
Left/right defroster nozzle
defroster tube(A)
defroster tube(B)

28: defroster tube(C)
29: Spring plate
30: Buckle
31: Screw plug
32: Left/right Vent
33: Right vent bracket
34: Left/right ventilation box
subassembly
35: Middle vent subassembly
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9.82

N series of vehicle

2

9.9

10

3

11

4
12

9
5
8

13

7
14
15

17

18

28

16

19

22
23

28

23
20

27

21

30

25
22

1: Dashboard hole cover
2: Dashboard decorative strip
3: Dashboard
4: Left/right bracket welding subassembly
5: Left/right window subassembly
6: Instrument cover subassembly
7: Decorative plate subassembly
8: Glove box
9: Left window subassembly
10: rib welding subassembly

29

29
24

26

11: Ash tray
12: Left bracket subassembly
13: Heater control mechanism assembly
14: Ash tray
15: Middle window subassembly
16: Right rib welding subassembly
17: Defroster Grid
18: Cigar lighter subassembly
19: Front fog lights switch
20: Side cover
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21: Clock plate
22: Left/right defroster tube
23: Left/right defroster nozzle
24: Defroster tube A
25: Defroster tube B
26: Defroster tube C
27: Right duct bracket
28: Left/right duct
29: Left/right ventilation box subassembly
30: Middle vent subassembly
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9.9

Floor bracket

1. Floor bracket subassembly
2. Gear shift cover
3. Tea cup holder
4. Bolt mains M5×25
5. Bolt mains M5×12
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9.10

Seat

9.10.1

Front row seat

9.10.1.1

Single cab truck
11•13
Tightening
torque
A:
B:

10
09

A

N·Ｍ
4-6
17-26

11•13•14
06
05

01

B
1. Left/right front seat assembly
2. Bolt mainsM8×25
3. Left/right heat insulating cushion
4. Sealing strip of front seat bottom plate
5. Seat cable subassembly
6. Bolt mainsM6×16
7. Buckle subassembly
8. Bolt mains M6×20

02

07

04
08
03

9.10.1.1

15

9. Left/right headrest subassembly
10. Guard bar
11. Cushion
12. Seal glue
13. Hexagonal flange Nut M6
14. Washer 6-140HV
15. Flange nut M8

Single cab Truck

06

Tightening
torque
A:
B:

N·Ｍ
4-6
17-26

01
07

A
05

1. Left/right front seat subassembly（with rail adjuster）
2. Buckle subassembly
3. Left/right heating isolating cushion
4. Bolt mains M6×20
5. Bolt mains M8×25
6. Drive headrest
7. Left/right drive cab seat adjuster
8. Seat strip
9. Sponge (left)/(right）
10. Nut M6
11. Flange nut M8

10
02

08

B
11
09

04

03
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9.10.1.1

6360 series

9.10.1.1.3.1

Comfort

01

Tightening
torque
A:
B:

N·Ｍ
4-6
17-26

05
B

04

1: Left/right front seat subassembly
2: Buckle subassembly
3: Bolt mains M6×20
4: Bolt mains M8×25
5: Left/right drive cab seat adjuster
6: Left/right heating isolating cushion
7: Seat strip
8: Sponge (left)/(right)
9: Flange nut M8

02

07

A

03

09

9.10.1.1.3.2

06

08

Standard

10

01

Tightening
torque

N·Ｍ

A:
B:

4-6
17-26

04

05
B

1: Left/right front seat subassembly
2: Buckle subassembly
3: Bolt mains M6×20
4: Bolt mains M8×25
5: Left/right drive cab seat adjuster
6: Left/right heating isolating cushion
7: Seat strip
8: Sponge (L/R)
9: Flange nut M8
10: Driver headrest

07
02
03

A

06

09
08

9.10.2

Second row seat
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9.10.2.1

Crew cab Truck

04

11

12

14

03
13
01
02

B
07
06
10

09

9.10.2.1

6360 series

9.10.2.1.2.1

Comfort

N·Ｍ

A:
B:

4-6
17-26

1: Rear seat cushion subassembly
2: Rear seat backrest subassembly
3: Buckle subassembly, rear seat backrest
4: Cable subassembly
5: Sleeve
6: Cushion
7: Spacer (Under the seat)
8: Bolt mains M8×25
9: Buckle subassembly
10: Bolt mains M6×20
11: Left/right headrest subassembly
12: Guard bar
13: Cushion
14: Flange nut M6
15: Washer 6-140HV

15

A

Tightening
torque

05•08

Tightening
torque
A:

1

N·M
9-14

2
1: Middle row seat
2: Seat adjuster

A
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9.10.2.1.2.2

Basic

1

Tightening
torque
A:

N·Ｍ
9-14

1: Double tilt seats

A
9.10.2.1.2.3

Wuling Dragon

Tightening
torque
A:

1

N·M
9-14

2

1: Middle row single seat
2: Seat adjuster

A
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9.10.2.1.2.4

Comfort/basic

1
4

Tightening
torque
A:
B:

2

N·Ｍ
4-6
17-26

3
1: Headrest subassembly
2: Middle row main seat
backrest
3: Seat adjuster
4: Middle row main seat
backrest
5: Middle row side seat
cushion

5
B
9.10.3

A

Rear row seat (6360 series of bus)

1
Tightening
torque
A:

N·Ｍ
17-26

1: Rear row seat subassembly

A
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9.11

Cargo cabin

9.11.1.1 Single cab Truck

1
Tightening
torque
A:
B:

4

B

2
3
5
10

6
12

7

11
A

A

A
10

8

A

9
1: Left plate
2: Rear plate
3: Right plate
4: Bottom plate
5: Hook assembly

6: Spacer
7: Hook
8: Supporting handle
9: Rubber plug
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13

10: Buffer
11: Supporting plate bracket
12: Supporting plate
subassembly
13: Guard board

N·Ｍ
4-6
20-28

Body
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9.11.1.1 Crew cab Truck

1
A

Tightening
torque
A:
B:

7

N·Ｍ
4-6
20-28

2

A

8

B

3

4

5
A
A

9

5
6

3

A
1: Cab welding assy
2: Cab plug
3: Hanger subassembly

4: Cab rear plate welding assy
5: Hook subassembly
6: Connector subassembly of front
fender
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7: Upper connecting plate
8: Lower connecting plate
9: Spacer
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8.1

Operation System

Engine controls

1: Accelerator pedal components
2: Push rod
3: Dust boot
4: Top cover components
5: Swing rack axis
6: Swing rack
7: Accelerator ha rness assembly
8: Choke manipulation device

8.1.1 Accelerator assembly
Repair instructions



Check for steel wire for damage or break and replace the
damaged one in time.



Turn the adjuster nut as the diagram arrow shows to
push the harness wrapper until the throttle of the
carburetor is about to open. Then tighten the adjuster nut
360°and use lock nut to lock the adjuster nut.
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Depress the accelerator pedal and check the opening of
the throttle. The accelerator pedal should control the
whole process of throttle from fully-closed position to
the fully-open position.
Adjust the height of limit bolt. Make sure the pedal just
reaches the head of limit bolt when the throttle is fully
open. Tighten the locking nut after the adjusting is
finished.

Note:
The above adjusting method is for 462Q engine and can be
referred to when adjusting the 376QB and 465Q.
8.1.2 Choke controls device
Note: The device has been cancelled in the vehicles produced
at present.
Repair instructions
Check the free travel of choke pull button. When it is at the
position A=2~3mm as showed in the picture, the carburetor
choke should be fully open. (Once the button is pulled, the choke
begins to close the inlet track) If not, adjust it as the following the
steps:
A



Put the pull button at the piston position as the diagram
shows.



Check the layout of the whole choke hose for sharp
turns.(Sharp turn will affect pulling the steel wire in the
hose) Sharp turns should be avoided and cleared up by
making a new layout.



Loosen the screw fixing the steel wire on the choke
rocker arm of the carburetor. Tighten the steel wire, and
then tighten the screw.

Note:
The above adjusting method is for 462Q and 465Q engine and
can be referred to when adjusting the 376QB and 276Q.
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8.2

Operation System

Clutch ASSY. controls

Tighten torque
A:
B:
C:

N·M
20
12-15
8-12

1: Sleeve
2: Nylon bushing
3: Clutch pedal
4: Return spring
5: Bolt
6: Retainer ring
7: pedal pad
8: Bracket welding assembly
9: Soft shaft assembly

Repair instructions

Check steel wire in the soft shaft for damage or break
and replace it in time.

Check the pedal travel
A

C

(1)
(2)
(3)

A is the height of Clutch ASSY. Pedal. A= 153mm.
B is the pedal free travel. B=15~25 mm.
C is the height from the pedal to the floor when the
clutch is totally declutched. C>=56mm.



If the clutch pedal travel is not included in the given
range, adjust it as follows.
Release the pedal. With the help of return spring, make
the pedal move upwards to contact with baffle plate.
Press the sleeve as the arrow direction in the diagram
until the resistance increased obviously.(when the release
bearing reaches the diaphragm spring.) Keep the soft
shaft position. Count down from the bottom of the
supporting sleeve on the bracket assembly, and insert the
retainer ring to the second or third groove on the sleeve.

(4)
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(5)

(6)

Depress the clutch pedal several times after adjusting,
and recheck whether the pedal travel is fit in above
standards.
If the adjusting mentioned above is not enough, then
adjust the nut on the rod to regulate. (The lock nut at that
position must be tightened after the adjusting is
finished.)

8.3

Gearbox controls

8.3.1

Floor type (old style)

4.4-5.4mm

B
B

1
2

D
6

Operation System

5

10

74

8

1: Shifting lever
2: shifting lever holder
3: Couple axle
4: Return spring
5: Couple plate
6: Supporting bracket
7: Couple components
8: Soft shaft bracket
9: Soft shaft front bracket
10: Reverse spring
11: Soft shaft back bracket
12: Soft shaft assembly

A
C 3
9
11
B
12

184

Tighten torque
A:
B:
C:
D:

N·M
28
28
17-26
9-14

Chapter 8

Operation System

Repair instructions

Check the lubrication condition of all the positions showed in the figure and grease them properly.

Adjust the position of nut A and nut B on the soft shaft assembly. Make sure the position of shifting lever is
proper for left and right, back and front.

Tighten the locking nut A and B after the adjusting is finished. Gear position should be clear and shifting is
smooth.

1: Shifting lever
2: Manipulation device
3: Mounting bolt
4: Circlip
5: Gear selecting soft
shaft bracket
6: Soft shaft back
bracket
7: Gear shifting soft
shaft
8: Washer
9: spring split pin

1

3
2

4

5

9
6
8
7
8.3.2

Tea table type (car style)

Repair instructions
Check the lubrication condition of all the positions showed in the figure and grease them properly.
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7.1

General information of engine

7.1.1 Engine type
For car of P, N, or 6360 series, the following engine types are
suitable: carburetor engine 462Q, 465Q, 276QB, 376QB ETC;
and electronic injection type 462QE1, 462QE3, 465 QE1,
465QE3 ETC. The above engines are all liquid-cooled, 4 stoke,
overhead cam in-line gasoline engine. (Carburetor engine is
inclined engine.)
Citing 462Q engine as an example, this book gives brief
information. All the repair data or periodic time should refer to
the instruction manual.
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7.1.2

Engine

Main accessories type

Carburetor

Single-cavity, horizontal draft type

Oil filter

Integral rotary type

Fuel pump

Mechainally-driven
diaphragm
pump or eclectrical pump

Air filter

Square paper filter cartridge dry-tpye

Oil pump

Crescent gear pump

Fuel filter

Integral non-removable type

Water pump

Centrifugal type

Radiator

Pipeline
circulation

Inspection and repair data form
Standards
Items
LJ462Q
LJ465Q
TDC before 8°
Ignition timing (Spark
(462Q) TDCbefore10
advance angle)
° (465Q)
(900 r/min)

type

water-cooling

pressure

7.1.3

LJ376QB
276QB
TDC before 5°(376QB)
TDC before 6°(276QB)
(900 r/min)

Valve spring

Cylinder
head

0.2 (Hot state) (376QB)
0.15Intake (Hot state)
Valve clearance (intake,
0.13~0.18 (Cold state)
(276QB)
outtake)
0.23~0.28 (Hot state)
0.25Outtake (Hot state)
(276QB)
Parallelism tolerance
0.04 (376QB)
0.03
of the bottom surface
0.05 (276QB)
Parallelism tolerance
0.08 (376QB)
of the intake/outtake 0.05
0.1 (276QB)
manifold surface
The contacting width of the
valve and valve seat (Intake, 1.3~1.5
1.0~1.8 (376QB)
outtake) W (See picture on (45°)
0.9~1.6 (276QB)
the page 85)
1.2±0.3 (Intake) (376QB)
The thickness V of the
0.8~1.2
1.0 (Intake) (276QB)
valve big end (See picture
(Intake, outtake)
1.5±0.3 (outtake) (376QB)
on the page 85)
1.5 (outtake) (276QB)
0.04~0.07(Intake) (376QB)
0.045~0.075 (outtake)
(276QB)
Valve guide and valve
0.02~0.05 (Intake)
0.025~0.055 (Intake)
clearance
0.03~0.06 (outtake)
(376QB)
0.04~0.07 (outtake)
(276QB)

Cylinder block

Using limit
LJ462Q LJ376QB
LJ465Q 276QB

0.05

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.6
(Intake)
0.7
(outtake)

0.8 (Intake) (376QB)
0.6 (Intake) (276QB)
1.0 (outtake) (376QB)
1.0 (outtake) (276QB)

0.07
(Intake)
0.09
(outtake)

0.09 (Intake)
0.10 (outtake)

Free height

47.7~49.5

43.3 (376QB)
44.6 (276QB)

46.5

42 (376QB)
43 (276QB)

Preload

231.28N~270.84N
(Press to 40 )

293±19.6N (376QB)
260N (276QB)
(Press to 34.9 )

211.68N
(Press to
40)

252N (376QB)
225.6N (276QB)
(Press to 34.9)

2

1.5

0.05

0.05

0.05 (376QB)
0.1 (276QB)

0.035~0.055 (376QB)
0.02~0.04 (276QB)

0.06

0.10

Perpendicularity
tolerance
Parallelism tolerance
0.05
of the top surface
Clearance between
0.025~0.045
the cylinder and the
(Group and select)
piston
Cylinder bore

62.0~62.04 (462Q)
0. 03
65.5 
(465Q)
0

76+0.03
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Standard
LJ462Q
LJ465Q

Items

LJ376QB
276QB

Engine

Using limit
LJ462Q LJ376QB
LJ465Q 276QB

0 .04
1.5 
0. 02

The 2nd ring groove width

1.5 0.01

Oil ring groove width

2.81~2.83

The clearance between the bearing
aperture of the c-rod small end and the
piston pin diameter

0.003~0.018

Interference fit

0 .01
1.5 
0 . 03

1.47~1.49

The 1 st ring (top ring)
nd

The 2 ring
Oil ring

Piston ring

st

C-rod
Crankshaft
Camshaft

0 .03

0 .01
1.5 
0 . 03
0 . 02
0.45 
0. 01

0.05

1.47~1.49
0.45±0.02

Side
The 1 ring
clearance
in the
The 2 nd ring
groove

0.03~0.07

0.03~0.07

0.12

0.12

0.02~0.06

0.02~0.06

0.10

0.12 (376QB)
0.10 (276QB)

The 1 st ring

0.15~0.30

0.2~0.4 (376QB)
0.7
0.25~0.45 (276QB)

Opening
The 2 nd ring
clearance

0.15~0.35

0.2~0.4

Bend

0.3~0.8 (376QB)
0.3~0.9 (276QB)
100:0.05

Distortion

100:0.05

Oil ring

0.2~0.7

Diameter run-out(bend)
The clearance between the bearing
aperture of the c-rod big end and the
0.026~0.046
journal
The clearance between the main bearing
0.026~0.046
aperture and the main journal

0.7

0.7 (376QB)
0.8 (276QB)
0.7 (376QB)
0.8 (276QB)

1.8

1.1

0.05

0.05

100:0.10 100:0.10
0.06

0.02~0.044

0.08

0.07

0.020~0.044

0.08

0.07

Diameter run-out(bend)

0.08~0.176 (376QB)
0.4
0.05~0.166 (276QB)
0.15~0.25 (376QB)
0.7
0.11~0.243 (276QB)
36.1
0.04~0.09(Front)
0.04~0.14(Middle)
(376QB)
0.15
0.1~0.2
(Middle)(276QB)
0.06~0.11(Rear)
0.05~0.29 (376QB)
0.30
0.09~0.24 (276QB)
0.10

Diameter run-out(bend)

0.06

0.06

0.095

0.09

0.2

0.1

Thrust clearance

0.13~0.28

Axial clearance of big end of C-rod

0.1~0.2

H measurement of the camshaft(wear)

36.152±0.04

The clearance between the aperture and
0.05~0.091
the journal

Axial thrust clearance

Rocker
shaft

1.52~1.54 (376QB)
1.51~1.53 (276QB)
1.51~1.54 (376QB)
1.5~1.52 (276QB)
2.81~2.83 (376QB)
2.5~2.52 (276QB)

The 1st ring groove width

Thickness

Piston

0. 025
Diameter
61.95~61.99(462Q) 76 
0. 055 (376QB)

0 . 005
0
(Can be 0.5 bigger when used in repair) 65.5 0.035 (465Q) 76 0 .03 (276QB)

0.05~0.15

The clearance between the rocker arm
aperture and the journal

0.005~0.04

Flywheel end face run-out
(Measured on the engine assembly)

0.016~0.054

0.30 (376QB)
0.25 (276QB)
0.3
39.8
0.14(Front)
0.19(Middle)
(376QB)
0.3 (Middle)
(276QB)
0.16(Rear)
0.4 (376QB)
0.3 (276QB)

*The diameter clearance mentioned in the form equals “big diameter D— small diameter d”.
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7.1.4

Fastener tightening torque form

Name
Engine
•
•
•
•

Cylinder head bolt
Intake/outtake manifold nut
Spark plug
Driven synchronizer gear
bolt
•
Valve adjusting nut
•
Drive synchronizer gear bolt
•
Connecting rod bearing cap
bolt
•
Crankshaft bearing cap bolt
•
Flywheel bolt
•
Oil pan screw
•
Drain screw
•
Cylinder head cover screw
•
Synchoronous belt cover
screw
•
Oil pump fix screw
•
Oil pressure sensor
•
Oil filter
•
Oil filter hose connecting
bolts
•
Rear suspension bracket fix
bolt
•
Oil pump safety valve
spring seat
•
Gasoline engine bracket fix
bolt
•
Shock absorber mounting
bolt
•
Jockey pulley bracket bolt
and swivel nut
Transmission
•
Transmission housing
connecting bolt
•
Oil drain plug and oil level
bolt
•
Extension connecting bolt
•
Rear backet mounting bolt
•
Selector shaft casing
bolt(M8)
•
Selector shaft casing
bolt(M6)
•
Shifter lever stop plate bolt
•
Connecting bolt of
transmission and cylinder
block
Clutch
•
Pressure plate bolt

Tightening torque (N.m)
462Q, 465Q
55~60
18~23
20~28
55~60

376QB
59~69
10~16
20~29
29~44

15~20
55~60
28~32

15~20
49~59
29~39

43~48
40~45
4~5
30~35
6~8
4~5

59~64
49~59
4~7
34~44
10~15
2~4

9~12
12~15
12~16
20~25

15~22
10~13

18~23
15~20
28~23

40~50

35~40

40~50

18~23

29~44

15~20
29~49

34~44

15~20
15~20
9~12

32~47

6~10

7~9

15~10
32~38

M10:20~25
M12:25~39

25~29

18~24
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7.2

Inspect and adjust the engine

7.2.1 Fan belt tension
Inspect the tension: use a 98N force to press it, the fan belt’
s
travel should be 7~10mm. The travel of old fan belt should be
10~15mm(462Q、465Q)or 5~7mm(376QB). If it is not in this
range, adjustment should be done.
When adjusting, loosen the two fixed bolts of the generator and
the adjuster bolt at the upper part; pull the generator inwards or
outwards. Tighten the bolts when it is finished. And recheck it.

7.2.2 Tensioning of timing toothed belts
Tension check: under a pressure of 30N, the center-pente of the
rubber belt should be 5.5~6.5mm. Replace as the diagram for
damaged belt. Position 1 and 3 in the diagram (key slot and dent
mark) should be in line with position 2 (the arrow on the cover)
in order to avoid damaging related parts because of non
synchronous movement of the air valve and the piston. Position 1
and 3 in the diagram (key slot and dent mark) should be in line
with position 2 (the arrow on the cover) in order to avoid
damaging related parts because of non synchronous movement of
the air valve and the piston.
Now the piston should be at TDC of the first cylinder
compression.
7.2.3 Sparkplug gap
Check whether the spark plug is intact and clean the carbon
built-up.
The normal sparkplug gap should be 0.7~0.8mm. When the
electronic module is installed, the sparkplug gap should be
adjusted between 0.7~0.8mm.

7.2.4 Valve clearance
Too wide or too narrow valve clearance will affect the normal
engine running. Too wide valve clearance will result in big noise
and the time of opening and closing. And the valve cannot close
well when the clearance is too narrow and the engine will be
directly affected. The general methods of adjusting are: And the
valve cannot close well when the clearance is too small and the
engine will be directly affected. The general methods of adjusting
are:
 Preheat the engine to make the refrigerant temperature reach
80℃~90℃.
 Open the cylinder head cover and the timing mark inspection
hole on the clutch housing.
 Confirm the tightening torque of the cylinder head bolt as per
the specific torque.
 Turn the crankshaft to align the “0”line on the fly wheel
with the mark line on the clutch housing. Confirm that the
curve of the intake/exhaust valve rocker arm of the first
cylinder can contact with the cam base circle. That means the
first cylinder piston is at the TDC of compression. (If the
rocker arm contacts with the cam, the crankshaft should be
turned 360°). The valve is closed now.
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 Loosen the adjuster bolt 1 and locking nut 2. Using a screw
driver, turn the adjuster screw to adjust the gap between the
lower end face of the screw and the upper end face of the
valve stem 3 to be the same as given gap. (Decided by the
thickness of feeler.) For engine 462Q, the gap should be
0.23~0.28(hot state); For engine 376Q, the gap should be 0.2
(hot state). Do not move the screw driver. Tighten the
locking nut to the given torque, and then insert the feeler into
gap A to recheck. Adjust the intake and exhaust valve
clearance just like this.
 Turn the crankshaft clockwise (looking from the front of the
engine).After the four-cylinder engine rotates 180 each time,
adjust the valve clearance of the combustion cylinder as the
ignition sequence 1-3-4-2. For the four-cylinder engine,
adjust the valve clearance as the ignition sequence 1-2-3
after it rotates 240 °each time. (The rotating angle of the
crankshaft can be calculated according to the teeth of
flywheel rim.)
7.2.5 Contact point gap of the distributor
Check the contact point carefully and clean the oil stain on the
surface. If the ablation is found, make the contact point flat and
clean by using abrasive paper. (Make sure the two contact point
surfaces are parallel to each other.) If the ablation is serious, hone
it flat by using oil stone and polishing abrasive paper, and then
clean the dirt with a clean paper. The two contact points should
be strictly aligned to each other. Deviation or poor alignment is
not allowed. If the contact points are too worn to function,
replace them. The given gap of the contact points is 0.4~0.5 mm.
7.2.6 Ignition timing

Install the distributor
 Remove the cover of the inspection hole on the distributor
housing.
 Turn the crankshaft clockwise to make the timing mark
¢Ù ,10¡ãin front of the TDC on the flywheel, ( 10¡
ãin front of
the TDC for four-cylinder engine,5¡
ãin front of the TDC for
three-cylinder engine) align with the timing mating mark ②.
Then remove the cylinder head casing to confirm the rocker arm
of the first cylinder contact with the cam base circle. If it
contacts with the cam, then turn the crankshaft 360¡
ãand realign
the two marks.

 Remove the distributor cap, turn the cap to make the rotor
center line ③ align with the mark ④ on the distributor
housing.
 Insert the distributor into the distributor gear case to align the
bulging mark ⑤ on the distributor flange with the center of
the mounting screw. When the distributor is entirely inserted,
tighten the screw and fix the distributor temporarily.

2

1
A
3

2

1

6
5

3
4
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Engine

Check the ignition timing

 Confirm the contact point gap of the distributor is 0.4~0.5
mm.
 Use the timing lamp to check the ignition timing the
inspector checks ignition timing. Adjust it by loosening the
screw ⑥ when it is not the same as per the specific
standard.
 Tighten the fixed screw ⑥ of the distributor as per the
specific torque and put the inspection hole’
s cover back.
7.2.7

Idle speed and emission concentration

The adjustment is described in “7.4.2 Carburetor”.
7.2.8

Oil pressure

The inspection of the oil pressure is described in “Oil pressure
inspection”in “7.3.4 Lubrication system”.
7.2.9

Compression pressure

Using the following methods, measure the compression pressure
of each cylinder:
 Start the engine. Park the vehicle after the engine is heated.
 Remove all spark plugs.
 Install the pressure gauge at the spark plug mounting hole of
one cylinder and make sure the air tightness.
 Depress the clutch pedal to decrease the starting load of the
engine. Depress the accelerator pedal to open the throttle
completely.
 Use the starter motor to drive engine(the battery is sufficient),
read the highest pressure on the pressure gauge.
 Repeat the above operation on each cylinder and measure the
pressure.
7.2.10 Intake piping vacuum level
When the engine is running, the certain vacuum level indicates
the engine status is good, so It is necessary to measure the
vacuum level in the intake piping.
Start the engine. Heat the vehicle until the refrigerant temperature
reaches 75~80℃.
Remove the nut on the intake manifold, install the vacuum gauge
and engine speed recorder.
Run the engine to the given idle speed (900 r/min), read the
vacuum level, which should be bigger than 60 Kpa (45 cm
mercury). If it is smaller than 53.3 Kpa (40 cm mercury), inspect
and repair the following items:







Air leak in cylinder gasket
Air leak in intake manifold gasket
Air leak in valve
Elasticity of the valve spring decreases
Valve clearance is not the same as the given one.
The cleanliness of the air filter is low.
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For462Q(Engine revolution is300r/min):
Unit:KPa
Standard

Limit

The biggest
pressure difference
between any two
cylinders

1323

1176
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7.3

Engine body

7.3.1

Cylinder head and cylinder block

7.3.1.1 Cylinder head
The cylinder cover is made of aluminum alloy. The intake valve,
exhaust valve and its duct are in two lines shaping “V”on the
cylinder head with valve spring, rocker arm and camshaft ETC.
They are covered by cylinder head cover. At the bottom of
cylinder head, it is multiball type combustion chamber.
The carbon build-up in the combustion chamber can easily cause
the abnormal combustion, so the engine’
s combustion engine
should be cleaned periodically. But do not scratch the metal
surface.
Cylinder gasket
The gasket is mainly made of asbestos material with wire gauze.
The part at the cylinder bore is wrapped by the sheet metal.
Replace the gasket if it has burning, defect or aging at the
borehole. When installing the gasket, face the “TOP”upwards
and install it to the front end; install “In” to side of intake
manifold and “EX”to the side of outtake manifold.
Inspect and repair the bottom face of cylinder head
By putting the feeler under the ruler, inspect the parallelism of
the bottom face of 6 directions. Plus or minus 0.05mm is allowed.
If exceeding this range, that means sealing has some problem
which will result in faults such as gas leak, cylinder gasket
burning, refrigerant leakage, affected engine performance or oil
and water mixing ETC.
Repair method: Put the #400 abrasive paper on the flat board.
Hone the cylinder surface on the abrasive paper to flatten the
bulge. If the distortion is serious, grind it with precision grinding
machine not to exceed 0.3mm and keep the original roughness.
Using the same method, inspect and repair intake/outtake
manifold surface. The limit allowable tolerance of the surface
parallelism is 0.1mm.

The connection of cylinder head and cylinder block
After the gasket is installed between the cylinder head and the
cylinder block, tighten or remove the bolts according to the
following sequence from 1 to 10.
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7.3.1.2 Cylinder block
The cylinder block and the upper part of crankcase are made of
cast iron. When the engine is running, the cylinder centerline
forms a 40°angle with the horizontal line. Timing belt air hood is
installed at the front, oil sump at the bottom, cylinder head at the top,
clutch housing at the rear end and suspension on the left and right
side to support the engine.
Cylinder top face
The allowable tolerance of the parallelism is 0.05mm. The
inspect and repair method is the same as “Inspect and repair the
bottom face of cylinder head”.
Bore hole
Check the wall of each cylinder for burning or scuffing. Minor
scars can be honed by abrasive paper. Serious scars must be
repaired.
Use the inside dial indicator to measure the cylinder bore at the
top, middle and bottom positions on two directions perpendicular
to each other. When the difference of any of the two measured
diameters exceeds 0.05mm, or serious burning or scuffing occurs
to the cylinder walls, it is necessary to enlarge the measurement
of cylinder bore in the process of repairing and provide the
enlarged piston and piston ring.
Remove and install the main bearing cap
The main bearing cap is installed on the main bearing block at
the bottom part of the crankcase. Pay attention to the position and
sequence of each bearing cap. Do not mess the original position
and sequence during installing. And tighten the main bearing cap
bolts by two times as per the specified torque.
The thrust spacer and thrust gap of crankshaft
The crankshaft produces axial float when the flywheel is pushed
by an axial thrust or other axial force while declutching the
clutch. The axial float is received by the semi-circular thrust
rd
spacer installed by the two sides of the 3 main bearing. Do not
forget to install this spacer when installing the main bearing and
also pay attention to face the oil groove to the crankshaft.
The crankshaft can be installed to the cylinder head to
measure the thrust gap. If the crankshaft float still exceeds the
specific figures after the thrust spacers are installed, (See
repair data form) thickened thrust spacer should be used to
replace the one of standard thickness or replace other parts
such as crankshaft ETC.
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7.3.2

Crank connecting link

The crank connecting link includes piston connecting rod and
crank flywheel.
7.3.2.1 Piston connecting rod
The piston connecting rod is made up of piston, piston ring,
piston pin, connecting rod, wrist pin bush and connecting rod
bearing shell ETC.

1

Piston
 Piston’
s structure The piston is made of aluminum alloy. The
piston is made of aluminum alloy.
 Install and repair the piston During repairing, clean the
carbon build-up in the ring groove at the top of the piston but
not to scratch the piston surface. During repairing, clean the
carbon build-up in the ring groove at the top of the piston but
not to scratch the piston surface. Pay attention to the
direction when assembling. For engine 462Q, the arrow 1 on
the piston top should point to the front the cylinder and the
oil hole 2 on the connecting rod should face the side of air
intake of the cylinder head.
 After performing the cylinder boring, the piston diameter
will be enlarged, but the fit clearance of the piston and
cylinder should be 0.04~0.06mm.

 The diameter of the piston should be measured on the
horizontal plane on which the piston is mounted and on the
direction perpendicular to the piston axis pin. H (height) is
about 30 mm.

Piston ring, groove and piston pin
 The piston ring is composed of two compression rings and
one oil ring. The standard size and the using limit are in the
repair data form. Feeler can be used to check the piston
ring’
s side clearance in the groove, the width of the groove
and of the ring.
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 With the help of piston, lightly push the piston ring into the
cylinder to measure the piston ring’
s end clearance. If the
clearance exceeds the using limit, replace the piston ring or
check whether the cylinder wall is seriously abraded.

 Install the piston ring and piston pin Clean the surface of the
lubricating ring, groove, piston pin and the pinhole with the
engine lubricant when installing. The surface with factory
stamp should face upwards, such as “RN”on the end face of
the first ring and “R”on the end face of the second ring,
which should face the top of the piston. The position is as in
the right diagram.

Connecting rod
 The connecting rod is forged by high-quality carbon
structural steel. The cross section of the stem is shaped like
“工”. The bearing shell is installed in the big front hole of the
connecting rod. Pay attention to the position and cylinder
number when removing and installing. Do not mix them up.
The connecting rod should be aligned or replaced if it has
distortion or bend. Group it according to quality (weight) as
per the manufacturer’
s requirement when replacing.
7.3.2.2 Crankshaft flywheel
Crankshaft
 The crankshaft is made by monoblock cast. It adopts
supporting method which means the number of main journal
is one bigger than the number of engine cylinders.
 Check the crankshaft bending. Holding the center holes at
the two ends of the crankshaft by the top of the supporting
bracket, slowly turn the crankshaft. The run-out of the dial
indicator should not exceed 0.06mm. Repair or replace it
when it exceeds this limit.
 The inhomogeneous abrasion of the journal. The
inhomogeneous wear can occur to the crankshaft main
journal and rod journal. The difference of the diameters
measured on any of the cross-section and any length should
not exceed 0.01mm, or it should be grinded or replaced.
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Flywheel
 Flywheel is a disc-shaped cast iron part which is a little
heavy. It performs the angular locating by dowel pin and the
cooperation of rabbet and crankshaft rear end flange. The
bolts should be tightened as per the specific torque when
installing the flywheel.
 Check and repair Check the contact surface of the flywheel
and clutch’
s friction plate for burning or the worn
unevenness. Repair it by machining. Check the end face
run-out by a dial indicator. The limit of the run-out is 0.2mm.
Check, repair or reinstall it when the run-out exceeds 0.2mm.
 The flywheel rim. Install the gear with interference fit by
“Hot expansion”. Check the gear. Replace it if the tooth is
broken, damaged or 1/3 or more than that of the gear
thickness has been worn away.
7.3.3

Valve mechanism

The valve mechanism consists of valve(valve, valve guide,
valve oil seal, valve seat, valve spring) and the valve gear
(camshaft, rocker shaft, rocker arm, timing cogged pulley,
cogged belt, jockey pulley ETC). The overhead camshaft is
driven by crankshaft which includes crankshaft timing pulley,
timing cogged belt, camshaft timing pulley.

Remove and install the valve mechanism
When removing and installing the valve mechanism. pay
attention to avoid the bumping of piston top and the valve
which will result in bend or damage in piston top or the valve.
Therefore, keep all the pistons away from the TDC, and keep
the angle of the crankshaft, and then remove or install the
jockey pulley and cogged belt ETC. The adjuster screws on
the rocker arm can be loosened first to close all the cylinder
valve, then remove other parts. The sequence is reverse when
assembling. Assemble other parts first and tighten the adjuster
screws on the rocker arm at last.

W

 Check the appearance. Visually check the valve surface and
stem for wear, burning or distortion. Replace it when
necessary.
 Replace the valve in time when the thickness “V”of the big
end is smaller than the wear limit. (See the repair data form)
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 The diameter run-out of the valve big end. Put the removed
valve stem on the “V”-shaped block. Slowly turn the valve.
Measure the diameter run-out of the sealing taper-face ring
of the valve big end. If it exceeds the limit 0.08mm, replace
it. P85
 The wear of the valve stem end face. If the contact surface of
the valve stem and the rocker arm screws is concave, grind it
to be flat. If the wear reaches 0.5mm, replace it.

Valve guide
If the engine has been used for a long time, check the valve guide
and replace it when the clearance between the valve and the
valve guide exceeds the specific figure.
Valve seat
 Repair the valve seat. One concave groove will appear on the
sealing cone contacting with the valve after being used for a
long time. Or the valve seat cannot function normally
because the sealing is weakened by the spots resulting from
burning. In this situation, the valve should be replaced and
the valve seat should be repaired by the valve seat reamer.
For gasoline engine 462Q, the reaming angle is as the picture
shows: Then match the qualified valve and valve seat and
grind them.
 Check Clean the grinding paste on the valve seat after it is
reamed and grinded. And wash the valve seat. The sealing
cone forms a uniform and continuous grey girdle. For engine
462Q, the width of the girdle is 1.3~1.5mm.

Valve spring
 The free length and the preload are the factors for checking
the elasticity of the spring. The figures are in the repair data
form.
 Check the perpendicularity The perpendicularity affects the
sealing of the valve seat. The checking is as the diagram
shows. (See the repair data form)

Camshaft
 Check the diameter run-out of the camshaft. For engine
462Q, the limit run-out of the camshaft is 0.1mm. It should
be replaced when the figure exceeds 0.1mm.
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 Check the wear of the cam and the shaft diameter. If the
measured figure exceeds the one in the repair data form, the
cam should be replaced and the camshaft hole on the
cylinder head should be inspected at the same time. If the
hole wear is serious and the fit clearance exceeds the limit,
the cylinder head should replaced.
 Thrust clearance. To avoid the camshaft axial float, use the
thrust plate to perform axial location. (For the engine 462Q,
the data of thrust clearance are in the repair data form) When
the measured data is not the same as the one in the repair
data form, make the thrust plate thicker or replace the
camshaft.
Rocker shaft
Mainly check rocker shaft for bend or wear. The checking
method is like the one used on camshaft. If the shaft is bent, align
it by machining or replace it.
7.3.4

Lubrication system

Lubrication way
This engine adopts a lubrication combining the forced lubrication
and splash lubrication. The forced lubrication is for the friction
surface which runs at a high speed with heavy load such as main
bearing, camshaft bearing, rocker shaft ETC. The part like rocker
arm adjuster screw, valve stem, piston and cylinder wall is using
splash or fog lubrication.
The lubrication system is composed of oil sump, sump strainer,
oil pump, oil filter, cylinder block upper oil passageway,
crankshaft oblique oil hole, cylinder block oil hole, cylinder head
oil hole, and the inner oil passageway of the rocker shaft ETC.
Oil pump
Check every part for crack, damage or serious wear. (Checking
method is to see in the “Check the oil pressure”) and replace it
when necessary.
Oil filter
Changing cycle
The oil filter should be changed after the vehicle runs 2000 km in
the primary breaking-in period. And it is should be replaced
when running every 10000 km after that.
 Assemble Coat the “O”-ring of the new oil filter with oil, and
then assemble it to the oil filter seat. Tighten it until the
“o”-ring contacts with the assemble surface by hand and then
turn the filter 3/4 circle with a spanner. Start the engine.
Confirm there is oil leak at the sealing.
Clean and assemble the oil sump
In common situations, it is not necessary to disassemble the oil
sump. When repairing the engine, clean the inner face of the oil
sump when removing it. And clean the sump strainer at the same
time, replace the gasket for a new one, and tighten the locking
bolts from the middle to two sides by sequence.
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Change oil and check oil level
 Change oil
The oil of the oil sump needs to changed after the breaking-in
period is over and every 5000 km after that. The oil draining
should be performed after the vehicle is running (the hot state) to
ensure that all the waste oil and dirt can be drained out. Clean the
oil filler before filling oil to avoid mixing dirt into the lubricant.
The oil filler is set on the cylinder cover or special-purpose oil
filler.
 Check the oil level
The vehicle is parked on the horizontal ground. Fill the oil and
start the engine. Let it run 3 minutes and wait 3 minutes after it
stops running. Then check the oil level. It should be between the
two upper and lower scale marks of the dipstick.
 Check the oil pressure
When the engine is at idle or runs normally, the oil pressure
warning indicator should go off. If the indicator comes on, the oil
pressure should be checked. The checking method is as follows:
(1)

Confirm the oil level of the oil sump is normal. No clog
in oil filters and filter screen. No oil leak in the engine.

(2)

Remove the oil pressure alarm from the cylinder block.

(3)

Install the oil pressure gauge into the empty screw hole.

(4)

Start the engine. Heat the vehicle to reach the normal
working temperature avb nd the refrigerant temperature
reaches 75~85℃.

(5)

The engine revolution is increased to 3000r/min. When
checking, it is normal for the oil pressure to be
294~490kPa. If the pressure cannot reach the specific
range, the oil pump should be checked.

7.4

Fuel feeding system

The fuel feeding system is composed of gas tank, delivery line,
fuel filter, fuel pump, winter-summer collector, air filter,
carburetor and the intake/outtake system.

6

8

9

5
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1: Oil filling pipe
2: Fuel pipe
3: Oil delivery pipe
4: Fuel filter
5: Fuel pump oil filling pipe
6: Mechanical fuel pump (or electric fuel pump)
7: Fuel delivery pipe
8: Oil return pipe
9: Carburetor
10: Ventilation pipe

4

3
2

10

1
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7.4.1

Fuel tank and Fuel piping

2

Tightening
torque
A:
B:

8
1

B

11

3
12

9

10

6
7

13

20

A

16

15

17
A
19

12-15
6-10

1: Fuel tank cover assembly
2: Oil filling pipe rubber pad
3: Oil filler welding part
4: Dual wire ring60
5: Hose clip
6: Ventilating rubber hose
7: Ventilation pipe components
8: Oil return hose I
9: Oil hose I
10 : Electric pump assembly
11 : Oil pump harness
12 : Gland nut
13 : Fuel sensor assembly
14 : Fuel sensor harness
15 : Oil filling hose
16 : Absorption hose
17 : Drain bolt pad
18 : Spare tire pad
19 : Spare tire square pad
20 : Plastic fuel tank subassembly

4
5

14

N·M

18

20-25mm
20-25毫米

Fuel tank
Fuel piping

16
3

2

4

8
5

6

7

9

15

12

10

17
19

11

14

1
13
1: Oil return hose II
2: Clip of single-duct
conduit I
3: Oil return pipe
4: Fuel evaporating pipe
5: Oil hose pipe I
6: Clip bracket I

7: Oil delivery pipe
8: Oil hose clipⅡ
9: Clip bracketⅡ
10 : Absorption hose
11 : Ventilation hose
12 : Rubber tube
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13 : Carbon canister
assembly
14 : Carbon canister bracket
15 : Oil filling hose
16 : Fuel filter clip
17 : Fuel filter
18 : Oil delivery pipe hose
II
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Repair instructions
 Oil leak
The pipe hoop of the fuel pipe is loose. Repair or replace the
broken pipe or gas tank.
The fuel piping and the rubber fuel pipe in the fuel tank assembly
should be changed every 4 years. The run-in of the hose and the
hard tube should be 20~25mm when connected.
 Insufficient fuel or no fuel supply
The reasons are as follows: insufficient fuel in the fuel tank,
piping clogged or distorted, fuel filter clogged, fuel pump
malfunctioning, too dirty fuel, carburetor feeding screen clogged.
Find out the reason and eliminate the fault.
 Feed dirty fuel
Eliminating method: The fuel should be precipitated and filtered
before. Keep the fuel clean. Drain the scale deposit and dirt each
time the vehicle runs 1000 km. And change the fuel filter
according to the specific periodic.
Fuel filter
This filter is non-removable. It is should be cleaned regularly.
After the vehicle runs 40000km, the fuel filter should be
replaced.
Fuel pump
Mechanical fuel pump is driven by engine camshaft. It is
assembled above the rear part of the engine. The electric pump is
assembled on the right main sill of the frame. When checking the
mechanical fuel pump, clean every part of the pump, blow the oil
pipe with compressed air and check whether the diaphragm is
damaged. Replace it when damaged. Check the valves whether
the movement is normal.
Carbon canister
Change the carbon canister every time the vehicle runs 50000 km.
Check it often when the environment is very bad. Replace it in
time when it is clogged or soaked by liquid fuel.
7.4.2

Carburetor

The carburetor is single cavity, single venture, horizontal draft
style. It is composed of 6 parts as feeding system, starter device,
idle system, main feeding system, accelerating system and oil
return passageway.
The following picture is the carburetor for engine 462Q.)
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Caution!


Mark on the top and bottom side
surface of the oil pump, and then
dismember it.
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1: Float bowl cover assembly
2: Gasket
3: Pressure block
4: Needle valve assembly
5: Float
6: Float pin
7: High speed jet
8: Sight glass
9: Diaphragm of accelerated pump
10 : Rubber hose
11: Idle air bleed jet
12 : Idle metering jet
13 : Solenoid valve
14 : Rubber hose (1)
15 : Idle limit screw
16 : Plastic cap
17 : Idle adjusting screw
18 : Spring
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3
4
5
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12

14
6
15

16

7

17
18

8

9

The elementary diagram of the carburetor
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Fuel system
It is composed of oil connection, filter screen, needle valve, float and float bowl. The float bowl holds the pumped fuel
and keeps the fuel level by regulating float and needle valve.
Starter device
The starter device (choke) is used to thicken the mixed gas mixture when the engine is started. The choke button on the
instrument cluster in the driving cabin is pulled out when starting the engine. Then the choke is closed. Great vacuum
degree is produced at the rear part of the choke, so the main nozzle and idle jet hole spray more thicker gas mixture. Push
the choke button back immediately after the engine is started. Make the choke return back to fully open position.
Idle system
In the oil passageway of the system, the solenoid valve is set and controlled by the ignition switch. When the ignition
switch is “ON”, the oil passageway is connected; when the ignition switch is “OFF”, the oil passageway is cut. When the
system is working, throttle is at the narrowest opening. The fuel from the float bowl flows into the idle oil passageway
through the high speed jet and the idle metering jet. And the air sucked by the idle air bleed jet is also sent to the mix
with the fuel in the idle oil passageway and sprayed out through the idler nozzle and adjacent transition hole.
When idle running (without depressing the accelerator pedal), the throttle is at narrowest opening state. The gas mixture
is mainly sprayed out from idler nozzle. When the engine transits from idle running to light running(slightly depress the
accelerator pedal), the throttle opens more gradually, the fuel from the idle hole decreases gradually, the transition hole
begins to spray fuel. When the throttle becomes bigger, the idler nozzle and transition nozzle stop spraying, the vacuum
level in the venture increases, and the main nozzle starts to spray fuel, and then the engine is in light running state.
Main fuel system
Main fuel line
When the oil passageway works separately, the combustible gas mixture fed to the engine is of small-duty or
medium-duty From the high speed jet of the main oil passageway and through the high speed jet, the fuel in the float
bowl mix with air in the main air bleed jet, atomizes and spray into the venture by main nozzle. When the engine is
running, most of the state is of medium-duty. The main oil passageway ensures the economic ratio of gas and air under
this state, so as to save fuel.
Enrich the oil passageway. When the engine is running at a high speed or heavy-load, the throttle is fully open or almost
fully open (depress the accelerate pedal), the vacuum level of the intake manifold decreases, the connected enrich valve
opens. The fuel in the float bowl measured by enrichment jet from the feeding hole and sucked into the atomizing hole
and atomized, then spray into the venture through the main nozzle.
Accelerating system
The main device of the system is an accelerating pump. When the engine is at idle running or at a low speed, depressing
the accelerator pedal suddenly can make the carburetor provide an extra fuel. The pump tension rod and the curtain shaft
connect. When the throttle opens quickly, the tension rod pushes up the diaphragm and closes the fuel inlet ball check
valve, and opens the fuel outlet ball check valve at the same time. The fuel in the pump is sprayed into the venture
through the nozzle of the accelerating pump.
Fuel return passageway
In order to avoid “vapor lock”, the carburetor has fuel return passageway. When the fuel level in the float bowl rises, the
needle valve will close. The pumped fuel flows through the bypass port at the top of needle valve, the float bowl wall
and through the by-pass pipe and returns to the fuel tank.
Maintenance
The carburetor performance will directly affect the vehicle’
s dynamic, economic efficiency and exhaust emission.
Carefully take care of and adjust the carburetor when it has some fault. And prevent fire at the same time.
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Dismember


Remove the screw on the float bowl cover from the carburetor. Remove the float bowl cover. Remove the float and
needle valve, then the needle valve seat and filter screen. Pay attention not to damage the float and which are
plastic when removing or assembling.




Remove the oil pipe from the enriching device, then screws. Remove the body of the enriching device.
Do not remove the pump lever or other levers easily.



When removing carburetor, do not distort the throttle arm or air strangler spindle 5.

Clean


Clean all the vent holes, fuel orifice, injection orifice, needle valve, valve seat, filter screen and float ETC.



Blow compressed air into all the passageways. Blow out the dirt, and make the vent holes and oil passageways



smooth.
Clean the bottom of the float bowl.



To avoid damaging, the hard object like metal ETC is not allowed to enter into the oil passageway or metering jet.
Pay attention not to put the solenoid valve and rubber parts into the detergent oil.

Check and adjust


Needle valve and needle valve seat

Check the valve and valve seat. The needle valve cannot close
well if the wear exists. And as a result, the oil level in the float
bowl will change. Replace the worn needle valve and valve seat.


Metering jet

Clean the metering jet and the mounting hole and blow them
clean with compressed air. The clogged idle metering jet will
result in unstable idle running of the engine. If the high speed jet,
main air bleed jet and holes on the carburetor body are clogged,
the engine cannot run stably.


Adjust the fuel level

The engine cannot work normally no matter the furl level is too high or too low. It should be adjusted. Park the vehicle
on the flat road, observes from the sight glass. The level should be in the middle of the sight glass. When adjusting,
remove the float bowl cover, and bend the tongue contacting with the needle valve upwards /downwards to make the fuel
level lower/rise.


Adjust the idle speed and the emission concentration

Confirm the following items before adjusting: The refrigerant temperature is 80~90℃. The choke is fully open. All the
accessories (wiper, heater, air conditioner, radio, lamp ETC) are not working. Spark advance angle is in the specific
range. The fuel level in the carburetor float bowl is at the middle of the sight glass when the engine is running at
2000±50r/min. The air filter is correctly assembled and performing well.
Adjust the throttle limit screw to keep the engine’
s idle speed in the specific range.
In normal situation, the idle adjusting screw does not need adjusting. When adjusting, tighten the screw and then loosen
it gradually. The engine revolution increases and decreases accordingly. When the engine revolution is the highest, do
tighten or loosen the screw, then adjust the throttle limit screw to adjust the idle speed. Adjust it back and forth like this,
and finally keep the engine idle speed in the specific range.
When the engine is running at idle speed, adjust the idle adjusting screw to make sure the CO and HC content in the
exhaust complies with the specific standard.
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1
1: Crankcase ventilation pipe
2: Temperature sensor
3: Bellows assembly
4: Dual wire ring 58
5: Top cover components
6: Filter cartridge components
7: Rubber gasket
8: Casing components
9: Air filter assembly
10 : Hook components
11 : Rubber ring
12 : Collar
13 : Bolt kits
14 : Cold air intake components
15 : Pipe hoop
16 : Intake case

4

3

2

5

6
9

7

8

16
14
15
10
11

7.4.3

12

13

Air filter

Air filter is square-shaped, paper and dry-style. The filter cartridge is made of microporosity filter paper processed by the
resin. Clean or replace it periodically as the following methods:


Clean method Remove the filter cartridge and blow it from the top to the bottom with the compressed air. And



knock the rim of filter cartridge lightly to shake it and help the air blow out the dust.
Clean periodic
Pavement

Running distance (KM)

asphalt road, cement road

5000

dust road

<=2500km



Changing periodic
Pavement

Running distance (KM)

asphalt road, cement road

40000

dust road

20000
Note: Replace it in advance when damaged.

7.4.4

Winter-summer collector

Note: The device has been cancelled in the vehicles
manufactured at present.
In summer, move the switch to “Summer”position and move it
to “Winter”position when the temperature is below 15℃. By
doing this, the air entering the air filter can be preheated and the
combustion efficiency can be improved.
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Warning!
When the temperature is above
15℃, do not move the switch to
“Winter”position so as to avoid
the engine is overheated.
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7.4.5

Intake and outtake device



Intake manifold

The engine intake manifold has water jacket which uses the heat
of the water coolant to preheat the air and improve the
combustion efficiency.

3

5

4

7
6

1: Sealing gasket
2: Exhaust pipe welding
assembly
3: Bolt
4: Compressed spring
5: Heat insulation pad
(Already cancelled)
6: Muffler welding
assembly
7: Protecting board
8: Collar
9: Suspension rubber block

8
9

2
1



Exhaust muffler

7.4.6

Crankcase ventilation system

2
3

1
4

5

6
7

8
9
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1: Air filter
2: T-pipe
3: Ventilation pipe
4: PCV valve
5: Intake manifold
6: Cylinder head
cover
7: Cylinder block
8: Cylinder block
9: Oil sump
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When the engine is running, part of the combustible gas and the waste gas enters the crankcase through the clearance
between piston and the cylinder. It is called crankcase compression. It results in oil dilution, poor performance, parts
corrosion, pressure increase in the crankcase and high possibility of oil leak. Therefore, the engine has crankcase
ventilation cyclical system to send the blowby back to the combustion chamber and burn it.
The ventilation system of the engine 462Q has two types. One works like this: The gas oil particle is separated by the
lubricant separating device in the cylinder head cover. The blowby enters the T-pipe and mixes with air coming from the
air filter. Then flow into intake manifold through PCV valve, and into the combustion chamber with the combustible gas
mixture. The PCV valve controls the opening by depending on the vacuum level in the intake manifold.
The other one is like this: The blowby is led into the air filter directly from the cylinder head cover. No T-pipe in series,
nor PCV valve is installed in the piping.

7.5

Cooling system

Cooling system consists of radiator, radiator cover, cooling cylinder, water pump, fan, thermostat and water pipe.


Cooling methods: water cooling and pressure circulation




Capacity of liquid coolant: 4.5 L
Type of radiator: Pipe band Performance: above 88000kJ/h



Radiator cover

Open pressure of steam valve: 80-100 kpa
Open pressure of air valve: -1- -10 kpa
7.5.1

Maintenance manual



Leak test of radiator

Fill up the liquid coolant into the radiator. Charge pressure by a
pressure cylinder with manometer. When it reaches 160 kpa, the
radiator should not leak.



Check open pressure of steam valve of radiator
cover

Connect the radiator cover to the pressure cylinder with
manometer. Check the tightness and open pressure. The open
pressure should be 90±10 kpa.



Check and replace anti-freeze coolant

Check
 When the engine is cold, the liquid coolant should be
between “full” and “low”, the cooling cylinder is placed
under thet driver’s seat, it can be found when turning up the
driver’s seat.
 If the liquid coolant is insufficient, screw off cooling cylinder
cover, refill it to the “full”postion and screw on the cover
tightly.
 Liquid coolant should be of rust prevention and frost
prevention. It is recommended to use the liquid coolant
produced by Chongqing Yiping Chemical plant. The ice
point of the coolant should be 5℃ lower than the lowest
ambient temperature. But the anti-freeze agent concentration
of coolant cannot exceed 60%, otherwise it would affect the
heat sinking capability of coolant. All coolant should be
replaced every two years.
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Replacement
 Screw down the drain plug at the lower part of radiator and
drain the coolant.
 Wash the cooling system. Screw off radiator cover, add the
water with rubber hose to the radiator, and run the engine at
idling speed until clean water comes from drain plug hole.
 Close the water, start up the engine at idling speed for one
minute after draining off the water from the cooling system.
Screw on the drain plug.
 Fill up the radiator and cooling cylinder cleaned with new
anti-freeze fluid. Screw on the cover.
 Start the engine and keep the engine run at medium speed
until the water temperature exceeds 80℃. Shut off the engine,
and observe the fluid level of cooling cylinder. Refill the liquid
coolant to “full”. Uncover the radiator cover when the
temperature of engine cooling system drops, and refill up the
liquid coolant.
7.5.2



Warning!
It is dangerous to disassemble the
radiator cover or drain plug
when the engine is still hot. Due
to the steam and hot water will
eject under pressure, it will cause
scald. Repair it when the engine
cools down.

Radiator

Caution: the radiator model is different for different engine and different vehicle model.

Tightening

1

N·M

torque
A

2

12-15

6
7
8
9

3

13

4
5

14

A
12

A

11

16
15
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10

1: Apply sealing elements on
radiator
2: Water tank cover
3: Left closing board Assy.
4: Rubber hose
5: Plastic hose
6: Right closing board Assy.
7: Wind guide Assy.
8: Upper water pipe
9: Left bracket welding
subassembly
10: Bottom water pipe
11: Two-wire clamp
12: Right bracket welding
subassembly
13: Radiator
14: Support bracket welding
subassembly
15: Condenser box
16: Cooling tank bracket
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Cooling tank is connected with radiator cover and radiator through the pipe. As the temperature of liquid coolant rises,
the pressure will increase. When the pressure reaches the cracking pressure of steam valve of the radiator cover, the
steam valve will open. Some excessive coolant will flow into the cooling tank; when the temperature of coolant drops,
the volume will shrink, the internal pressure in the radiator will drops. When the negative pressure reaches certain value,
the air cock (vacuum valve) in the radiator cover will open. The coolant in the cooling tank will flow back to the radiator.
Check the middle of radiator, repair the flat or bent vanes that block air flow and clean away dust, dirt and rubbish.
7.5.3

Water pump

If the water pump can be dismembered, properly dismember the pump to check every part.. If any water leakage is found,
probably the O-ring is damaged and it should be replaced.
7.5.4

Thermostat

When checking the thermostat, put it into water and heat the water slowly. Check the starting temperature of the valve.
Start to open it when the temperature is around 82 ℃. Open it wholly when the temperature reaches 90 ℃ (Open it wholly
when it reaches 92 ℃ for 376QB). Replace it if th e open and close cannot meet the requirements.

7.6

Clutch

Diaphragm spring dry clutch is used. See the engine figure.
① Engine crankshaft

② Engine flywheel

③ Driven disk Assy.

④ Pressure plate

⑤ Release bearing

⑥ Diaphragm spring

Maintenance manual


The free travel of pedal is 15-25mm, see P for adjusting method.



Surface of friction plate of slave disc

Repair the burnt or over smooth friction disc with sand paper and friction mark. Replace the element if it is seriously
damaged.


Wear of friction disc

Replace it when the dents depth of rivet head is less than 0.5mm.


Spline gap of slave disc

Replace the driven disc Assy. when the gap between the internal spline of driven and external spline of input shaft
exceeds 0.5mm.


Front bearing of transmission input shaft

Step on the clutch pedal when the vehicle is driving and disengaged the clutch. The clutch will produce abnormal noises.
The front bearing maybe has been damaged. Check carefully when repairing. Replace the element if it is damaged.


Disengaging bearing

Rotate the disengaging bearing with hands. If it is not flexible, and is drag or produces abnormal noises, then it is proved
that the bearing has been damaged and needs to be replaced.

7.7

Transmission

The transmission equipped is of uniform and synchronizing manual mechanical type, different specifications available. It
is compatible with the engine model equiped on the vehicle. But their construction is almost the same. Now an example
of engine 462Q will be explained.
See the engine figure.
1. Input shaft 2. 3rd and 4th shift synchronizer 3. 3rd shift driven gear
4. 2nd shift driven gear

5. 1st and 2nd shift synchronizer

6. 1st shift driven gear

7. Reverse shift driven gear

8. Reverse gear shaft

9. Reverse shift sliding gear

10. Reverse driving gear

11. Output shaft

12. Counter shaft
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Dismember
 Remove the release bearing of clutch from the clutch case at the front of transmission.
 Remove the connecting bolt of rear transmission case and upper cover and then the rear case and upper cover Assy.
 Remove the connecting bolt of rear case and take off rear case Assy.
 Remove the connecting bolt of the upper and lower case of transmission. Take out the upper and lower case Assy.
Take out the input and output shaft Assy.
 Take off reverse sliding gear. Remove the connecting bolt of bearing guard board. Take down the guard board and
reverse shaft.
 Remove the circlip at the bake of middle shaft with circlip clamp. Take down the reverse driving gear.
 Remove the detent plug at the front of middle shaft. Take off the circlip of bearing. Punch front bearing outer ring of
middle shaft from front to back with copper bar and hammer. Punch out the front and rear bearing from the bearing
hole of lower case. Remove the rear bearing with bearing puller and take out the middle shaft.
 Remove each circlip on the output shaft from outside to inside in turn with circlip clamp and dismember the output
shaft Assy. Do not drop the synchronizer of each shift from the gear. Pat attention to the assembly between adjacent
parts. Do not assemble wrongly.
 Leave all shifter fork shaft at neutral position before dismembering the upper case Assy. Remove the two bolts of
shifter fork shaft guard board and take off the guard board. Punch out the spring pin on the reverse shift fork with
hammer and steel bar (the shaft diameter is smaller than the spring pin hole). Pull out the reverse and shift fork shaft.
 Move the low-speed shift fork shaft to “2nd shift”. Punch out the spring pin on the low speed shift fork and pull out
shift fork shaft.
 Move the high-speed shift fork shaft to “3rd shift”. Punch out the spring pin on the high speed shift fork and pull out
shift fork shaft.
During the removal mentioned above, do not fly out the locking friction ball and spring when pulling out the shift fork
shaft. And pay attention to avoid losing of friction ball, spring and interlocking pin.

Check and repair
 Check the tooth surface of each gear for wear or damage. Replace it when any defect is found on the tooth surface.
 Check each bearing for wear or damage. Replace it when any defect is found on the bearing.
 Check the chamfer of the reverse gear, hole diameter of reverse sliding gear and shaft diameter of reverse shaft.
Replace it if it is seriously worn.
 Check the gear of middle shaft for wear or tooth break-off. Replace the middle shaft when the gear becomes invalid.
 Check the spline of input shaft, the tooth surface of gear, the main tooth and annulus ring for wear or damage.
Replace it immediately if any defect is found for any part of the input shaft mentioned above.
 Check the tooth of synchronizer and synchronizer ring gear end, the shoulder and two sides of synchronizer slider
for wear. Check the synchronizer spring for wear or failure. Due to these parts are the most important parts of
synchronizer. Any wear or damage would seriously affect the shifting performance of transmission and make the
shifting fail to operate properly. When the engage sleeve is engaged with the synchronizer ring, the engagement
should be one third of tooth chamfer bevel. Replace the synchronizer Assy. if the engagement exceeds one third, it
proves that the total wear of slide block, key groove, synchronizer ring and tooth chamfer bevel of engage sleeve has
exceeded the limit.
 Check the male cone of gear and inner cone of synchronizer ring for
any possible wearing. Both conical surfaces should have no rippled
wear, and fully match with each other. Replace the element seriously
worn.
 Measure the gap of the combination gear edge between gear edge of
synchronization ring and matching gear with feeler. The standard
value is 0.8~1.2mm. Operation limit is 0.5mm. When the gap has
reached or exceeded the operation limit, the synchronization ring will
become invalid and should be replaced.
 Measure width of every key channel on the synchronization ring.
Check the key channel on synchronization ring for wear. When the
width of key channel exceeds the operation limit, the synchronization
ring should be replaced. The standard value of key channel width is
9.5+0.1 mm. The operation limit is 9.9mm.
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 Caution: painting inspection should be conducted for synchronization ring and conical surface of matching gear
when replacing new synchronization ring. Contact area of conical surface should not be less than 70%. When it
cannot meet the requirements, apply a layer of thin abrasive on the friction cone. Apply pressure lightly to lap until it
meets the requirements. Clean away the abrasive after lapping, to avoid damaging members after transmission gear
installed.
 Check the circlip and clamp used for all axes for damage or deformation. Replace the element when it is seriously
damaged or deformed.
 Check springs for all lock balls for damage. The free length standard of spring to be measured is 19.5mm. The
operation limit is 17mm. Replace the spring if it is damaged or its free length is less than the operation limit.
 Check the wear status of all shifter fork axles. Replace shifter fork axles if lock ball groove edge is seriously worn,
otherwise it would cause walking out of meshing.
 Check the back case of transmission and bushing in the back case for damage. Measure the radial gap between
bushing and universal-joint splined shaft fork of propeller shaft. The normal gap is 0.02~0.06 mm and operation
limit is 0.1mm. If the gap exceeds the operation limit, it would make the splined shaft fork shake in the bushing,
which will cause vibration of Propeller shaft. The rear case assembly must be replaced, instead of replacing the
bushing only.
 Check all shift fork for damage or wear. Replace if the fork is seriously damaged or worn.

Assembly
Assembly procedure for transmission is opposite to dismember procedure.
 All parts used for installing the transmission must be cleaned.
 Lubricate the sliding parts and friction surface inside the gearbox with transmission oil before installing.
 Make sure to correctly assemble the location of synchronizer hub when assembling the two synchronizers on output
shaft. The splines in the two edges of synchronizer hub have boss, the higher end of boss should face frontward.
 Attention should be paid when assembling the meshing sleeve of synchronizer: the end of external fork groove also
should face frontward.
 Check the three sliding blocks on synchronizer hub that have been assembled into the sliding groove on
synchronization ring after assembling the synchronizer.
 Pay attention that the bushing having spring pin hole on the fork should be placed at the side to close to the back
case of transmission when assembling the fork onto the fork shaft.
 Assemble all shift fork shaft in turn. Assembling order is: high gear→ low gear→ reverse gear.
 Check lock ball spring, lock ball and interlock pin for any missing when assembling the upper case assembly of the
transmission. The assembling hole of interlock friction ball is located at the side wall of upper case closes to one side
of reverse shift fork shaft. Assemble the friction ball one by one. Place them into the groove on the two adjacent fork
shafts. Place the interlock pin into the pin hole of one fork shaft in the middle.
 Pay attention to the chamfer at one side of gear tooth when assembling reverse gear. When assembling the reverse
gear on output shaft and counter shaft, put the side of tooth with chamfer outwards, but the side of tooth with
chamfer on the reverse sliding gear inwards.
 Assemble bearing locating circlip and case dowel pin onto the lower case of transmission before assembling the
lower case of transmission to the output shaft and output shaft assembly.
 Pay attention to the chamfer at one side of gear tooth when assembling reverse gear. When assembling the reverse
gear on output shaft and counter shaft, put the side of tooth with chamfer outwards, but the side of tooth with
chamfer on the reverse sliding gear inwards.
 Assemble bearing locating circlip and case dowel pin onto the lower case of transmission before assembling the
lower case of transmission to the output shaft and output shaft assembly.
 When assembling all cases of transmission together, clean the joint surface of every case first. Apply a layer of
sealant evenly on the joint surface. After several minutes, assemble all cases together. When assembling the upper
and lower cases, pay attention to insert each shift fork into respective groove of the gearing sleeve of synchronizer.
When the cases are aligned, evenly screw up every fastening bolt in turn. Pay attention to the use of consistent
screwing force.
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Engine suspension
D
C
B
B

1

5

Tightening torque
A:
B:
C:
D:

N·M
30-40
30-45
35-55
25-30

3
A

4

2
B

1: Rear suspension
2: Rear support rubber
3: Rear suspension board
4: Right suspension of engine
5: Suspension cushion Assy.
6: put rubber pad
7: Left suspension Assy.
8: Suspension baffle plate
9: Spacer sleeve
10: Remove rubber pad
11: Engine suspension welding
subassembly

B
6

7
11

C
9

8

10

A

Maintenance manual
Check the tightenness of every bolt during regular maintenance.
Screw it up with required torque immediately. Check the
suspension parts for crack or damage, every rubber connector for
crack or damage. Replace it in time when any damage is found.

7.9

Electronic Fuel Injection (EFI) Engine Management System

An EFI engine or an engine with Electronic Fuel Injection instead of the traditional combustion engine is used on the
vehicle. It is a closed-loop EFI engine. The P series use the DELPHI engine management system (EMS) and N series the
EMS of UAES and Motorola. In an EFI engine, an electronic control unit (ECU) controls precisely the quantity of fuel to
be injected and the ignition angle following a preset program and using the parameters of the engine measured by the
sensors at different parts of the engine, modified according to the feedback from the oxygen sensor to ensure the optimal
working condition of the engine under different running modes. The EFI engine greatly improves the vehicle
cost-efficiency, power and minimizes emission as well as the pollution to the environment.
The section outlines the engine management system. The other systems of the EFI engine is identical to those of the
above mentioned combustion engine.
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Operational Requirements

The EMS systems of DELPHI,UAES and Motorola are used on the vehicle. DELPHI and Motorola employs the
distributor-less Ignition technology (UAES uses distributor). In normal operation, routine maintenance is not required for
the ignition system except replacement of the spark plug as necessary.
The system is provided with a three-way catalytic converter for treatment of exhaust gas, which effectively reduces
noxious substances in the exhaust. For better performance, follow the instructions below in daily operation:
 Always use the high-quality unleaded gasoline above #90 in
compliance with SH0041 and GB17930-1999, with lead
content ≤0.005g/L.
 Do not travel in neutral gear. The engine has a deceleration
fuel cut-off (DFCO) function that saves fuel. But the engine
keeps idling and consuming fuel when the vehicle travels in
neutral gear. Thus idle traveling does not save much fuel. Do
not disconnect the ignition switch during idle traveling for
fuel saving.

Warning!
 Do not start or drive when the fuel is
insufficient. Otherwise the fuel may
be exhausted to cause overheated and
burned fuel pump. The fuel amount
is recommended to be 5 L as
minimum.
 Always use high-quality unleaded
gasoline as required. Non-compliance
will cause failed and damaged EMS
and three-way catalytic converter
ultimately decrease the power, cost
efficiency
and
environment
protection performance.

 Do not start the engine by pushing or trailing. Use the
auxiliary battery to start the engine in the case of low voltage
of battery.
 If the performance or abnormal engine operation (e.g.
abnormities in the fuel supply or ignition system) is found
dramatically deteriorated, stop immediately to eliminate any
problem. Stop after decelerating for a short distance if you
cannot stop or eliminate the problem immediately. Then
inspect and repair as soon as possible.
 Use conforming engine oil (See page 3), so as to assure long
service life of the three-way catalytic converter and oxygen
sensor.
7.9.2

Engine Management and Emission Control System

7.9.2.1 Engine Management System (EMS)
 Turn the ignition switch key to the “ON”position. The fault
alarm indicator at the upper right corner of the instrument
cluster should be turned on. If the fault alarm indicator turns
off after the engine is started, the system is at normal state. If
the alarm indicator does not turn off, the system must be
abnormal and inspection is required.
 When the engine fails and the fault alarm indicator turns on,
do not remove the battery from the circuit of the DELPHI or
UAES system. Otherwise the fault codes and information
stored in the computer will be lost.
 The fuel supply system shall be pressure proofing at 3 Mpa
as minimum. The system shall be free of leak and aged hose.
Replace or repair when the leakage is found.
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Warning!
 Do not paint the
catalytic converter.

three-way
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 Avoid spark plug test and cylinder compression pressure test.
Finish in the shortest time is such tests are necessary.
 When the ignition switch is ON, or the engine is running, do
not remove the spark plug or HV wire to check sparking.
When spark inspection is necessary, turn the ignition switch
to the OFF position, then remove the spark plug and connect
to the HV wire of the relevant cylinder. Hold the rubber cap
of the spark plug, start the engine to ground the threaded part
of the spark plug to the cylinder body. Check the sparking
performance.
 When the spark plug fails, stop the engine immediately, and
do not re-start until is problem is eliminated. If it is necessary
to run the engine to check, stop the engine at times and
minimize its speed and load. Failure of sparking will cause
overheated three-way catalytic converter and permanent
damage.

Engine

Warning
 Never touch the spark plug under
any circumstance.
 Do not reverse the positive and
negative poles of the battery. The
negative pole must be grounded.
 When the engi ne runs at high
spee d, or the engi ne does not
run whil e the ignition switch
stay s at the “ON” posi tion , do
not disc onnect the batt ery.
 Before removing the EMS parts
and electric terminals, the
ignition switch must be at the
“OFF” position to avoid damage
to EMS parts.
 Turn the ignition swit ch to the
“OFF” posi tion befo re chec king
the fuel line. Other wise the fuel
may leak to cause fire.

 Do not adjust the adjusting screws of the throttle valve, for the crews have been precisely adjusted during general
assembly. Improper adjustment may result in high-speed idling, engine shutdown or cause idling stability, emission
and fuel cost efficiency.
 As the ECU is located below the instrument cluster, do not place cups or other items on the instrument cluster. Do
not have water penetrate into the ECU, sensor and plugging connector when washing the vehicle or driving in rain.
 The wireless communication device, if any, shall keep its antenna from the ECU.
 The fuel filter removes impurities with a diameter larger than 0.01 mm. To assure the service life of the fuel ejector,
the life cycle of the fuel filter is recommended to be 3000 0 miles.
 Start the engine once every two months if the vehicle is not used over a long period of time, so as to prevent the fuel
ejector from clogging due to gasoline gumming up.
7.9.2.2 Vehicle Emission System
The EFI engine emission system is provided with a three-way catalytic converter that effectively reduces poisonous
gases in exhaust.
Maintain the ignition system at sound working condition. When individual cylinders fail to run due to ignition fault, the
emission system will be overheated and the three-way catalytic converter burned.
7.9.3

Troubleshooting



Troubleshooting without diagnosis devices

The EMS is reliable. Most problems in engine operation are conventional engine faults. Repair the mechanical system
before the EFI system. Especially, when the engine fails while the alarm indicator does not turn on, such failures always
have nothing to do with the EMS.
 Record the fault codes before repairing, so as to prevent loss of data.
 Disconnect the EMS power supply before repairing the vehicle with arc welding.
 Repair the engine with reference to the fault code diagram, general EMS fault list and diagnosis flow chart.
7.9.3.1 Tools
Ohmmeter (inherent resistance should be over 10kΩ/v), tachometer, oil pressure gauge and vacuum gauge.
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7.9.3.2 General Understanding
Make clear the time, symptom, conditions, situations, causes and whether any parts are repaired or modified.
7.9.3.3 Reading and Cancellation of Fault Code
1)

DELPHI System

 Turn the ignition key to “OFF”.
 Crossover terminal 1, 4 or 5 of the diagnosis connection of the EFI harness, as illustrated in the DELPHI system

below.
 Or insert into the connector the diagnosis plug supplied from the spares of the vehicle.
 Turn the ignition key to the “ON”position.
 The fault code is reported when the engine fault alarm indicator on the instrument cluster flashes.
 Each fault code consists of 4 numbers ranging from 0-9.
 The number “0”flashes for 10 times, and the numbers 1-9 flash 1-9 times.
 For fault codes and detailed information please refer to the DELPHI fault code diagram. For example, the manifold
pressure sensor fault code is P0105 and the fault alarm indicator will flash.

Caution:
 If there are more than two faults, the fault codes will turn on for three times successively and then proceed to the
next fault code.
 The fault code shall be cleared after repair. Turn the ignition switch to the “OFF”position, and remove the negative
pole wire of the battery for 30 seconds or above.
2)

UAES System

 Connect the engine ignition switch, but do not start the engine.
 Crossover terminal 7 and 4 of the diagnosis connector as illustrated above. Start operation after 2.5 seconds.
 The fault code stored in the fault memory is outputted via fault alarm indicator flashes.
 The first flashed code consists of 2 numbers, each to be 0 or a number with 1-9.
 The number 0 flashes for 10 times, and the numbers 1-9 flash 1-9 times. A pause of 1 second exists between two
adjacent numbers of the flashed fault code, and 3 seconds between two adjacent fault codes.
 A fault code flashes for 3 times continuously; all the fault codes flash until the engine is started or the fault reading
stops (cross-over cancelled).
 If no faults are stored in the fault memory, the fault alarm indicator flashes “11”to indicate “NO FAULT”.
 For fault codes and detailed information please refer to the UAES fault code diagram,
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 When clearing fault codes from the fault memory, just cross-over terminal 7 of the diagnosis connector to terminal 4
for three times continuously. Each time exceeds 2.5 seconds.
Caution:
 The LZW6330Ei2 minibus is designed to include AC system. The diagnosis system will automatically generate fault
code 13 (fault source: AC condenser temperature sensor) when the AC system is not installed on the vehicle. But this
fault code will not turn on the fault alarm indicator on the instrument cluster, and will not affect normal operation of the
EFI system.
E1

3)

Motorola System

 Turn the ignition key to “OFF”.
 Crossover terminal 16 (positive pole, 12V power supply) of the
diagnosis connector to terminal 8 (Rxd) as illustrated in the right
diagram.
 Turn the ignition switch to ON.
 The fault alarm indicator on the instrument cluster will flash all
the fault codes.
 For the fault codes and detailed information please see the
Motorola fault code diagram.
 For interpretation of the fault code please refer to the
diagram below.

16

15

14

13

12

11

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

Rxd

7.9.3.4 Visual Inspection
Check the system for missing parts. Check wires and connectors for looseness or gumming that may cause circuit break
or short circuit. Check the vacuum hose for damage.
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7.9.3.5 Problem Code
1)
DELPHI System Fault Code List
PCODE

Desc ription

Desc ription

ECU
pin

P0352

Ignition coil B circuit shorted to
battery voltage

D14

P0352

Ignition coilA circuit shorted to earth

D14

ECU pin Fault Code

P0130

Manifold pressure sensor voltage too
A7
high
Manifold pressure sensor voltage too
A7
low
Intake air temperature sensor reading
B4
too high
Intake air temperature sensor reading
B4
too low
Water temperature sensor reading
B3
too high
Water temperature sensor reading
B3
too low
Throttle position sensor voltage too
D5
high
Throttle position sensor voltage too
D5
low
No change in oxygen sensor voltage D9，C9

P0170

Oxygen sensor, insufficient

D9，C9

P1532

P0170

Oxygen Sensor, excessive

D9，C9

P1533

P0200

Injector circuit

P0105
P0105
P0110
P0110
P0115
P0115
P0120
P0120

P0230

P0443
P0443

C4,C6,
C7,D7
A12

Fuel pump circuit shorted to earth
Fuel pump circuit shorted to battery
P0230
A12
voltage
P0335 Crank shaft position sensor circuit
B14,A16
Ignition coil A circuit shorted to
P0351
C14
battery voltage
P0351 Ignition coilA circuit shorted to earth
C14
Ignition coil A/B circuit shorted to
P0351
C14
circuit break.
2)
UAES System Fault Code List
Flash
Fault Source
*Fault
Code
11
No fault
─
34
Electronic control unit
2
15
Detonation sensor
2
38
Battery
2
16
Intake Air Pressure Sensor
1
14
61
62
19
18

Throttle Position Sensor
Stepper motor input stage 1
(BWD3)
Stepper motor input stage 2
Coolant Temperature Sensor
Intake Air Temperature Sensor

Carbon Canister solenoid valve
circuit
Carbon Canister solenoid valve
circuit

A13
A13

P0505

Idle control system

A1,A2,
A3,A4

P0560

System voltage too high

A6,C5

P1362

Car burglar alarm failure (optional)

B8

P1530

AC clutch relay circuit

A15

P1530

AC clutch relay circuit
AC evaporator temperature sensor
reading, too low
AC evaporator temperature sensor
reading, too high

A15

P1604

EEPROM fault

P1605

Memory chip fault

P1640

QDSM chip fault

Flash
Code
24
21
42
17
31

1
1

36
37

1
1
1

35
25
13

D6
D6

B10,B11,
B12,B13

Fault Source

*Fault

Injector - cylinder 3
Injector –cylinder 4
Cooling fan relay
Oxygen Sensor
Air fuel ratio control and
correction
Air-fuel ratio self-learning 1
Air-fuel ratio self-learning 2

1
1
1
1
2
2
2

Air-fuel ratio self-learning 3
2
Carbon canister control valve
1
AC
condenser temperature
1
sensor
33
Max. speed limitation for motor
2
41
Vehicle speed sensor
2
22
Injector - cylinder 1
1
43
Phase sensor
1
23
Injector –cylinder 2
1
45
Fault alarm indicator
1
*Fault: “1”refers to “open circuit”or “shorted to earth”or “shorted to power supply”
“2”refers to over-limit.
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3)
Code
2311

3311
4311
3411
1121
2121
3121
4121
2221

3221

4221

2321

3231

4321

Motorola System Fault Code List
Engine
Source
Type
Description
Indicator
Intakeair
IntakeAir Pressure
High ON
pressureSensor
Sensor
voltagetool high
Intakeair
IntakeAir Pressure
Low ON
pressureSensor
Sensor
voltagetoohigh
IntakeAir Pressure High/
ON
High/low
Sensor
Low
IntakeAir Pressure
Low
Too low
Sensor
Automa
Automatic
Throttle Position
tic zero ON
zero setting
Sensor
setting
error
Throttle Position
High ON
Too high
Sensor
Throttle Position
Low ON
Too low
Sensor
Throttle Position High/
ON
High/low
Sensor
Low
IntakeAir
Valuehigh(Low
Temperature
High
temperature)
Sensor
Intake Air
Valuelow(High
Temperature
Low
temperature)
Sensor
IntakeAir
High/
Temperature
High/low
Low
Sensor
Coolant
Valuehigh(Low
Temperature
High ON
temperature)
Sensor
Coolant
Valuelow(High
Temperature
Low ON
temperature)
Sensor
Coolant
High/
Temperature
ON
High/low
Low
Sensor

Engine

Engine
Description
Indicator

Code

Source

Type

4421

Oxygen Sensor

High/Lo
ON
w

High/low

2131

Battery

High

ON

Too high

3131

Battery

Low

ON

Too low

4131

Battery

High/
Low

ON

High/low

1431

Crank Shaft
General
Position Sensor tooth

2431
4431
2122
1322

ON

Crank Shaft
First tooth ON
Position Sensor
Missing
Idle motor
ON
tooth
Short
Fuel pump
circuit
Short-circ
Fuel pump
uit
ON
grounding

Missing
general
tooth
Missing first
tooth
Missing
tooth
Short circuit
Shorted to
earth

2322

Fuel pump

Open
circuit

ON

Load open
circuit

3322

Memory

Short
circuit

ON

Shorted to
battery

1422

Memory

Check
sum

ON

Calibration
check sum

2422

Memory

Mismatch ON

Calibration
ROM
mismatch

4422

Memory

Check
sum

Self-adapting
checksum

Short
circuit
Open
circuit
Short
circuit

Shorted to
earth
Load open
circuit
Shorted to
battery

1421

Oxygen Sensor

MISC ON

Circuitbreak

1132

AC output

2421

Oxygen Sensor

High

ON

Too high

2132

AC output

3421

Oxygen Sensor

Low

ON

Too low

3132

AC output
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7.9.3.6 General Fault List of EMS System
Description of Parts
Host computer (ECU)
Ignition coil

Intake Air Pressure Sensor (Type D)

Throttle valve

Throttle Position Sensor

Intake Air Temperature Sensor

Cooling water temperature sensor

Idle control motor

Idle motor position sensor

Oxygen Sensor

Crankcase vent valve (PVC)

Carbon canister solenoid valve (not for Motorola)

Detonation sensor (Only for UAES)
















































Faults
Engine fails to start
Abnormal engine performance
Engine fails to start
No HV spark
Secondary voltage too low
Engine difficult to start
Abnormal engine performance
Instable idling
Increased fuel consumption
Engine fails to start or difficult to start
Poor engine performance
Engine difficult to start
Instable idling
Poor engine performance
Vulnerable to flaming-out
Poor engine performance
Instable idling
Vulnerable to flaming-out
Increased fuel consumption
Excessively concentrated gas mixture
Engine difficult to start
Poor engine performance
Instable idling
Vulnerable to flaming-out
Engine difficult to start
Instable idling
Vulnerable to flaming-out
Engine stalling
Instable engine idling
Vulnerable to flaming-out
Difficult to accelerate
Poor engine performance
Instable idling
Increased fuel consumption of engine
Increased pollutant emission
Incorrect air fuel ratio
Engine fails to start or difficult to start
Instable idling or no idling
Difficult to accelerate
Increased fuel consumption
Poor engine performance
Instable idling
Air fuel ratio
Instable engine operation
Cause detonation during acceleration
Incorrect ignition timing
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Description of Parts
Magnetic-induction ignition signal generator
Hall ignition signal generator (Only for UAES)

Crank Shaft Position Sensor

Fuel Pump
Fuel Filter

Fuel pressure regulator

Injector






















Faults
Engine fails to start
Instable engine operation
Instable idling
Intermittent flaming out
Engine fails to start
Poor acceleration
Instable idling
Intermittent flaming out
Engine fails to start
Flaming out during running
Engine fails to start
Instable engine operation
Injector clogged
Engine difficult to start
Deteriorated engine performance
Instable idling, vulnerable to flaming-out
Engine difficult to start
Instable engine operation
Vulnerable to flaming-out
Instable idling

 Non-conforming emission

Three-way catalytic converter
7.9.3.7 Diagnostic Flow Chart
1)
Engine fails to start or difficult to start
Engine does not run or run slowly
Check power supply

 Battery
(1) Correct connection or not
(2) Standard value of
electrolyte: 1.28 at 20℃
(3) Voltage
 Fusible Link Wire

Repair or replace parts
Fault

OK

Check electric source







Ignition Switch
Starter relay
Starter
Connection
Connector inspection
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2)
Engine fails to start or difficult to start
(Start signal normal)

Check for fault codes

Check the fault code for causes

Fault code found

No fault code
Check the intake system for vacuum leak

 Hose connection
 PGV hose

Leak

OK
Check the ignition spark. Remove all the
injectors of cylinders and keep the spark plug

Failure

wires away from the cylinder bodies. Start
the engine and check for sparking.

 High voltage cable
 Ignition coil

Strong sparks should be seen.
OK
Check the spark plug clearance. Standard
value to be 1 mm. Check the compression

Failure

pressure and throttle clearance as necessary.

 Replace the spark plug
 Compression pressure
Limit vale: 462Q to be 1132 kpa/ 300 rpm
 Valve clearance
Standard value of 465Q and 462Q: 0.13 - 0.18
mm (cold)
0.23～0.28 mm(hot)

OK

Wet spark






Check for fuel supply:
Fuel in the fuel tank≥5L
Fuel pressure of fuel supply pipes
Turn the key to the “on” position, the
engine will not start, while the fuel pump
shall run:
Listen to the sound of fuel pump
operation in the fuel tank
Feel the oil pressure in the gasoline pipe

 Injector short circuit or leak
 Injector lead wire short circuit

plug

Failure








Fuel line leak or deformation
Fuse
Fuel pump relay
Fuel pump
Fuel pump filter
Fuel pressure regulator

OK
Check the idle stepper motor
 Tighten the screws of idle motor
 Short-time vibration when the key turns
to the connection position.

Failure

 Replace or tighten screws
 Connecting wire of stepper motor
 Stepper motor

OK
Check the circuit
Use the voltmeter or oscillograph

Failure

 Circuit connection
 ECU power supply:
Fusible link wire
Fuse
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3)

Engine

Engine shuts down frequently
Fault code
found

Found the fault code
Check

Refer to the fault code list

No fault code
Check the air intake system for vacuum leak

Leak

 Hose connection
 PCV hose

Failure








OK
Check fuel line: 1. for fuel amount
2. for fuel pressure
Turn the key to ON, the engine does not run,
and the fuel pump should run for seconds. 1.
Listen to the found of fuel pump running
2. Fell the fuel pressure of the fuel return line

Fuel line leak or deformation
Fuse
Fuel pump relay
Fuel pump
Fuel pump filter
Fuel pressure regulator

OK
Check the air cleaner element

Failure

Clean or replace the filter element

OK
Check the coolant temperature sensor:
1. Measure the sensor resistance when the

Failure

Check against the coolant temperature sensor

engine cools

curve and data. Replace the sensor if the

2. Measure the sensor resistance when the
engine is hot.

measured value exceeds the limits.

(Coolant temperature>85℃)

OK

Failure

Check the idle stepper motor
•

·Tighten the screws of idle motor

•

·
Short-time vibration when the key turns to
the connection position.

If the clearance doesn’tconform, adjust the
screws on the valve body to change the initial

OK
Check the throttle valve for clearance. Warm
up the engine (coolant temperature >85℃).
Run the engine at idle condition, disconnect the

 Replace or tighten the loading screws
 Connecting wire of stepper motor
 Replace or repair the stepper motor

angle of the throttle valve, so as to ensure
Failure

correct idle steps.
Note: Do not adjust the initial angle of the
throttle without any reliable tool to measure the
total idle steps.

AC system, and use the hand-held diagnosis
device or PCTOOLS to check the total steps.
The 462Q and 465Q engine’s total idle steps
should be 20-30 (for Motorola system)
OK
Check the spark plug clearance, standard value
Failure

to be 1mm
Note:
Check the compression pressure and valve
clearance as necessary.
OK

17 1

 Change the spark plug
 Compression pressure: Limit of 462Q:
1132kpa/300rpm
 Valve clearance
Standard value of 465Q/462Q: 0.23-0.28 mm
(hot)
0.13 - 0.18 mm (cold)
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Check the fuel pressure:
Standard value: 2.2-3.2 Bar

Engine

Failure







Failure

Check the injector conditions

Failure

 Circuit connection
 ECU power supply:
Fusible link wire
Fuse
 Check the intake manifold pressure
sensor

Fuel pump
Fuel filter
Fuel pressure regulator
Hose
Fuel pump relay

OK

Check the injector

OK
Check the circuit
Use the voltmeter or ohmmeter

4)

Instable idling

Check the fault code

Check the air intake system for vacuum leak

Refer to the fault code list

Failure

 Hose
 PCV hose

OK
Check the air cleaner

Failure

Clean or replace as appropriate

OK
Check ignition
• Check HV wire for electric power
•

Failure

 High voltage wire
 Ignition coil

Failure

 Replace the spark plug
 Compression pressure, 462Q limit: 1132
kpa/ 300 rpm
 Valve clearance
Standard value of 465Q, 462Q: 0.23-0.28
mm (hot)

leak
Check the coil for breakage or
damage
OK

Check the spark plug clearance:
Standard value: 1 mm
Note:
Check the compression pressure and valve
clearance

0.13 - 0.18 mm (cold)
OK
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Failure

 Hose connection
 Vacuum leak

Failure

 Fuel pump
 Fuel pressure regulator
 Fuel filter

Check the air intake

Engine

OK
Check the accelerator.
OK
Failure
Check the injector

Check the injector conditions

OK
Check the idle stepper motor
• Tighten the screws of idle motor
• Short-time vibration when the key turns

Failure

 Replace or tighten the loading screws
 Connecting wire of stepper motor
 Replace or repair the stepper motor

to the connection position.
OK
Check the intake air temperature sensor and

Failure

intake manifold pressure sensor

 Check against the coolant temperature
sensor curve and data. Replace the
sensor if the measured value exceeds the
limits.
 Replace the intake manifold pressure
sensor

OK
Failure

Check the oxygen sensor
5)

Replace

Idle Speed Too high

Failure
Check the fault code

Failure
No fault code

Check the air intake system for vacuum leak

Failure

Refer to the diagnosis code
 Hose connection
 Check the throttle valve body and intake
manifold for proper mounting

OK
Check the throttle position sensor

Failure

Throttle valve body

OK
Failure

Check the fuel pressure

Fuel pressure regulator- High Pressure

OK
Failure

Check the injector

Injector leak, quality defects

OK
Check the initial angle of the throttle valve
• Measure resistance using ohmmeter
• At the hot idle state，use the PCTOOLS

Failure

to read the total steps of stepper motor
(for Motorola system)
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 Adjust screws to total steps of 20-40
(Motorola)
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7.9.4 Location of Oxygen Sensor and Three-way Catalytic Converter of EMS parts and Emission System
7.9.4.1 DELPHI System (with 462QE1, 465QE1 and 465Q-1AE1)
Tightening Torque
Coolant Temperature Sensor
Oxygen Sensor
Seat Screw of throttle valve
Seat Screw of Crankshaft
Seat screw of intake manifold pressure

1: ECU Engine Control Module
(Below Dashboard)
2: Manifold absolute pressure sensor
3: Idle air control valve
4: Intake Air Temperature Sensor
5: Air cleaner
6: Throttle Position Sensor
7: Intake manifold
8: Coolant Temperature Sensor

9: Solenoid Valve for Carbon Canister
Cleaning
10: Fuel Filter
11: Fuel Vapor Recovery Canister
12: Injector (4)
13: Crank Shaft Position Sensor
14: Fuel pressure regulator
15: Fuel return pipe
16: Fuel intake
17: Fuel vapor tube
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18: Fuel Pump
19: Three way catalytic converter
20: Ignition coil
21: Oxygen sensor
22: Center HV wire (4)
23: Fuel rail assembly
24: Fuel tank
25: Muffler

N·M
15-20
38-46
8-10
8-10
8-10

Engine
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7.9.4.2 UAES System (with462QE2 and 465QE2)

Tightening Torque
Oxygen sensor
Detonation sensor
Coolant Temperature Sensor
Throttle Position Sensor
Stepper motor
Pressure/temp. sensor

1: ECU engine control Module
(Below dashboard)
2: Intake air pressure/temp. sensor
3: Stepper motor
4: Throttle Position Sensor
5: Air cleaner
6: Coolant temp. sensor
7: Intake manifold
8: Canister purge solenoid valve
9: Detonation sensor ( below the intake
manifold)

10: Fuel filter
11: Fuel vapor recovery canister
12: Injector
13: Return Pipe
14: Suction pipe
15: Fuel vapor pipe
16: Fuel Pump
17: Fuel tank
18: Muffler
19: Three-way catalytic converter
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20 : Distributor
21 : Speed sensor (in distributor)
22 : Oxygen Sensor
23 : Ignition coil
24 : Central ignition HV wire
25 : Central HV wire (4)
26 : Fuel distribution pipe assembly
27 : Fuel pressure regulator

N·Ｍ
50-60
20±5
15-20
1.5-2.5
40±4
7-12

Engine
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7.9.4.3 Motorola System (with 462QE3 and 465QE3)

1: ECU Engine Control Module
(Below dashboard)
2: Idle air control valve
3: Air cleaner
4: Throttle Position Sensor
5: Intake manifold
6: Coolant Temperature Sensor
7: Intake pressure/temp. sensor

8: Fuel filter
9: Fuel vapor recovery canister
10: Injector (4)
11: Crank Shaft Position Sensor
12: Fuel pressure regulator
13: Return pipe, fuel tank
14: Outlet pump, fuel tank
15: Fuel vapor tube
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16: Fuel pump assembly
17: Fuel tank
18: Muffler
19: Three-way catalytic converter
20: Ignition coil
21: Oxygen sensor
22: Central HV wire (4)
23: Fuel line

Engine
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Engine

Technical parameter of engine, clutch, gearbox assembly

Code of engine

AA

Model of engine

AC

AB

AG

LJ376QB with

LJ376QB

CB— 41

CB— 41 gearbox

Type

Straight-three, water cooling, four-stroke, overhead camshaft gasoline engine

Cylinder diameter ×Stroke
mm ×mm

76×73

Total displacement L

0.993

Compression ratio

8.5

9.1

Nominal power kw /r. /min

32.4/5300

32/5200

Maximum torque N.m/r/min

70.5/3000～3400

72.3/3200

Idling speed r/min

900±50

Ignition order

1-2-3

Lubrication

Combined force-feed and splash

Oil pressure kPa / r/min

300～500/5500

Clutch

Sing-leaf, dry, diaphragm spring (mechanical control)

Lowest oil consumption g/ kw
/h

299

Type

Constant mesh helical gear with synchronizer

st

Ratio of speed

Gear box

1 gear
nd

3.966

4.038

4.038

gear

2.296

2.348

2.348

rd

3 gear

1.508

1.538

1.538

th

1.000

1.000

1.000

2

4 gear
th

5 gear
Reverse gear

Assembly dry mass kg

0.833
4.363

4.242

86

4.242
108.5
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AR
Code of engine

EA

EK

BF

EE
EB

EJ
EP

AM

AN

EM

BG

EL

HH 465

DA 465Q-1A

DA 465Q-1 AE1

Q1

LJ 465Q-1A

LJ4 65Q-1 AE1

BB

BC
BA
JL465Q

Model of engine

HH465QE1

HH465QE2

QL465Q

YH465QE1

LJ465QE2

DA465Q

LJ465QE1

LJ465QE3

YH465Q
LJ465Q

Type

Straight-four, hydro cooling, four-stroke, overhead camshaft gasoline engine

Cylinder diameter ×

65.5×72

65.5×78

Total displacement L

0.970

1.051

Compression ratio

8.8

9

Stroke mm ×mm

Nominal power kw/r.
/min
Maximum torque
N.m/r/min
Idling speed r/min

34.7/5300

31.5/5300

35.5/5200

71/3000～3500

69/3000～4000

82/3000～3500

900±50

850±50

875±50

850±50

Ignition order

1-3-4-2

Lubrication

Combined force-feed and splash

Oil pressure

Clutch

3500
875±50

Sing-leaf, dry, diaphragm spring (mechanical control)

Lowest oil
consumption g/kw/h
Type
st

Ratio of speed

83/3000～

294～539/3000

kPa/r/min

Gear box

38.5/5200

299

306

Constant mesh helical gear with synchronizer

1 gear

3.346 3.652

2 nd gear

2.094 1.9478

rd

3 gear

1.363 1.4324

4th gear

1.000 1.000

th

5 gear
Reverse
gear

299

0.7954
3.625 3.4660

Assembly dry mass kg

128

178
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AS
AP

Code of engine

AZ
AV

EG
EF

EC
ED

AJ
BD

AE

EN

AL

AK

BE
AD
AH
DJ462Q
JL462Q

Model of engine

HH462QE
LJ462QE1

HH462QE2
LJ462QE2
LJ462QE3

YH462Q
HH462Q
LJ462Q
QL462Q
QL462Q-1

DA462Q-1A7
HH462Q-1A

DA462Q-B7

DA462Q-1A7-1

DA462Q-7
Type

Straight-four, hydro cooling, four-stroke, overhead camshaft gasoline engine

Cylinder diameter ×
Stroke mm ×mm
Total displacement L

62×66

62×72

62×74

0.797

0.870

0.9

Compression ratio
Nominal power kw/r.
/min
Maximum torque
N.m/r/min
Idling speed r/min

8.7
28.5/5500

25.7/5500

27.94/5200

30/5200

55/3500～4000

51.5/3500～
4000

60/3000～3500

68/3000～3500

880±50

850±50

900±50

Ignition order

1-3-4-2

Lubrication

Combined force-feed and splash

Oil pressure
kPa/r/min

294～539/3000

294～540/3000

Clutch

Sing-leaf, dry, diaphragm spring (mechanical control)

Lowest oil
consumption g/kw/h

299.2

Type

Constant mesh helical gear with synchronizer

st

3.429

nd

2.109

Ratio of speed

Gear box

1 gear
2 gear
rd

3

gear

1.379

4 gear

1.000

th
th

5 gear
Reverse

3.600

gear
Assembly dry mass kg

112
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Chapter 6 Brake System

6.1

Brake Pedal and Bracket Assembly

6.1.1

Measure brake pedal height

The standard height is between 153 mm and 158 mm. If not,
adjust it according to the following method:
(1)

Screw out the braking light until out of contact with
brake pedal rod.

h
Front floor

前地板

(2)

(3)

Loosen the lock nut on brake booster. Rotate the control
valve stem to change the length of control lever. Brake
pedal height can be adjusted in this way. Tighten the lock
nut when the height is desirable.

Lock Nut

Adjust the braking light switch until the clearance is
between 0.5 mm and 1.5 mm. Tighten the lock nut of
braking light.
0.5-1.5mm

0.5-1.5mm

6.1.2

Adjust the free travel of brake pedal

When the engine stops, step down the pedal for 2 or 3 times to
remove air remaining in the brake booster. Step down the brake
pedal again until evident resistance is felt, which means the push
rod of brake booster touch the piston of master brake cylinder.
The travel is defined as free travel of which the standard value is
between 5 mm and 15 mm.
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If the free travel is not consistent with its standard value, it is
commonly caused by improper clearance between push rod of
brake booster and piston of master brake cylinder. Adjust the
clearance according to the specified value (0.3 ～ 0.7 mm).
Smaller free travel may also be caused by the improper
adjustment of brake light switch. Adjust it according the above
method.

6.1.3

Adjust brake pedal height

Start the engine. Step down the brake pedal with a force of about
490N and measure the distance between the pedal and front floor.
The standard distance is no less than 80 mm. In case of smaller
distance, repair of adjust it after considering the following
possible causes:
Air present in brake pipe.

(2)

Leakage occurs in brake pipe.

(3)

Clearance between push rod of brake booster and piston
of master cylinder is too large.

(4)

Brake shoe(s) severely worn.

6.1.4

Maintenance

≥80

(1)

Front Floor
前地板

1

Place for adding上油脂位置
oil and grease

A
2

B
3

4

Tightening
Torque
A:
B:

5

6

N·M
12-15
20

7

A

1: Bracket welding assembly
2: Braking switches
3: Spacing sleeve
4: Nylon bushing

5: Torsion spring of brake pedal
6: Brake pedal welding
7: Pedal rubber

Inspect and change damaged parts.
Apply an appropriate amount of grease lubricant to the illustrated places.
Check whether brake pedal height is between 153 mm and 158 mm. If not, adjust it according to the above method.
Check whether the free travel of brake pedal is between 5 mm and 15 mm. if not, adjust it according to the above
method.
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6.2

Master Brake Cylinder Assembly

6.2.1

Specifications

Type: Two chambers in series
Inner diameter: 20.64 mm
6.2.2

Master brake cylinder assembly figure

24

Tightening
Torque
A:
B:
C:

上刹车液位置

Places for adding brake fluid

5

N·M
13-17
6-10
60-80

13

22
25
12
11
4
2
3
1
9

26

19

A

10
12
11
8

17
B

7
C

21

20
6

18
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2: Spring seat (Ⅲ)
3: Return spring of rear piston
4: Screw of spring seat
5: Spring seat of rear piston (I)
6: Rear piston of master brake
cylinder
7: Master brake oil cylinder
8: Return spring of front piston
9: Spring seat of front piston
10: Front piston of master brake
cylinder
11: Front piston oil seal of master
cylinder
12: Runner cup of master brake
cylinder
13: Washer of runner cup
14: Guide sleeve of rear piston
17. Oil supply connector
18. O-shaped ring
19. Inner connector of oil pipe
20. Washer (Ⅱ)
21. Locating screw
22. Oil seal of guide sleeve
24. Circlip 35
25. Washer
26. Rectangular washer
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6.23

Maintenance
Appearance inspection

Check casting block for crack. Check whether there is brake fluid
around the cylinder. If any, it indicates leakage of the cylinder.
There shall be no moisture regain.

Disassembly

Caution!
·Perform the disassembly on a clean work bench
which is free from mineral engine oil.

(1)

Remove the limit screw while pressing down the piston.
Then remove the circlip.

(2)

Remove the guide sleeve off the assembly and then
remove the front and rear piston unit.

Inspect after disassembly
Inspect the removed parts for wear or damage. Change
them if necessary. Change the part if any damage or
deterioration is found, especially for rubber elements
such as runner cup and oil seal. Change rubber elements
every two years in normal conditions.
Check the inside of the cylinder for scratch or corrosion.
Better change the corroded cylinder. Pits or excessive
roughness on the cylinder body indicates corrosion.

Caution!
•

Use clean brake fluid to wash the
removed parts. Never use mineral
oil such as kerosene and gasoline
to wash them.

•

Replace the part with genuine
one supplied in the service kits.

•

Never use an abrasive polished
master cylinder with

a

cast

aluminium seat.
•

After

cleaning

the

master

cylinder, shake off the brake fluid
on the cylinder instead of wiping
it with cloth, because the fine
cloth attached to the cylinder
Faults of the cylinder, such as stuck, wear, and piston
corrosion and stuck, are primarily caused by impurities
involved in it. Wash the cylinder with clean brake fluid
before assembly.
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surface will affect its brake
performance.
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Check the difference between cylinder I.D and Piston
O.D. Use a dial indicator to measure the cylinder bore at
three locations (bottom, mid and top) and at two
perpendicular directions and then measure piston O.D.
Change one of them or both if the difference exceeds the
limit.

Assembly
Apply brake fluid to cylinder inside surface and piston
outside surface before assembly.
Measure the clearance A between vacuum booster push
rod and rear piston.
A=B-C-D. The free travel of brake pedal is determined by A. The
value of A should be within a specified limit. If not, adjust it by
rotating the push rod to change extension length of the rod.

6.3

Vacuum Booster Assembly

6.3.1

Specifications

Type: Reciprocating vacuum diaphragm
Effective working diameter:

￠130 (with drum brake)
￠152 (with disc brake)

6.3.2

Inspect vacuum booster

Inspect vacuum booster (without instruments)
When the engine is not running:
Step down the brake pedal and hold its position. Then start the
engine. If there is no change to the pedal height, it means the
booster doesn't work. If the booster works properly, the pedal
will further lower down after the startup of the engine.
When the engine is running:
Step down the brake pedal and hold its position. Then stop the
engine. If the pedal height changes within 30 seconds (A lift
force could be felt), that indicates the booster doesn't work
properly, possibly having air leakage. The pedal height will not
change within 30 seconds if the booster is in good condition.
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Inspect vacuum booster (with simple instruments)
Connect the vacuum meter, pressure meter and pedal
dynamometer (pedal dynamometer check valve) before check.
Connect the vacuum hose with the vacuum adapter of engine.
Check air tightness when free from brake:
Start the engine. When the reading of vacuum meter reaches
about 65Kpa, stop the engine. Wait for 15 seconds and then read
the meter again. If the reading drops over 3Kpa, it indicates the
air tightness is poor.
Check air tightness when in brake:
Start the engine and step down the brake pedal with a force of
200N. When the reading of vacuum meter reaches about 65Kpa,
stop the engine. Wait for 15 seconds and then read the meter
again. If the reading drops over 3Kpa, it indicates the air
tightness is poor.
Test vacuum booster performances
(After the above 2 items are certified to be qualified)
a

Without boosting force stop the engine. When the
vacuum meter indicates zero, step down the pedal with a
force of 100N and the pressure meter in the brake pipe
should indicates over 0.2Mpa. If the step force is 300N,
the pressure meter should indicate over 2Mpa.

b

With boosting force start the engine. When the vacuum
meter indicates 65Kpa, step down the brake pedal with a
force of 100N and 300N. The standard reading of the
pressure meter should be 1.33 to 2.86Mpa and 4.29 to
5.82Mpa respectively.
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6.3.3

Maintenance

2
Tightening
Torque
A:

10-15

1

3

1: Vacuum booster assembly
2: Vacuum hose (1)
3: Vacuum Nylon hose
4: Vacuum hose (3)
5: Vacuum check value
6: Rubber seal of check valve
7: Dust cover
8: Check value bracket
9: Push rod component
10: Pin roll
11: Cotter

5

6

4

N·Ｍ

7
10
11

8

9

A

Test check valve performance
Blow into the check valve: If blow into the end to be connected
with the booster, the air flow through, while blow into the end to
be connected with the engine, the air is blocked, which indicates
proper performance of the check valve.
Disassembly
Remove the mounting bolt of steering shaft bushing and
put down the steering column.
Take off the brake pedal and bracket assembly together
with the master brake cylinder assembly from the vehicle.
Then remove the mounting nut on the master cylinder
and take off the master cylinder. Remove the cotter and
roll connecting the brake pedal assembly and vacuum
booster. Loosen the nut mounting vacuum booster and
take off the vacuum booster from the brake bracket.

Caution！
•

When joining a vacuum hose, the
joint should enter into the hose
over 25mm in length to ensure
good seal.

Inspect and repair
In many cases, booster failure is caused by the damage
of vacuum hose or check valve. It can be restored by
changing damaged parts.
Change the booster if the booster body is damaged.
Make sure to check the clearance between booster push
rod component and master cylinder piston before
installation of the booster (See section Master Brake
Cylinder for standard value and adjustment method).
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Caution!
•

Never disassemble the vacuum
booster. Change the booster if it is
found to be faulty.
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6.4

Brake Pipeline Assembly

6.4.1

Specifications
Bundy pipe ф4.75×0.71

6.4.2

Maintenance
In use with drum brake

4 5
Tightening
Torque
A:

6

N·M
13-17

7
8
9

3

1
2

10

A

11

12

1: Oil pipe near front left wheel
2: Brake hose of front wheel
3: Brake pipe of front left wheel
4: Main cylinder- rear wheel oil pipe
assembly
5: Main cylinder- front wheel oil pipe
assembly
6: Connector seat of oil pipe
7: Brake pipe of front right wheel
8: Oil pipe near front right wheel
9: Medium pipe of front wheel
10: Brake hose of front wheel
11 Rear brake oil pipe assembly
12: Rear wheel brake oil pipe
13: Brake hose assembly
14: Oil supply pipe of rear right wheel
brake cylinder

13

14
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In use with 6330 disc brake

5

1

Tightening
Torque
A:

2

N·M
13-17

6
3
4

8

7

9

A

1: Master cylinder – rear wheel oil pipe
2: Master cylinder – front wheel oil pipe
3: Oil pipe near front wheel
4: Brake pipe of front left wheel
5: Y joint
6: Brake pipe of front right wheel
7: Brake hose of front wheel
8: Brake hose
9: Brake pipe of rear wheel
10: Load sensing proportional valve
11: Brake oil pipe of rear wheel
12: Brake hose
13:Brake cylinder oil supply pipe of rear
right wheel

10

11

12

13
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In use with Disc Brake 6360

1 2
6
Tightening
Torque
A:

N·Ｍ
13-17

3
5

7
17

4

9

8
A

10
11

12

14
13
15
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1: Master cylinder – right three-way oil
pipe
2: Master cylinder- front wheel oil pipe
3: Oil pipe near front wheel
4: Brake hose
5: Brake pipe of front left wheel
6: Brake pipe of front right wheel
7: Brake hose of front wheel
8: Oil pipe near front wheel
9: Load sensing proportional valve-brake
pipe of rear left wheel
10: Brake hose
11: Load sensing proportional valve
12: Load sensing valve – brake pipe of
rear right wheel
13: Brake cylinder oil supply pipe of rear
left wheel
14: Load sensing valve – brake pipe of
rear left wheel
15: Brake cylinder oil supply pipe of rear
right wheel

Chapter 6 Brake System

Disassembly
Lift the vehicle and support it securely. Remove the tires
and wheels.
(It is not necessary to do so when removing the pipe
connecting the master cylinder and two-way joint)
Clean off the wastes and impurities on the hose and
pipefittings. Take off the brake hose and oil pipe.
Inspection
The oil pipe and hose should be in good condition. No dent,
crack or rust should be found. Change the hose immediately
if found swelled or aged, or the traffic safety will be
affected.
Check the relationship of the oil pressure of front wheel
cylinder and rear wheel cylinder (when the front wheel uses
a disc brake). Does it satisfy the specified value? Change the
proportional value assembly if not.
6330 Disc Brake
Oil pressure of front
wheel cylinder
Oil pressure of rear
wheel cylinder

6360 Disc Brake

8 MPa

5±1 MPa

3～4 MPa

Change the load sensing proportional valve when some
abnormal condition is found, such as its spring deformation
or fluid leakage.
Installation
Install the brake pipeline in the reverse sequence. Tighten the oil pipe
according to specifications.
Tightening torque:

(a) :13-17 N.m

Caution!
The removed collar and circlip cannot be used
repeatly. It must be replaced.
The circlip and collar at the neck of the brake hose
connector should be installed properly.
When installing the hose, make sure not to twist it.
The hose and brake pipe should not touch any
other part (except for hose clamp and bushing)
under any circumstance.
When changing the load sensing proportional vale,
its whole assembly (including the spring) should all
be changed. No adjustment should be made when
the spring is tensed.
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Air bleeding
After each disassembling or repairing of brake pipe, brake hose,
master cylinder or slave cylinder, or when it is felt the pedal is
flexible but there is no leakage found, air may be present in the
brake pipe, and should be expelled out.
Air bleeding should begin form the branch cylinder away from
the main cylinder. Sequence is shown in the right figure:
1）

Add brake fluid until it reaches the top level indicated in
the tank.

2）

Connect one end of a transparent hose with bleeder
screw, with the other end placing in a transparent
container and under the brake fluid level.

3）

Step down the brake pedal for several times. Loosen the
bleeder screw on the branch cylinder when the pedal is
stepped down. Drain the brake fluid mixed with air
bubbles. Tighten the bleeder screw instantly.

4）

Repeat the above procedure until the fluid coming from
the branch cylinder contains no air bubbles.

5）

Tighten the bleeder screw and put on the dust cap. Add
brake fluid until it reaches the specified level in the tank
and then put on the tank cap.

Caution!
Use the recommended brake
fluid (Superior to TEEC DOT3),
avoid mixing up different brake
fluids, otherwise the fluid will be
layered and its boiling point will
increase, and thus influence the
brake performance.

3

4

1

2

6.5

Front Wheel Brake

6.5.1

Specifications
Drum Brake (Two Master Shoes)

Disc Brake

Brake drum I.D.（mm）

220

Brake disc O.D.（mm）

ф215

Brake shoe dimensions（mm）（chord
length×width×thickness）

176×40×5

Brake disc I.D.（mm）

ф140

Front brake cylinder I.D.（mm）

23.81

Thickness of disc（mm）

11 (6330)
12 (6360)

Thickness of friction lining（mm） 10
Front brake wheel cylinder I.D.
（mm）
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6.5.2

Maintenance

6.5.2.1 Drum brake

Tightening
Torque
A:
B:
C:
D:

N·M
18-21
9-12
50-60
7-9

A
C

5

6 7

B

9
4

3

1

8

2

10
11
Place 上油脂位置
for adding oil or grease

13

14

12
D

15

16

3
1: Base of front brake
2: Front brake shoe
3: Front brake cylinder
4: Front spring seat rod
5: Return spring of front brake shoe
6: Back spring of brake shoe

7: Spring seat
8: Front hub
9: Rubber plug
10: Adjusting screw of brake
cylinder
11: Front brake footstock
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12: Front wheel brake cylinder
13: Leather ring of front wheel
cylinder
14: Front wheel brake cylinder
piston
15: Dust cover of front wheel
brake cylinder
16:Dust cap
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Check and repair
Measure the thickness of the thinnest part on the friction lining of
brake shoe. Change the brake drum if its maximum inner
diameter exceeds the limit.

Front wheel hub I.D.

Thickness of brake
friction lining

Limit: 222 mm

Measure the wheel cylinder piston and cylinder bore. One or both
of them must be changed if the clearance (maximum cylinder
bore diameter minus minimum piston outer diameter) exceeds the
limit.

Limit: 1.0 mm

Clearance between brake cylinder and piston

D

d

D-d=0.15 mm

Check the runner cup. It must be changed if found severely worn
or damaged (in normal conditions, change the runner cup every
two years. It must be replaced once it is removed).
Installation

Caution!
Change the brake shoes in pair,
together with the left/right
brakes.

Use a special cone tool to install the wheel cylinder piston cup. When installing, apply brake fluid to both rubber
cap and the contact surface of the special tool and piston. Slide the cup slowing and evenly onto the piston. Take
care not to install in the wrong direction. Refer to the right figure.
Apply dry sealant (waterproof paint filler) to the place specified
in the figure and add a small amount of grease lubricant to the
place specified. Also apply special grease lubricant (Silicone
Grease 7503) specified for brake cup to the inside of the dust
hood at both piston ends and then put on the wheel cylinder dust
cap.
Install the wheel cylinder assembly and brake shoes. Adjust the
clearance between the brake shoe friction lining and brake drum
according to the mentioned method.
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6.5.2.2 Disc brake
6.5.2.2.1 For 6330 Vehicle

3

1
Tightening
Torque
A:
B:
C:

C

6

N·M
50-60
32-42
32-42

B
4

A

2

1
5

7

10

8

11

1. Brake caliper assembly
2. Brake disc
3. Bolt (1)
4. Bolt (2)
5. Support plate welding
6. Brake block lining
7. Dust cover of locating sleeve
8. Locating sleeve
9. Inner brake block riveting
10. Brake caliper body
11. Bleeder screw
12. Dust cover of guide sleeve
13. Guide sleeve
14. Outer silence piece
15. Front wheel brake piston
16. Seal ring
17. Dust cover of front brake piston
18. Dust cover circlip
19. Outer brake block riveting

12

13

9

14
15
19
16
17
18
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Check and repair
Measure the thickness of the thinnest part on the friction lining of
brake shoe. Change the friction lining in time if the thickness
exceeds the limit.

Thickness of brake friction lining

Limit: 1.0mm

Measure the wheel cylinder piston and cylinder bore. One or both
of them must be changed if the clearance (maximum cylinder
bore diameter minus minimum piston outer diameter) exceeds the
limit.

Clearance between brake cylinder and piston

D

d

D-d=0.15mm

Check the seal ring, guide sleeve dust hood, locating sleeve dust hood subassembly and dust hood of wheel cylinder
brake piston. Change them in time If found severely deformed,
sticky, blistered or damaged.
Change them every two years in normal mode. The seal ring should be
changed after each time it is removed.
Use a feeler to measure the clearance between the brake disc and
pad.
If the clearance is too large, change the brake caliper assembly. If the
clearance is too small, loosen the bleeder screw and measure it again.
If in this case the clearance is measured to be normal, it indicates that
the problem is not caused by the brake caliper. However, if the
clearance remains smaller, it indicates that the brake caliper’s clamp
position is not good and should be repaired or replaced.
Inspect the locating sleeve
Loosen bolts I and II. Remove the brake caliper assembly from the
support plate welding (without the need to remove the brake hose) and
drop out the brake block from the brake disc. Push the locating sleeve.
If it can move inside the caliper hole, it indicates the sleeve is in
normal condition. However, in the case that it cannot move, it
needs to be removed and cleaned. Remove and clean it and put it
back after applying a certain amount of grease lubricant, until it
can be pushed to move.
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Installation
When fitting seal ring and piston, apply brake fluid to the inside
of the wheel cylinder, piston outer surface and seal ring surface
first. Fit the seal ring into the oil cylinder and push the piston
slowly and evenly into the wheel cylinder.
Apply an appropriate amount of special grease lubricant (Silicon
Grease 7503) specified for the brake cup to the place shown in
the figure and the inside of the dust cover.

Place
for adding oil and grease
上油脂位置

When installing support plate welding and brake caliper assembly,
mount the support plate welding to the steering knuckle and also
mount the front wheel hub and brake disc on the steering knuckle,
and then mount the brake caliper assembly.

Caution!
Change the brake block riveting in pair,
together with the left and right wheel
brake block riveting.

6.5.2.2.2 For 6360 Vehicle

1

1
5
10
6
11
7
12

2
9

3

13

8
14
16
15

4

17
18
19

1: Brake caliper assembly
2: Bolt
3: Brake disc
4: Dust guard plate
5: Guide rod
6: Dust hood (B)
7: Oil pipe inner connector

14: Locating rod
15: Dust hood (A)
16: Front wheel brake piston
17: Seal ring
18: Front brake piston dust hood
19: Damp-proof circlip

8: Bleeder screw
9: Dust cap
10: Carrier
11: Brake pad (B)
12: Brake pad (A)
13: Brake block
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Disassembly, inspection and installation of brake
Disassembly
(1)

Use a jack to lift the wheel off the ground and take off
the wheel. 2. Remove the U-shaped circlip used for
fixing the brake hose, and

(2)

Take the hose off the support bracket.

(3)

Remove the guide rod of the brake caliper.

(4)

Take the brake caliper off the support bracket.

(5)

Take off the brake block.
Caution!
Use wooden block to remove the brake caliper. Avoid
the brake hose to be over bent, twisted and strained.
Do not step on the brake pedal after removing the brake
block.

1. 制动钳
木块Brake block 3: Wooden block
1:
Brake2. 制动块
caliper3.2:

1

2
3

Inspection
Brake block
Check the brake lining for wear. Change the lining if it is over worn.
Brake block thickness (lining plus steel back)
Standard: 15 mm
Limit: 6 mm
Caution！
Never use abrasive paper to polish brake block,
otherwise the hard grains of the paper will enter
into the lining and may damage the brake disc.
When it is necessary to change the block, both of
the blocks should be changed together.
When removing the brake pads block, check the
brake caliper for brake fluid leakage. Repair it if
any.
•

Guide rod and locating rod

Apply grease lubricant to the outer surface of guide rod and
locating rod. Check whether the locating rod can move smoothly.
Repair or change them if any damage is found.

A
A
涂沫润滑脂grease
Applying
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Dust cover and dust cover B
Check whether they have defects such as crack and damage.
Change them instantly if any.
Brake disc
Check the scratch on the disc surface against the friction piece.
Check the brake disc on a regular basis. It is normal if slight
scratch is found on it. However, if the scratch is too deep, the
brake disc should be replaced. If scratch is only found on one
side, polish this side.
Thickness of brake disc
Standard: 12.0 mm
Limit: 10.0 mm

Remove the wheel and install a dial indicator, as shown in the
figure, to measure the oscillating quantity of the brake disc. Take
two points on the periphery and center of the brake disc. Turn the
brake disc and measure the oscillating quantity of brake disc with
a dial indicator.
Limit of the oscillating quantity of brake disc: 0.10mm
Caution!
Check the hub for security before measurement.

Installation
Put silence pieces on the brake block and then mount the brake
pads. Fit the brake block on the support bracket.

Install the brake caliper. Tighten the guide rod according to the
specified torque.
Fit the brake hose onto the support bracket.
Install the tires.

1，(a)

Caution!
Make sure to put the dust cover in place.

1.导向杆
1.
Guide rod
(a) 45N.m
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Disassembly, inspection and installation of the brake
caliper
Disassembly

1. Circlip
of dust cover
1.防尘罩卡簧

1

Disconnect the brake hose and brake caliper.
Remove the dust cover circlip with a sheet tool.
Take off the dust cover of front wheel brake piston.

Inject compressed air into the cavity of brake caliper through
the bolt bore used for mounting the brake hose. The piston is
forced out of the cavity under the pressure of the air.
Remove the seal ring with a blade tool such as a feeler.
Caution!
Do not use compressed air at such a high pressure
that it forces apart the piston and brake caliper. Use
compressed air of proper pressure. Blow into it
slowly to force out the piston. Do not put your hand
in front of the piston when using compressed air.

Caution!
Take care not to damage the inside wall of the brake
caliper cylinder.
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Inspection
Dust cover
Check the dust cover for fracture, crack and damage. If any,
change it instantly.
Seal ring
Over wear or uneven wear of the brake block may result from the
unsmooth return of the piston. In this case, the seal ring should
be replaced.
Caution!
Change the seal ring once it is removed.
Assembly
Assemble the brake caliper in the reverse sequence of
disassembly. Pay attention to the following:
Caution!
Clean each part with brake fluid before installation.
Never use other fluid or dilution.
Apply the brake fluid to the piston and seal ring
before fitting them into the brake caliper.
Bleed the system after the reassembly of the brake
hose.

When fitting the seal ring into the seal groove of the brake
caliper, take care not to twist the seal ring.
Before fit the piston into the brake caliper, put the dust cover
onto he piston, as shown in the figure.
Press the dust cover into the brake caliper groove to install it.

Insert the piston into the brake caliper and fit the dust cover into
the piston dust cover groove.
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1.
2.

Seal ring
Dust cover
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To ensure that the dust cover is fitted into the groove properly,
pull the piston out of the brake caliper partially, not entirely.

Caution!
The B-side of dust cover should be of the same height
as the A side of brake caliper.

Insert the piston into the brake caliper.
Install the circlip of the dust cover and secure it.

Joint the brake caliper and brake hose.
Apply grease lubricant to guide rod and locating rod.
Fit the brake caliper onto the support bracket.

Tighten the guide rod according to the specified torque.

1，(a)

Tightening torque: 45 N•m
Caution!
Make sure to put the dust cover and dust cover B in
place.

1.导向杆
1. Guide rode
(a) 45N.m

Tighten the bolt of brake hose according to the specified torque.
(b) 15N.m

Tightening torque: 15 N•m

(b)
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Disassembly and inspection of brake disc
Disassembly
Jack up the vehicle and remove the wheel.
Loosen the support bracket bolts (2 in number), take off the brake
caliper assembly, and fish the caliper block with iron wire.
Caution!
Take care not to damage the brake hose and not to
step on the brake pedal during disassembly.

Remove the hub.

Inspection
Refer to previous inspection of brake disc.

Installation
Fit the brake disc onto the hub, and then to the steering knuckle.
Fit the brake caliper assembly onto the steering knuckle.
Tighten the bolt of support bracket according to the specified torque.
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(a)
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6.6

Rear Wheel Brake

6.6.1

Specifications

Type: Drum brake (master -slave shoe)
I.D. of brake drum (mm): 220
Dimensions of brake shoe (mm) (chord length x width x thickness): 176×40×5
I.D. of real wheel brake cylinder (mm): 17.46
6.6.2

Maintenance

5

3
2

4

Tightening
Torque
A:
B:
C:

N·Ｍ
45-60
8-12
7-9

1

6

B
A

10

9

8
7

11

6

Place for adding oil and grease

15
14

16

Place for applying waterproof
paint filler

13
C

17

12

18
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1: Rubber plug
2: Rear wheel brake hub
3: Rear brake master shoe
4: Spring clamp
5: Small spring of rear brake
shoe
6: Rear brake oil cylinder
7: Return spring of rear brake
shoe
8: Spring seat
9: Front spring seat rod
10: Back spring of brake shoe
11: Rear brake base
12: Dust cover of rear wheel
brake cylinder
13: Rear wheel brake piston
14: Rear wheel brake oil cylinder
15: Leather ring of rear wheel
brake cylinder
16: Inner connector of oil pipe
17: Bleeder screw
18: Bleeder nut
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Hand brake lever and adjuster of rear wheel brake

5

4
3

2

1
1: Adjusting bolt of rear brake
2: Adjusting screw of rear brake
3: Hand brake jacking block
4: Split washer
5: Hand brake lever
6: Pin roll
7: Retainer

6
7

Disassembly
Remove the rear brake drum. If the drum is difficult to remove, screw
a M8 bolt into the brake drum bolthole to force the drum out.

Inspection
Cleaning: Keep the brake drum clean and free from impurities
after it is removed. In addition, no oil stain should be left on the
working surface of the brake drum.
Inner diameter: Standard: 220 mm
Limit: 222 mm
Change the brake drum if its inner diameter exceeds the limit.
Other defects: Change the brake drum instantly if any crack or
other defect is found on it. Severe scratch on the brake drum will
aggravate the wear of the brake pads. Such brake drum cannot
be used any more and should be replaced.
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Inner diameter should not exceed the limit.
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Thickness of brake friction lining

The brake pad should be free from any oil stain, or the brake
performance will be greatly affected.
The thickness of the brake pad should be no less than 1 mm. If
not, change the brake shoe.
Change the lining if it deforms or comes off.

•

Caution!
If it is necessary to change one of the brake shoes,
Shoes of the left and right brakes should be all
changed in pair.

Limit:1.0mm

Change the spring if it entirely or partially fails.
The split washer must be replaced once it is removed.
Clearance between brake cylinder and piston

D

d

Measure the clearance between the piston and the cylinder block.
Excessive clearance will result in poor seal of the branch
cylinder and cause leakage. In this case, it must be replaced.

Rear
brake piston
后制动活塞

后制动缸
Rear
brake cylinder

Limit≤0.15mm

D-d≤0.15mm

The piston and cylinder block are allowed to have slight grinding
traces. However, evident scratch will aggravate the wear of the
leather ring of the brake cylinder and cause leakage in the branch
cylinders. The defective part must be replaced in time.
Check whether the dust cover is in good condition. Change it if crack is found.
Caution!
Change the leather ring of the brake cylinder once it is
removed.
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Installation
When fitting the leather ring of the rear wheel brake cylinder, a
special cone tool should be used. Apply brake fluid to the
contact surface of the tool and the piston. Slide the leather ring
slowly and evenly onto the piston.
Caution!
Any leakage of brake fluid will severely affected the
brake performance. Repair it in time.
The inside of the brake oil cylinder and its
components cannot be exposed to any brake fluid of
different kind or any other fluid or impurity.

6.7

Parking Brake Operating Unit

6.7.1

Specifications

Type: Mechanically-driven, acting on rear wheels
Hand brake type: Lever
6.7.2

Maintenance

Disassembly

Tightening
Torque
A:
B:

A

B

20-26
4-6

5
1: Parking brake lever
2: Parking brake light switch
3: Front part of the parking brake
cable
4: Connceting plate
5: Parking brake cable assembly

3 4
1

N·M

2

Remove the parking brake lever
Remove the parking brake light switch, mounting bolts and
adjusting nuts of the locating plate. Pry up the small projection
on the parking bake handle, to which the arrow in the figure
points. Remove the front part of the parking brake cable, and
then remove the parking brake lever.
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Remove the parking brake cable.
Remove the connecting plate together with the front part of the
brake cable. Remove the hose clamp screw of the parking brake
cable. Remove the real wheel brake drum, and then remove the
parking brake cable.

Installation
Apply grease lubricant to the claw and the teeth of the
connecting plate of the parking brake lever. Install all parts in the
sequence reverse to the disassembly.
Adjust the length of travel of the parking handle.
When pulling up the handle with a force of 400N, the length of travel
should be between 6 teeth and 9 teeth. Adjust the handle if it is
beyond the limits.
When pulling the handle to the first tooth, the parking brake light
must be on. When putting down the handle, the parking brake
light must be off. If not, adjust or change the parking brake light
switch.

When pulling up the handle, the handle should be able to park
securely at any tooth position. Press down the front button of the
handle, the handle should be able to put down smoothly. When
putting down the handle, the rear wheels should have no braking
drag. Otherwise the handle should be readjusted.
Caution!
Parking brake lever should be changed as a whole. It is
not allowed.
To continue to use it after changing its inside
components.
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When F=400N, the length of travel should be
between 6 teeth and 9 teeth.
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6.8
Step
No.
1

Diagnosis
Activity
Check the brake fluid
level in the tank.

2

Normal

Abnormal

The level is normal.

The level is too low.

•

The pedal moves towards the floor
steadily.
•
The pedal moves unsteadily.
•
The pedal stops and withstands the •
The pedal is too flexible.
pressure.
3
Release the brake •
The pedal returns to its original •
The pedal fails to return to its
pedal
position.
original position.
•
Brake is developed immediately when •
Braking drag occurs when
stepping down the pedal.
stepping down the pedal;
•
When stepping down the pedal, the •
A slight force on the pedal
brake is steady, normal and free from
gives rise to an emergency
stuck and the pedal does not quiver.
brake.
•
The steering wheel and brake pedal do •
The steering wheel and brake
not quiver when stepping down the
pedal quiver when stepping
pedal.
down the pedal.
•
The vehicle can be brought to a stop •
It is difficult to step down the
4
Brake system test
with a proper pedal force.
pedal.
•
When braking, the vehicle does not go •
When braking, the vehicle goes
off track.
off track to one side.
•
Both front and rear brakes work at the •
Front brake or rear brake does
same time.
not work evenly.
•
The brake does not make big noise •
The brake makes noise when in
when in use.
use.
•
No braking drag occurs when •
The brake has a drag when
releasing the pedal.
releasing the brake pedal.
•
In order to verify the test results, compare the test results with the same kind of vehicle or system in operation
if possible.
Step down the brake
pedal to the utmost

6.8.1
6.8.1

Checklist
Diagnosis
Fault

Causes
Oil stain or grease lubricant left on the
friction lining
Self-regulating mechanism of rear wheel
brake fault.
Brake drum or brake disc is out of
roundness.
Uneven air pressure in the tire
Branch brake cylinder fault.
Oil stain or grease lubricant left on the
friction lining
Brake shoe deforms or friction lining
becomes smooth due to wear.
Brake caliper piston gets stuck with the
brake caliper.
Vacuum booster fault.
Brake hydraulic pipeline is blocked.

Remedies
Replace the brake shoe
Repair or replace the self-regulating
mechanism
Replace the brake drum or brake
disc
Even the air pressure in the tire
Repair or replace the branch brake
cylinder

Parking
brake
warning
indicator is on during travel.

Brake lever does not be fully placed down.
The circuit of the parking brake light fault.

Place down the parking brake lever.
Repair or replace according to need.

Warning indicator for brake
fluid level is on.

Inadequate brake fluid

Add brake fluid until it reaches the
marking level specified in the tank

Uneven brake force

Brake pedal is hard but gives
an ineffective brake.
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Repair or replace the brake shoe
Replace the brake shoe
Replace the brake caliper
Replace the vacuum booster
Repair according to need.
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Fault
Brake pedal is too low or too
flexible

Causes
Excessive clearance between the master
cylinder ant the booster
Friction lining is worn.
Oil leakage occurs in the brake system.
Main brake cylinder is faulty.
Air mixed into the brake hydraulic system
Branch brake cylinder is faulty.
Self-regulating mechanism of rear wheel
brake is faulty.

Braking drag

Parking brake is disadjusted.
The length of booster push rod component
is disadjusted.
Return spring of rear brake fault.
Hydraulic brake pipeline is blocked.
Branch brake cylinder or brake caliper
piston gets stuck.
Main brake cylinder is faulty.
Improper air pressure in the tire
Oil stain or grease lubricant left on the
friction lining
Brake shoe deforms or friction lining
becomes smooth due to wear
Brake drum or brake disc is out of
roundness

Insufficient brake force

6.9

Special Tools

1)

Vacuum meter, pressure meter and pedal dynamometer
Their installation and use are shown in the figure:

2)

Installing tool for the piston leather ring of real wheel
brake cylinder
Its use is shown in the figure:
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Remedies
Adjust the clearance according to
the standard value
Replace the brake shoe or brake
block
Identify the leaking location and
repair it
Repair or replace the main brake
cylinder.
Expel the air out of the hydraulic
system.
Repair the branch brake cylinder
Repair or replace the self-regulating
mechanism
Adjust the parking brake
Adjust the length of booster push
rod component
Replace the return spring.
Repair as appropriate.
Repair as appropriate.
Repair or replace the main brake
cylinder.
Charge the tire to an appropriate air
pressure
Replace the brake shoe
Replace the brake shoe
Replace the brake drum or brake
disc
Repair or replace the branch brake
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5.1.

Inspect and adjust transmission system

5.1.1.


Inspect propeller shaft noise
If abnormal noise is heard or vehicle vibration
occurs during high speed driving, it usually causes
that the propeller shaft assembly surpasses the
specification or bents and deforms. Please contact

Caution
The propeller shaft passes a



strict dynamic balance test. Do
not dismember at random.

the professional factory for dynamic balance
readjusting or replacing the old parts


The loose parts usually lead to noises during low
speed or variable speed, such as the serious wear of
sliding yoke spline, spider axle and needle roller
bearing. The whole propeller shaft needs replacing.

5.1.2. Abnormal noise of rear axle system
The abnormal noises from rear axle system may result from
the gear meshing marking in disconformities with
requirements, mostly because of the damaged speed reducer
and the driving gear, seriously worn gear or bearing; mostly
because of over worn propeller. Park your vehicle at once for
inspection.
①

Shift the gearshift lever to the neutral position and
pull up the parking brake lever.

②

Clockwise rotate the propeller shaft to a maximum
extent, and mark the matching point.

③

Counterclockwise rotate the propeller shaft to a
maximum extent, and measure the distance of
matching point.

This distance is the total backlash of rear axle transmission
system, and limit value is 5mm.
④

If the backlash is over the limit value, remove speed
reducer assembly and adjust it.

5.1.3. Heat of rear axle and speed reducer housing
The heat results from more pre-tightness of bearing, less
gear meshing backlash, insufficient lubricant or not right
specification. These faults should be eliminated at once.
Always maintain the breather plug clean, and keep the air
hole well ventilated.
5.1.4.

Lubricant of speed reducer


Position:
1-filling port, plug screw torque 40~60 N. m

Tightening
torque

N·
Ｍ

A:

40-60

2-drain port, plug screw torque 50~70 N. m
A

B
1
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1: filler plug
2: drain plug
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Oil level

①

Park the vehicle on a level ground and pull up the
parking brake lever.

②
③

Remove the filler plug.
Feel the oil level with your finger.

④

Plug the filler plug.



Caution
The oil temperature is too high after driving.
After lowering, inspect the oil level, and touch
the filler plug by hands until it is acceptable.



The changed lubricant is in conformance with
the following requirements:
Summer in south or north China
Quality
Viscosity
API
SAE
GL-5
90



Capacity
0.9 L
,

Different viscosity under different temperature
ambient

For cold areas, 85W90 is suitable for northeastern region in
whole year, and 75W or 80W/90 is suitable for northeastern
or northwestern cold region.


Change

①
②

Remove the filler plug.
Remove the drain plug, then drain off the oil, and
put the drain plug again.

③

Fill the lubricant, which is suitable for the various
seasons and regions to the specified level from the
filling port.

④

Plug the filler plug.

5.1.5. Tightening the fasteners
Tighten all threaded joints as per the specified tightening
torque.
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5.2.

Propeller shaft

5.2.1 Specification description
The propeller shaft is characterized with the double universal
joint structure. The fore end connects with the sliding spline
and the back end connects with the flange bolt.
The specification of universal joint: (external dimensions)
D×L=25.017×63.99
5.2.2

Assembly

5

1

Tightening torque

N·Ｍ

A

20-25

2
A
3

2
4
5.2.3 Service manual
5.2.3.1 Disassemble

Mark the matching point on the flange yoke and rear
axle speed reducer.


Remove the joint bolt.



Draw out the propeller shaft’
s sliding yoke from the
splined joint of the transmission’
s output shaft.

5.2.3.1 Inspect

Inspect the bending. The bending limit is under
0.5mm.
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1: Sliding yoke assembly
2: Spider axle assembly
3: Shaft tube and yoke
assembly
4: Flange yoke
5: Circlip
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Inspect the axial backlash of axle journal. The
standard numerical value is 0~0.06mm.

Feeler

5.2.3.1 Dismember
(1)
Remove the circlip with a circlip clamp

(2)

Push the spider bearing race out 3~4 mm from shaft
yoke race with the special tool.
1: Lead
2: Socket sleeve
Caution



Before pushing it out, apply the penetrate
lubricant between bearing race and yoke race.

(3)

Tap the yoke with a hammer, and completely
remove bearing race.

(4)

Take out the bearing race on the other side in the
same way as in (2) and (3).
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(5)

Remove the flange yoke. Push out the bearing race
on flange yoke side as described in (1) and (2), and
then, holding the bearing race with a vice, tap the
flange yoke and take out the race. Remove the
bearing race on the opposite side in the same way.

(6)

Remove the sliding yoke. Remove sliding yoke in
the same way as described in (5).

5.2.3.2 Assembly



Caution
Make sure those rollers inside spider bearing
race are all in place. Make sure to apply grease
to spider bearing race.

“A”: Grease (7022 vehicle grease or lithium grease)

Caution


In reassembly, be sure to use new circlips,
spider and bearings. Reuse of circlips, spider
and bearings once disassembled is prohibited.

(1)

Insert bearing race into yoke, and tap it with a
hammer until it is flush with yoke face. When doing
this, insert spider into bearing race to prevent rollers
in bearing race from coming out.

(2)

Insert the other bearing race on the opposite side
into yoke, and tap it with a hammer until it is flush
with yoke face.
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(3)

Insert bearing races on the flange yoke side in the
same way as described in (1) and (2) above.

Caution！
· Place a metal sheet on the bearing seat

(4)

Fit the circlips of proper thickness (gap is
0~0.06mm) to the shaft and the flange yoke.

to avoid any damage during the
assembly.

(5)

Install the sliding yoke onto the yoke of propeller in

Caution


In disassembly and assembly, avoid
leakage of transmission's lubricant.



Make sure that the surface of
sliding yoke is clean and grease its

the same way as above.
5.2.3.3

Mounting

Mount the propeller shaft as the reversing removal
procedure.

O.D. during installing the propeller

Use following specification to the flange yoke's tightening
torque:



shaft.
Do not damage the oil seal of

Tightening torque: 20~25N. m



transmission.
Align with the matching point
when connecting the flange yoke
onto the rear axle. Otherwise,
vibration may occur during driving.

5.3.

Rear axle

5.3.1

Specification description

Type of rear axle housing

Entire stamping welding

Supporting type of half shaft

Semi-floating

Model of half shaft bearing (inner diameter× outer

Speed reducer

diameter ×width mm)
Type of gear

Hypoid gear (Oerlikon or Gleason)

Reduction gear ratio

35/7=5.2857

Type of front bearing (inner diameter × outer
diameter ×width mm)
Type of rear bearing (inner diameter × outer
diameter ×width mm)

Differential

6306-2RZ（30×72×19）

30305X2B（25×62×18.25）
30306X2B（30×72×24.35）

Type of half shaft gear (quantity×No. of teeth)

Straight bevel gear (2×14)

Type of planet gear (quantity×No. of teeth)

Straight bevel gear (2×10)

Model of bearing (inner diameter × outer
diameter ×width mm)

30207(35×72×18.25)
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5.3.2

Half shaft, rear axle housing

5
4

3
2
1

C

Tightening
torque

N
Ｍ

A:
B:
C：

50-70
40-60
88-108

B

7
6

A

4: Half shaft oil seal assembly
5: Protector of bearing’
s outer flank
6: Rear axle welding assembly
7: Rear axle speed reducer assembly

1: Half shaft
2: Support ring
3: Half shaft bearing adapter sleeve
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Greasing position：oil seal
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5.3.3 Half shaft, rear axle housing service manual
5.3.3.1 Disassemble

(1)

Remove the rear axle
Stably jack up the body of vehicle, and remove the
wheel.

(2)
(3)

Jack up the rear axle by using the bearer.
Remove the parking brake cables, then drain off the
brake fluid and remove the brake hose, finally
remove the bolt of propeller shaft.

(4)

Disconnect the lower end of rear shock absorber

(5)

a. If it is the leaf spring rear axle: fasten and draw
out the leaf spring's hanger joint pin.
b. If it is the spiral spring rear axle: slowly lower
down the bearer and make the rear axle lower to the
proper height, and take out the rear spiral spring.
Release and take out the joint pin, which is used for
mounting the swing and the tie rod assembly’
s bolt,

(6)





see the right figure.
Lower down the bearer and separate the rear axle
from the vehicle body.
Caution
When individually remove the rear axle’
s parts or
other assembly, jack up or partly jack up the
vehicle according to the situations.
Remove the brake drum.
If it is difficult to remove the brake drum, screw the
bolt (M8×1.25) into the spare bolt hole, and the
brake drum is lifted out.




Remove the outer guard of bearing, and fix the bolt.
Pull out the half shaft assembly. If the half shaft
cannot be removed, use the special tool, such as the
sliding hammer.
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5.3.3.2 Before dismembering the half shaft assembly

Check the half shaft. If the half shaft bends, cold
pressure adjusts it on the press machine. The


allowable bending is less than 0.8mm.
Check the half shaft spline. If the over wear or
cracks of other parts, the half shaft should be
replaced.



Check the oil seal position of the adapter sleeve’
s
outer diameter. If it appears the obvious groove or
the serious wear impacts on the oil seal, replace the



adapter sleeve and the oil seal.
Check the rear axle housing. If it deforms or cracks,
replace it.

5.3.3.3 Dismember

Scouring the thickness of bearing adapter sleeve to
1~1.5mm by using the abrasive machine, and chisel
it.


Pull out the bearing by using the special tool.

5.3.3.4 Mounting
Put the outer guard of bearing, bearing and adapter sleeve
into the half shaft as the figure’
s sequence.



Use the press machine. The initial pressure is over
29kN, and the final pressure is over 58kN. Press the
bearing by using the adapter sleeve. Make sure that
the bearing is pressed to the right position and the
adapter sleeve's periphery adheres to the bearing.
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Remove the old oil seal for the half shaft in the rear
axle housing, and fit the new oil seal. Apply the high
grade lubricating grease to the oil seal’
s lip or the
groove. The oil seal’lip is inward.



Apply the semi-dry seal glue to the rear axle
housing’
s half shaft tube end face and the back
plate's contact face. Through diagonal sequences,
mount the half shaft assembly into the rear axle,
then screw up the outer guard of bearing, and
tighten the bolt nut to the specified torque in several
times.
(Tightening torque: 40～60 N. m)




Install the brake’
s braking oil connector.
If the rear axle is removed, mount it in the reverse
sequences.

5.3.4

Speed reducer assembly
Tightening
torque
A:
B:
C:
D:

N·
M

6

5

35-40
65-70
25-30
170-220

4

2
3

1

7

10
D

9

8
B

13 12

11

15

14
C

1: Left bearing cover
2: Right bearing cover
3: Differential case
4: Driven bevel pinion
5: Adjusting shim (1)
6: Differential bearing
7: Bearing saddle

8: Adjusting shim (2)
9: Oil seal
10: Joint flange assembly
11: Washer
12: Adjusting shim (3)
13: Driving bevel pinion
14: Spacer

20

15: Planet axle
16: Adjusting shim
17: Axel shaft
18: Planet pinion
19: Spherical washer
20: Straight
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18

17 16
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5.3.5 Service manual
5.3.5.1 Disassemble
(1)
(2)

Darin off the gear oil in the rear axle assembly.
Remove the propeller shaft from the joint flange.

(3)

Pull out the left and right half shaft about 70 mm per

(4)

as the half shaft disassembling method.
Remove the speed reducer from the rear axle
housing.

5.3.5.2 Inspect before assembling

Check if each gear has such defaults, such as the
breakage, crack or tooth face’
s breaking off and hard
spot. Replace it if it is found. The driving/driven


bevel gear should be replaced by pairs.
Check the bearing and the axle hole for fitting the
bearing. If it is damaged or seriously worn, replace
it.


Backlash of reduction gear pair
Contacts the dial indicator contacts with the driven bevel
gear’s big end convex proper position, then fix the driving
bevel gear, and reciprocated rotate the driven bevel gear;
finally measure the backlash of gear pair.



Check the end face run-out of driven bevel gear.

Place the dial indicator contact on the back of the driven
bevel gear. Rotate the gear and measure the whole run-out.


Backlash of differential gear pair
Wedge a wood wedge between the planet gear and half shaft
gear, so that the rear cannot rotate. Place the dial indicator
contact on the middle of other planet and reciprocated rotate
the planet gear; finally measure the backlash of gear.

Standard numerical
0.15 -0.2mm
Limit: 0.40mm
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Contact zone of reduction gear pair
Apply a thin red lead to the positive and negative side face
of driven bevel gear tooth. Apply 10 teeth. Insert a copper
rod between the bearing saddle and the differential case.
When reciprocally connect the flange, load up through the
copper rod for rotating the joint flange. The torque is
2.5~3Nm for rotating, then observe the contact situation of
tooth face, which is one of the major quality index in the
reduction gear. Checking the tooth face’
s contact zone is a
proper method of verifying the driving bevel gear’s
mounting distance and the backlash of gear pair. The contact
zone is in conformance with requirements through adjusting
the distance and the backlash. If it cannot adjust to the
requirements, it means that the gear pair is seriously worn,
thus replace it by pairs.

5.3.5.3 Gear engagement between the driving gear and
the driven gear
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5.3.5.4 Dismember

Mark the matching point. Make sure that this part is
assembled as
dismembering.



the

original

position

after

Remove the bolt that connects to the bearing cap
and bearing cap, and pry out the differential
assembly by using the wood bar or the hamper.
Separately preserve the left and right bearing,
bearing cover in order to fit to the original position



during reassembling.
Pull out the differential’
s inner bearing with the



bearing puller.
Mark on the differential case and the driven bevel
gear. Screw off the driven bevel gear’s joint bolt as
the diagonal sequence, and remove the driven bevel
gear.



Force the lock straight pin out with the punch, and
take out planet axle, planet gear, spherical shim, half
shaft gear and adjusting shim.



Clamp the joint flange with the special tool, and
demount the locking nut that connects to the joint
flange. The locking nut which has been removed can
not be reused so that it should be replaced by the
new bolt.



Mark on the driving bevel gear and the joint flange,
and take out the joint flange.
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Take out driving bevel gear, rear bearing inner race,
spacer and adjusting shim all together.



Check rollers and rollaway of front and rear bearing
inner and outer race. If it is damaged, remove inner
and outer race with special tools. If it is unnecessary
to replace, only adjust the driving bevel gear’s axial
direction, and only remove the front bearing inner
race.

5.3.5.5 Install and adjust
I.


Driving bevel gear subassembly
Press F&B bearing outer race into the bearing
saddle, and press into the right position.



Verify the thickness of adjusting shim according to
the following mounting distance of the driving bevel
gear:

(1)

Put the F& B bearing and special tools into bearing
saddle as shown in the figure, and apply a thin
lubricant to the surface of special tools before
installing.

(2)

Screw up the special tool’
s locking nut till getting

(3)

the standard pre-tightness.
Measure driving bevel gear’s bearing pre-tightness
(without oil seal) with the torque spanner. Gradually
screw up special tool’
s bolt during check the
pre-tightness.

(4)

Put other special tool into the differential bearing
saddle, and choose a volume of adjusting shims of
which thickness is the same as the gap between two
special tools.
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(5)

Without special tools. Respectively measure the
distance H from the differential bearing’
s centre line
to the driving bevel gear’s rear bearing hole face and
the height B of rear bearing. According the driving
bevel gear’s actual mounting distance A (mark on
the driving bevel gear’s small end face. If there is no
marking, it is just the theoretical value, that is, 86),
figure out the thickness of adjusting shim:
D=H-B-A.



Fit the above mounting distance adjusting shim
(minimum quantity of spacers) into the driving
bevel gear, then press rear bearing inner race into it,
and press it to the largest extent.



Choose thickness of driving bevel gear’s rear
bearing adjusting shim as the following procedures:

(1)

Fit the spacer, driving bevel gear’s adjusting shim,
front bearing inner race, joint flange, and special
bolts into the driving bevel gear in turn (without oil

(2)

seal).
Tighten the special bolt to the specified torque
(170-220Nm), and recheck the gear’s starting torque
(bearing’
s pre-tightness).

(3)

If the bearing’
s pre-tightness is not within the
standard range, replace pre-tightness adjusting shim.
If pre-tightness is over the standard value, properly
increase the space shim’
s thickness. On the contrary,
decrease the thickness.



Remove joint flange and driving bevel gear again,
then put oil seal into the bearing saddle, and apply
lubricating grease to the oil seal’
s lip.



Align driving bevel gear’s mark with joint flanges
during reinstalling. Apply the anaerobic adhesive
(Loctite 262) to the threaded portion for anti-loosing,

Bearing pre-tightness of driving gear

then tighten the locking nut to the specified torque
(170-220Nm), and rivet tight the locking nut in the


driving bevel gear’s groove by special tools.
Verify the driving bevel gear’s bearing pre-tightness
(with oil seal: 0.6～0.9 N. m).



Caution
Do not loose the locking nut for decreasing
bearing pre-tightness to achieve standard value.

With oil seal F: 0.6～0.9N·
M
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II.


Speed reduce assembly
Mount the half shaft gear, adjusting shim, planet



gear, and spherical shim into the differential case.
Insert the planet gear (without mounting lock
straight pin).


Adjust the differential gear's secondary backlash.
Adjust the backlash of differential gear pair, and check
planet gear and half shaft gear pair’s flank clearance by
using the dial indicator. Changing the thickness of half shaft
gear’s adjusting shim is a way to achieve the proper backlash.
The gear pair can rotate flexibly after adjusting. The
following types of adjusting shim: 0.85, 0.90, 0.95, 1.00,
1.05, 1.10, and 1.15.

Mount the lock straight pin. Punch two points to the
edge of pinhole on the differential case in order to


avoid dropping of straight pin.
Mount the driven bevel gear on the differential case,



and align the position.
Fit the joint bolt between differential case and
driven bevel gear. Apply the proper anaerobic
adhesive (Loctite 242) to the threading surface for
locking and anti-loosing.



Gradually tighten the joint bolt to the specified
torque as diagonal sequence.
(tightening torque: ：65~70 Nm)



Adjust the backlash of reduction gear pair as the
following procedures:

(1)

Press differential bearing inner race onto the
differential (without mounting adjusting shim).

(2)

Install the differential assembly into the bearing
saddle, then push it to the one side (connecting with
bearing outer race), and measure the clearance
between bearing saddle and differential bearing
outer race’
s face.



Remove the bearing inner race from the differential
case for installing the differential bearing adjusting
shim. Thickness of one-sided differential bearing
adjusting shim is the half of measured clearance
plus 0.05 mm (thickness provided makes sure
bearing pre-tightness).



Choose two batches of adjusting shim (minimum
quantity) according to the following thickness of
one-sided adjusting shim, then respectively install
into two sides of differential case, and press into
bearing inner race.



Align and install bearing caps of two sides, and
tighten bolts to specified torque. (tightening torque:
35～40 N. M)
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Check the gear pair backlash as above methods. If
the backlash cannot meet requirements, adjust to
proper position as shown in figure.
Check the reduction gear pair tooth face contact
zone as above methods.



Check the driven bevel gear’s face run-out as per
above methods. If run-out is over the limit, check
reasons and get rid of them.

5.3.5.6 Install
Install the speed reducer onto rear axle housing assembly.
Sweep out used sealant and apply new and semi-drying
sealant as shown in figure before installing.
tightening torque: 24～29 N. M

5.3.6

Special tools

Tool (No. and name)
M（MEAENS）
Bearing puller

Application

M1

Disassemble half shaft bearing

M2
M3
Bearing disassembling tool: bearing puller

Disassemble driving bevel gear’s rear
bearing inner race

M4
Torque wrench

M5
Socket

Measure bearing pre-tightness of
driving bevel gear

M6
Driving bevel gear oil seal installing tool

Press driving bevel gear oil seal
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Tool (No. and name)

Application

How to use

M7
Differential bearing puller

Disassemble differential bearing inner
race

Bearing and oil seal installing tool kit

Press half shaft oil seal

1: M8
2: M9 Copper bar
3: M10

Disassemble and pressure
driving gear outer race

install

Driving bevel gear measurer unit of mounting distance

Measure mounting distance of driving
bevel gear
M11

M12
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Tool (No. and name)

Application

M13
Half shaft puller

Disassemble half shaft

M14
Sliding hammer

Disassemble Half shaft oil seal

M15
Flange bracket

Disassemble joint flange

M16
Bearing installing tool

Pressure install driving gear rear
bearing inner race
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4.1

Inspect and adjust suspension system

4.1.1

Preparations before checking the front wheel
alignment

To ensure a proper wheel alignment, it is imperative to perform
the following inspection and adjustment before inspecting and
adjusting the front wheel alignment.
(1)
Inspect all tires wear condition. Replace them if the
L&R tire uneven wear, abnormal wear or one side wear
are found.
(2)
Inspect tire inflation pressure: (unit: KPa)
Air pressure
No-load
Full load
200
200
Front wheel
200
270(Bus)300(Truck)
Rear wheel
(3)

Inspect wheel runout:
Radial runout ＜2.5mm
Traverse runout ＜2.5mm
Check the parts in suspension system for any possible
deformation or damages and replace as necessary.
Check all the connections in suspension system for
their tightness; tighten them if necessary as per the
applicable specification.
Check the steering tie rod end for tightness; be sure to
tighten it before the adjustment.
Ensure the proper function of all measuring instruments,
and operate them as per the instruction supplied by the
manufacturer.

(4)
(5)

(6)
(7)

4.1.2

Inspecting and adjusting front wheel alignment

(1)

Wheel alignment specifications
Item
Toe-in

Specifications
2~7mm

Camber angle

1°15′±45′

Kingpin caster angle
Kingpin sidewise inclination angle
Maximum turning
Inner wheel
angle of front
Outer wheel
wheel

3°±1°
13°
34°

31°
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(2)
Inspect and adjust toe-in:
◆
Measuring toe-in:
Push the no-load vehicle forward 5m along the smooth road and
maintain the wheel in forward direction.
Measuring the front/rear tread central distance “B” and “A” of
the front wheels with toe-in gauge.
Caution!
Do not reverse your vehicle during the
measurement.

A

B

Toe-in value: （B-A）：2~7mm
◆
Adjusting toe-in:
Adjust the toe-in by changing the steering tie rod length. During
adjustment, loosen the tie rod locking nut first, and then veering
or inversion the tire rod. Tighten the locking nut until the toe-in
value up to standard.
Locking nut tightening torque: 50~70N•m

Caution!
Remember the length
difference of the L&R tie
rod should less than 3mm.

1
2
3
Length variation range: 280-286 mm

1: Locking nut
2: Tie rod
3: Locking nut
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(3)

Camber angle, kingpin caster angle and kingpin
sidewise inclination angle:
Measuring the camber angle, kingpin caster angle and kingpin
sidewise inclination angle with the front wheel alignment
gauge.
Maintain your vehicle in toe-in measuring position, press down
the vehicle front for several times to take the measurement. If
the values measured fails to meet the specifications, make sure
to identify the reason first. If any damage, loose, bend,
indentation or wear is found with the parts assembled on the
suspension system replace them accordingly; additionally, if the
vehicle body is deformed, appropriate servicing should be done.
(4)
Steering angle
When replacing the tie rod or tie rod connectors, remembr first
inspecting the toe-in, then inspecting the steering angle with the
steering angle gauge.
Standard value:
Inner wheel: 34°
Outer wheel: 31°
Adjusting the steering angle if necessary. The steering angel
adjustment should with reference to “Chapter 3 Steering
system” 3.1.3 Inspecting the steering angle.
4.1.3

Wheel rim, wheel nut and hub bearing

(1)
Wheel rim
Inspecting the wheel rim for any dents, deformation or cracks,
especially for the cracks in 4 bolt holes. Replace them if cracks
or severe deformations are found.
(2)
Wheel nut
Inspecting the wheel nut for any looseness, tighten as per the
specified torque if necessary.
Standard value:
Wheel nut (a): 90~110N·m
(3)
Front wheel hub bearing tightness
Jack up the front axle to hang up the wheel, push, pull and
shake the tire. The front axel will swing if the bearing clearance
is found, adjusting the bearing clerance if necessary. Remove
the front wheel hub inner/outer boot, take out the cotter, loosen
the slotted nut, and then tighten the slotted nut as per the
following procedure.
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•
•

Tighten to 20 N·m.
Loosen to 0 N·m and checking for proper collocation.
By turning the wheel, inspect the bearing for any
clearance, readjusting to a proper position if any
problems are found.
•
Retighten the nut to 5N·m, loosen the nut a little if
cannot insert the splint pin. Check the wheel hub
torque should not more than 1 N·m, then assemble the
front wheel inner/outer cover.
(4)
Front wheel hub bearing
By turning the wheel, inspect the wheel bearing for any
noise and smooth spinning; replace the wheel hub assembly
or bearing if any malfunction is found.
4.1.4

Shock absorber failure

Inspect the driving stabilization. If there is any abnormal
noise during the vehicle driving, such noises as “rub-a-dub”
may be heard in the driving cab when driving on an
unsmooth road.
Forcefully press down the vehicle when the vehicle is
stopped, if your vehicle swings for 3 ~ 4 times, it indicates
that the shock absorber may become very weak.
If so, then check the shock absorber for any possible oil
leakage. When removing the shock absorber, check if there
is any occurrence of piston rod blocking and if there is any
resistance when pulling or pushing the piston rod. Replace
the shock absorber if the above items are found.
4.1.5

Suspension system rubber elements

Inspect such components as: the shock absorber piston rod
dust guard cushion, the upper support point assembly (front
suspension support) rubber cushion, the strut bar rubber
cushion and lower arm bush, replace for any damage or
break.
Kindly noted the cushion rubber is not oil-proofed, and
cannot get any oil. Apply some soap water for lubricating
during disassembly or assembly.
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Caution!
Remember the shock absorber is
not serviceable and should scrap in
case of failure.
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4.2

Front suspension

4.2.1Specification
Spiral spring

Leaf spring real suspension

Semi-independent rear suspension

Steel wire diameter × Outer diameter × Free
length (mm)

φ10.7×φ91×275

φ10.7×φ91×304

31~40

24.7~30.5

7.75

10

Leaf spring real suspension

Semi-independent rear suspension

Spring rigidity (N/mm)
Services coils

Shock absorber

Dual-acting hydraulic cylinder

Type
Maximum length (mm)

442.5

442.5

Minimum length (mm)

325.5

325.5

Return resistance (N)

980

690

Compression resistance (N)

490

220

Front wheel hub bearing

Outer bearing

Inner bearing

Model

Roller bearing 30204

Bearing30205×2

Outer diameter×Inner diameter×Width
(mm)

47×20×15.25

52×25×23.75

Damping force
(0.3m/s H)
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4.2.2Front suspension assembly drawing

1
2
4
5
3

7

8

6
10

1: Support assembly
2: Front wheel
3: Steering tie rod
4: Steering rocker arm

5: Drag link
6: Front axle assembly
7: Front suspension

8: Steering knuckle
9: Left lower arm assembly
10: Front wheel hub bearing
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4.2.3 Service manual
4.2.3.1 Front wheel hub assembly
Drum brake type

8
Tightening
torque
A:

7
6

N·M
20-50

5

4
3
2

1

9

A
Greasing point

1: Front wheel hub
inner cover
2: Pin
3: Inner washer
4: Bearing
5: Bearing
6: Bearing oil seal
7: Steering knuckle
8: Front suspension
9: Front wheel hub

Inspecting and repairing
•
Replacing the steering knuckle bearing if any possible cracks, slots or wear conditions are found.
•
Front wheel hub and bearing outer ring are in sets, replaing them together if any looseness are found.
•
Replacing the inner/outer bearing if any abnormal wear conditions or damages are found.
Assembly
•
Pressing the outer ring of the inner/outer bearing into the front wheel hub. Make sure to assemble properly and
put it into the inner bearing inner ring. Press into the new inner bearing surface oil seal at the same time, turn
the oil seal hole to the bearing, remember do not assemble into wrong places.
•
Greasing (account for inner casing 2/3) the bearing and wheel hub.
•
Assemble the wheel hub on the steering knuckle frist, and then assemble the outer bearing inner ring,
furthermore assemble the inner washer and nut.
•
Adjusting the bearing tightness as per the above solutions.
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Disc brake type

10

Tightening
torque
A:
B:

6

9
8

N· M
20-50
50-60

5

7

4

3

2

1

A
B

Greasing point

Brake disc

Max thickness: 10
Max oscillation: 0.1

1: Front wheel hub inner cover
2: Pin
3: Inner washer
4: Roller bearing (30204)
5: Front wheel hub
6: Brake disc
7: Bearing (30205X2)
8: Bearing oil seal
9: Steering knuckle
10: Fr. suspension

Inspecting and repairing
•
Measuring the brake disc for thickness and oscillation, replace accordingly if the result is exceed the limit.
•
Standard value: Thickness≥10; Traverse oscillation ≤0.1
•
Replacing the steering knuckle bearing if any cracks, slots or wear conditions are found.
•
Front wheel hub and bearing outer ring are in sets, replaing them together if any looseness are found.
Assembly
•
Pressing into the bearing outer ring and new bearing oil seal (caution to the direction) and greaseing as per the
same assembly way of drum brake.
•
Connecting the brake disc with the front wheel hub, tighten the bolt as pre the specified torque.
•
Assemble the steering knuckle into the front wheel hub assembly and adjusting the bearing tightness as per the
same assembly way of drum brake.
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4.2.3.2

Front shock absorber and coil springs assembly

Tightening torque
A:
B:
C:

8
1

N·M
45-55
15-22
60-80

A
2
3
9

B
4
5
6

10

7

1: Dust cover
2: Retainer washer
3: Retainer hub
4: Front suspension support subassembly
5: Rubber cushion
6: Flat bearing
7: Bracket
8: Front spring seat
9: Front coil spring
10: Buffer dust boot
11: Front shock absorber
12: Steering knuckle

11

C
12

Disassembly
•
Compressing the coil springs with a special tool, until
the acting force disappeared between the coil springs
and the sring retainer.
•
Special tool:（M17）Spring compressor

M17
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•

Loosen the self-locking nut with a wrench, a deep
socket wrench and an inner hexagon wrench.

•

Disassemble the shock absorber components from top
to bottom.

Assembly
•

•

•

Inspecting each rubber elements as per the above
description, replacing the damaged elements if
necessary.
After compressing the coil springs with a special tool,
assemble the coil springs and the special tool into the
front absorber spring retainer together, assemble the
components as per the reverse order of disassembly.

Tighten the self-locking nut as per the specified torque.
Remove the special tool carefully.
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Caution!
Remember change the self-locking
nut and dust ring after disassembly.

Caution!
Remember the upper and lower
spring seat coil top should meet the
spring upper and lower surface hole.
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4.2.3.3

Strut bar and lower rocker arm assembly

1

A

Tightening
torque
A:
B:
C:
D:
E:

B
2
4
5

N·Ｍ
80-108
50-70
60-72
45-60
35-50

3
C
B

6
7
D
8
1: Lower arm ball pin subassembly
2: Dust guard
3: Lower arm subassembly
4: Lower arm bushing assembly
5: Bolt
6: Support plate
7: Support bar bracket
8: Bushing
9: Support bar welding subassembly

9
8
E

Inspecting and repairing
•
Inspecting the lower arm ball pin start torque.
Standard value: 1~5N.m
The starting torque should within the standard limits. By
turning the steering arm assembly, inspect them for the ball pin
clearance and smooth turning, replace them if any problem is
found.

•

The right figure shows the greasing point and rubber
seal installation.
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•
Changing the lower arm bushing for any damages.
Change the lower arm bushing with a special tool. Caution: Do
not disassemble the lower arm bushing unless it is very
necessary.

4.2.3.4

Front axle

N·Ｍ

Tightening
torque
A:

60-75

3
1
2
1: Lower arm assembly
2: Front axle welding
assembly
3: Lower arm ball pin
assembly

A

4.3 Rear suspension
4.3.1 Leaf spring rear suspension
4.3.1.1 Specification
•
Suspension type: Longitudinal installation symmetrical
half-oval leaf spring telescopic shock absorber
•
Leaf springs:
Truck

Bus

Type

Constant section

Cross section

Spring leaves

4、5

3

Press length
Clip height

978±3mm
110 (4 pcs)
117(5pcs)
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4.3.1.2 Rear suspension assembly figure
Leaf springs assembly

6

Tightening torque
A:

1
2
3
4

1: First steel plate
2: Second steel plate
3: Third steel plate
4: Fourth steel plate
5: U-clip
6: Centre bolt
7: Clip
8: Rivet

5
7
A

8
•

Rear shock absorber
Truck
Type

Bus

Dual-acting hydraulic cylinder (Series 25, Series 20)

Maximum length

463 mm

418 mm

Minimum length

275 mm

258 mm

Damping force value (0.3m/s H)
Return resistance

803N

Compression resistance

333N
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Rear suspension assembly

11
9

12
13

7

N·Ｍ

Tightening
torque
A:
B:
C:
D:
E:

6

8

B

50-70
15-25
45-60
25-30
15-25

*

E

1
5

10

2
3
4

*

A

14
C
1: Hanger outer board
2: Rubber lining (I)
3: Rubber lining (II)
4: Leaf spring assembly
5: Rear shock absorber assembly

15
*

11: Support plate and front pin
12: Rubber cushion assembly (I)
13: Rubber cushion assembly (II)
14: Shock absorber sub frame
15: Hanger inner board

D

11: Support plate and front pin
12: Rubber cushion assembly (I)
13: Rubber cushion assembly (II)
14: Shock absorber sub frame
15: Hanger inner board

Remark: “*” means tighten as per the specified torque after the vehicle load down to the floor.

4.3.1.3 Service manual
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Inspecting rubber elements, replace them if any damages, cracks or failures are found.
Inspecting such components as: the support plate and front pin subassembly, hanger inner board welding
subassembly, hanger outer board, L&R leaf spring board assembly, U bolt and thread fastening, replace them if
any wears, cracks or thread damages are found.
Inspecting the rear shock absorber assembly for any possible oil leakkage, abnormal noise, failures and
blockings, replace as necessary.
Inspecting the leaf spring assembly for any crack and broken spring pieces, replace as necessary. Replace the
clip or U- clip if any damages are found.
Greasing on the leaf during assembly.
The class symbol of one vehicle’s two leaf spring assemblies must be the same during assembly.
During assembly, assemble the support plate and front pin to the vehicle from outside to inside; assembly the
hanger inner board welding subassembly to the vehicle from inside to outside.
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4.3.2 Semi-independent rear suspension

•

4.3.2.1 Specification
•
Suspension type: Spiral spring arm link type
•
Coil springs
Steel wire diameter X outer φ12.5×φ85×288
diameter × free length (mm)
Spring rigidity (N/mm)
47~54
Service coils

Type

4.3.2.2 Rear suspension assembly

C

Maximum length

418 mm

Minimum length

258mm

Damping force value (0.3m/sH)

8.25

D

Rear shock absorber
Dual-acting hydraulic cylinder
(Series 25)

Return resistance

939N

Compression resistance

338N

Tightening
torque
A:
B:
C:
D:
E:
F:
G:

6 5

7

4

2
B

N·Ｍ
80-100
15-20
25-30
80-100
25-30
50-70
15-25

3
1
F

E

A

10

1: Rubber cushion assembly
2: Rear spring rubber cushion
3: Rear spiral springs
4: Inner support plate
5:Rear shock absorber assembly
6: Outer support plate
7: Tie rod assembly
8: Splines rubber lining
9: Support plate and front pin
10: Swing arm assembly

8
4.3.2.3 Service manual
•
Inspecting rubber elements for any damages, cracks or failures, replace as necessary;
•
Inspecting the rear shock absorber assembly for any possible oil leakage, abnormal noise, failures and
blockings, replace as necessary.
•
Inspecting the rocker arm and frame connecting bolt, the rocker arm and rear axle connecting bolt, such
fasteners as the tie rod assembly and the frame connecting bolt for any cracks and wear conditions, replace as
necessary.
•
Replacing the coil springs if any broken or cracks are found.
•
Kindly noted the following contents when replacking the components:
(1)
During assemble the rear shock absorber assembly, apply some soap or water solution onto the rear absorber
bush for more smoothly assembly, but remember do not get on any oil.
(2)
The class symbol of one vehicle’s L&R coil springs must be the same.
(3)
During assemble the coil springs, the coil springs lower end surface must assemble into the rear suspension
rocker arm assembly spring retainer properly.
(4)
All the rear suspension assembly fasteners must tighten as per the specified torque
(5)
When presing the bushing subassembly into the rocker arm, remember do not damage the rubber. Tthe pressing
torque cannot lower than 5000N.
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4.4 Wheel and tire
4.4.1

Specification

Tire type

Radial tire

Tire specification

155R12LT

Rim specification

12×4.5B

Wheel offset distance

38
Front
wheel

Tire inflation pressure (Kpa)
200
4.4.2

•

Rear wheel
200(No-load)
270(Bus, full load)
300(Truck, full load)

Wheel assembly figure

1

Caution！
After blow up the tire, make the
assembly bolt 4 holes as the centering
point, carry out the balance test at the
equilibrator,
remember
the
unbalancedness degree should less
than 10g. If the unbalancedness is
over than 10g, balance the rim with a
tire balance block.

Tightening
torque
A:

N·Ｍ
90-110

A

1: Tire valve Z2-01-3
2: Wheel cover assembly/dust guard
3: 12×4.5B wheel
4: Counter weight
5: 155R12LT tire assembly

2
3
5
4

4.4.3 Wheel rotation
Remember that rotating the wheels once driving 10,000 km
as per the diagram in order to wear the wheel evenly. If the
spare wheel is different from other 4 wheels, replace 4
wheels one by one if necessary.
In the context of 4 alloy wheels and iron spare wheels, the
spare tire will only replace the damaged tire in urgent
circumstances, and should remain as the spare tire after the
damaged tire repaired.
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4.4.4 Service manual
4.4.4.1 Changing the tire
Caution:
•
Tighten the wheel nut as per the diagram order after
load down the vehicle.
Tightening torque: 90N.m~110N.m
•
Wipe off the rust and dirty diant on the brake drum and
disc before changing the tire, also wipe off the dirty at
the wheel nut surface. The wheel nut will loosen if the
tire surface friction is not metal friction when assembly
the tire.
•
Do not gets any oil or grease on the wheel nut,
otherwise it might be loosen when driving.
4.4.4.2 Tire abnormal wear and premature wear
The following reasons can caused the tire wear irregularly or
prematurely: incorrect tire pressure, tire fails to rotation, poor
driving habit and improper tire alignment.
Rotating the tires if the following descriptions are found:
1）

Different wear degrees of the front wheel andrear
wheel.

2）

Uneven wear existed in the traverse ground of the
tire.

3）
Front tire L &R sides wear unequally.
4）
Rear tire L &R sides wear unequally.
5）
Dents and wear-down are found.
It is imperative to perform the wheel alignment inspection
if the following descriptions are found.
1）
2）

1

2

3

1: Turning difficult/insufficient tire pressure
2: Incorrect tire alignment/ alignment shortage
3: Incorrect alignment/incompatible tire
4: Start roughly/high tire pressure

Front tire L &R sides wear unequally.
Uneven wear existed in the traverse ground of the
front tire.

3）
Feather wear appeared at the side of the tire thread.
4.4.4.3 Tire wearing limit
When the tires thread depth-reaching 1.6mm (0.063in), the
indicating thread will be a 12mm (0.47in) band. There are
6 indicating threads in same direction on the tire face,
replace a new tire if 3 threads are stretch out the slot.

Tire thread depth

Limit: 1.6mm
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4.4.4.4 Tire traverse oscillation
Oscillation means the vehicle F&R parts oscillate to both sides,
be realized this was caused by the bend steel belt in the tire.
This kind of oscillation likely happened when driving low
speed at 8~48km/h (5~30 km/h).
To carry out a road test can find out the failure tire:
In case the rear tire is failure, the vehicle rear part will oscillate
left and right, the driver in the seat will feel like someone is
pushing the vehicle to one side.
The oscillation will be more obviously in case the front tire is
failure. Front board components will move forward and
backward, the driver will feel the vehicle axle is oscillating.
Using a good tire or replace the wheel assembly can shooting
out the trouble.
1）

Find out whether the oscillation is in vehicle front
or rear part.

2）

Assemble a new tire and wheel, change the rear
tire if the oscillation part still can not find.

3）

To carry out a road driving test, assemble a used
tire until find out the oscillated tire for better
condition. If the oscillation is still obviously,
change the 4 used tires. Assemble another used tire
for inspection as per the above method.
4.4.4.5 Tire deviation failure and troubleshooting process
“Deviation” means vehicle can driving deviate the straight line along a smooth road without stressed the steering
wheel.
Reasons:
① Incorrect radial tire alignment;
②Improper brake adjustment;
③ Tire structure.

•

Caution！
Remember it should on the premise of function brake and proper brake power.

The structure design of tire might deviate the vehicle direction. This example is the steel belt tire. The off-centered
eccentric steel belt can caused the side force and made the vehicle swing along the stright road. In case the tire’s one
side diameter is bigger than the other side, that tire is easily swing to one side. This will increase the side force casued
the vehicle deviation.
Use the steps in the below table (Deviation troubleshooting table) to ensure a proper front wheel alignment, avoid the
tires runs deviation.
1）

The deviation troubleshooting steps are usually different with the proper tire rotation figure in user manual
and service manual. If move one middile/high mileage tire to the other side, it is imperative to inspect
whether have the amenity when driving. The rear tire will not caused the deviation.
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Deviation troubleshooting process table

Blow up the tire to the recommend
pressure

Carry out a two-way road test along
smooth road.

Carry out a road test again after exchanging
front left/right tires.

Tire deviation in same direction.

Change the tire if the tire deviation gets
better.

Assemble back the tire and inspect
tire alignment.

Limit: Radial 2.5 mm
Side 2.5 mm

Tire deviation in opposite direction.

Assemble a new tire in front wheel.

Change the tire if the tire deviation
gets better.
Assemble the new tire into the other
front wheel if the tire deviation remains.

Change the tire if the tire deviation gets
better.

4.4.4.6 Tire bouncing (radial runout)

The tire bouncing when driving along the high way was usually
caused by the imbalance wheel. If the bouncing still happens
after to compatible tire, the reason maybe includes:
•
Tire runout
•
Wheel runout
•
Tire rigidity changed
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The new tire is not qualified if the tire
deviation remains.
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Measure the tire or wheel free bouncing can only find out
partial problems. It is impearative to use Tire Problem
Detector inspecting the 3 reasons caused buncing, like load
bouncing. It is also can change the tire assembly if there is
no TPD.
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•
•

Caution!
Remember measure the tire runout and carry
ont the balance test again after change the tire.
Tire runout should be less than the lower limit
as per the diagram.
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4.5 Troubleshooting

4.5.1

Failure inspection table

Description
of Fault

Wheel runs
deviation

Causes
•
•

Incompatible tire
Improper inflation pressure of tire

•
•

•

Front spring damaged or shorted for plastic
deformation
Radial tire uniformity (traverse deviation)
exceed limit
One wheel runs with break
Front or rear suspension components loose,
bent or damaged
Front spring damaged or shorted for plastic
deformation
Unbalance amount of tire exceed limit
Out-of-tolerance skidding amount of front tire
Front absorber fault
Vehicle overload
Incorrect tires rotation
Wheel bearing abnormal worn to loose
Insufficient tire inflation pressure or tire
inflation pressure level high
Wheel deviation (radial or traverse)
Boss on tire or damaged tire
Radial tire uniformity (Replace of the radial
rigidity) exceed limit
Wheel or tire radial deviation exceed limit
Incompatible front absorber or absorber
failure
Unbalanced amount of wheel and tire exceed
limit
Front wheel bearing damaged or worn
Left, right lower rocker arm ball worn or
rocker arm bush worn
Wheel or tire radial deviation exceed limit
Boss on tire or damaged tire
Radial tire uniformity (Replace of the radial
rigidity) exceed limit
Insufficient tire inflation
Incompatible tire or uneven air pressure

•

Replace
Adjust the tire inflation pressure to given
value
Replace the spring

•

Replace the tire

•
•

Repair the brake
Tighten or Replace the suspension
components
Replace

•
•
•
•

Tire
abnormal
worn

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wheel
oscillating

•
•
•

Front
wheel
oscillating,
abnormal
oscillating

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adjust
Check or adjust toe-in
Replace

•

Rotation
Replace
Adjust the tire inflation pressure to given
value
Replace

•

Replace the tire

•
•
•

Balance the wheel or Replace tire/wheel
Replace front wheel bearing
Replace ball pin assembly or Replace
steering tie rod
Repair or Replace wheel/tire
Replace the tire
Replace the tire/wheel
Blow up the tire to the given pressure

•
•
•
•
•

Replace the tire or blow up the tire to
given pressure
Replace the suspension arm or the
steering track rod ball pin
Replace the front absorber or repair the
installation components
Tighten or repair the stabilizer bar/bush
Replace the spring

Lower rocker arm globe joint loose or steering
track rod ball pin loose
Front
absorber
fault or
installation
components fault
Front stabilizer bar loose
Spring damaged or plastic deformation take
placed and become shortened
Stabilizer rod connecting ball pin loose

•

•
•

Replace the springs

•

Incompatible L&R springs
Spring damaged or plastic deformation take
placed and become shortened
Overload

Replace the stabilizer rod connecting
joint
Replace the springs

•

Check the load

•

Big turning angle

•

Slow the turning driving speed

•
Steering
oscillating
or poor
stability

Solutions

•
•
•
•
•
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Description
of Fault
Breaking
instable
direction

Causes
•
•

Wheel bearing worn
Spring damaged or plastic deformation take
placed and become shortened
Insufficient air in tire

•
•

Replace the wheel bearing
Replace the front helical spring

•

Blow up the tire to the given pressure

•

Replace the spring

•
•

Spring damaged or shortened for plastic
deformation
Overload or uneven loads at two sides
Incompatible L&R springs

•
•

Check the load
Replace the spring

•
•

Overload or one side load heavy
Front absorber spring holder loose weld

•
•

Check the load
Replace the front absorber

•

Spring damaged or shortened for plastic
deformation
Traverse stabilizer bar loose

•

Replace the spring

•

•
•

Vehicle
height low or
differ
Suspension
pressed into
bottom

•

•

•
•

Spring damaged or shortened for plastic
deformation
Overload
Turing speed so fast

Tighten the stablizer bar bolt or nut, or
replace the bush or joint
Replace the spring

•
•

Check the load
Slow the turning speed

•

Spiral spring broken

•

Replace

•

Absorber set nut loose

•

Tighten the nut

•

Rubber elements damaged

•

Replace

•

Strut bar loose

•

Tighten the nut

•

Leaf spring broken

•

Replace

•

Rubber elements worn or broken

•

Replace

•

Lack of grease in the spring

•

·Refill the graphite grease

•

Turning
angel big

Solutions
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4.5.2

Special tool:
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3.1

Check and adjust the steering system
Caution!

•

All fasteners of the steering system may influence the normal functions of the steering system. If any
parts must be replaced, be sure to use the genuine parts with same part No. For the reassembly,
always tighten all fasteners as per the torque specified.

3.1.1 Check the free travel of steering wheel
Leave the steering wheel at the straight foreword driving direction,
and turn the steering wheel left and right (with the wheels locked).
The arc distance of the outer diameter swing is defined as the free
travel, its limit being 30 mm. If the actual distance exceeds the
limit, check the steering tie rod ball joint, the backlash of steering
pinion racks, and the spider universal joint clearance of steering
axle. Check them section-by-section. Normally, the clearance of
the joints should be zero or very little. Their total clearance will be
the free travel. Too large free travel may make the manipulation
very slow and the front wheel may swing unstably.
3.1.2 Check the steering column axial clearance
No clearance is allowed when pushing or pulling the steering
wheel upward and downward. Otherwise, the cushion in the
steering column may be damaged. The damaged parts or the
steering column assembly must be replaced.

3.1.3 Check the steering angle
Put the front wheel of your vehicle in the steering measurement
instrument, turn the steering wheel left and right to their limits,
and take the steering angle of internal and external tires. The
standard values of internal and external tires must be 34° and 31°.

Use the R & L adjusting bolts beside the steering swing arm of
front frame to adjust as appropriate. Before the adjustment, loose
the lock nuts. After the appropriate adjustment, tighten the lock
nuts. The tightening torque of lock nuts must be 15~25N·m
1

A
Fastening
torque
A

N·M

1

15-25

1: Adjusting bolt
2: Left steering rocker arm

A

2

Fastening
torque
A

N·M
15-25

1: Adjusting bolt
2: Left steering rocker arm

2
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3.1.4

Check of rubber parts and joints

Jack up the vehicle to check if the pinion rack dust guard is damaged, for the damaged dust guard may leave the dust and
water into the steering gear and tie rod ball stud.
Replace the parts that may cause the wear, rustiness or looseness noise of the steering rack, steering pinion and tie rod ball
stud assembly and lead to the system malfunction.
Check if the dust guard of steering tie rod joint seat is damaged. Even if a very little damage is found, replace it.
Check if the lower steering column joint and lower steering & drive shaft joint and steering shaft are damaged，for
example, crack, fracture, malfunction or too large clearance.

3.2

Steering System Assembly Drawing

Fastening
torque
A:
B:
C:
D:

N·M
34-44
9-14
20-25
16-25

7
1: Upper cover of steering
wheel
2: Steering wheel
3: Combination switch
4: Steering column
5: Bushing
6: Drive shaft
7: Buffers
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3.2.1

Safety Regulation——Steering System

•

a.
b.

Before removing and assembling the steering system (steering gear, steering tie rod and steering column), keep
the wheel in the "straightforward" position.
Before removing the steering wheel, keep the steering column in the "straightforward" position, to avoid any
damage to the contact device and steering wheel in the reassembly process.
After any incidents happen, please visually check if there are any bending or crack in the following parts as well
as the front wheel location (the imperative check item in any cases)
Steering system: Check it by fully reciprocating steering wheel
Chassis and all related parts: such as steering knuckle, frame, stabilizer rod and other fastening parts.

3.3

Steering Wheel

•
•

365

3.5.1 Specification
Steering Wheel Diameter（mm）: 365

3.5.2

Steering Wheel Assembly Drawing

1: Steering wheel
2: Lower cover of steering wheel
3: Spring
4: Spring seat
5: Upper cover subassembly
6: Lower contact subassembly
7: Upper contact subassembly
8: Tapping screw ST 3.5×22
9: Bolt M3×8
10: Washer 3-140 HV
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3.5.3

Maintenance Guide

•

In the process of disassembling the steering wheel,
remove the upper cover by pulling it upward, and then
use the special tool M27 to remove the steering wheel.
See 3.8 for the special tools.

3.4

Steering Column

M27

3.4.1 Specification
Steering shaft junction type: Spider universal joint and flexible joint
Steering column shaft: 6003（17×35×10）
3.4.2 Steering Column and Drive Shaft Assembly Drawing

1: Steering column and universal joint
assembly
2: Steering gear drive shaft assembly
3: Bolt M8×25
4: Washer
5: Buffer
6: Washer 8
7: Nut M8
8: Bolt Mains M8×30
9: Bolt M8×25
10: Bushing
11: Spline joint

The steering column features as well as the steering function:
•
•

The ignition switch and steering lock is equipped in the column.
The steering lock equipped in steering column is used to lock the steering wheel, to avoid the vehicle theft.

Take special care to remove the steering column assembly from the vehicle, and the recommended tools are requested.
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3.4.1

•

Maintenance Guide
Caution!
In the process of preparing the steering column and other parts, remove the steering wheel first.
However, in case the repair can be done without removing it, do not remove it.

•

Before removing the steering column sleeve assembly,
(if the steering column with a lock, remove the two
cover boards in combination switch box), remove the
box and combination switch. Once the retaining ring is
removed from the upper part of column, the steering
shaft will be easily pulled out from the lower part of
sleeve.

•

In assembling the buffer of elastic joint, pay attention to
the orientation of the washer.

3.5

Steering Gear

3.5.1 Specification
Steering gear type: pinion rack
Rack stroke: 125 mm
Steering gear bearing: 6002/C2（153511）
Steering gear needle roller bearing: HK 9×15×13
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3.5.2

Steering Gear Assembly Drawing

1

Fastening
torque
A:
B:
C:

2
3
4
19

5

N·M
25-50
34-44
49-68

8

6

20

14
15
9
7

10

11

A

12
13

B

16

17
18
C
1: Dust guard
2: Oil seal assembly
3: Retaining ring
4: Bearing
5: Steering gear pinion

6: Housing, steering gear
7: Plastic binder
8: Rubber boot
9: Adjusting block
10: O seal ring

11: Buffer rubber
12: Elastic washer
13: Fastening spring
14: Adjusting spring
15: Adjusting plug
screw

3.5.3 Maintenance Guide
Disassembly
•
Remove the joint bolt from the universal joint of steering
shaft and ventilating hose from the ventilation nozzle in
the steering cover, and unscrew the joint bolt between
the rack and tie rod and three joint bolts in the steering
cover, then completely remove the steering gear from
the vehicle.
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16: Steering rack
17: Expansion jacket
18: Rod clevis
19: Ventilating hose
20: Vent pipe
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Dismember
•
Clip gently the steering gear with the jaw vise.
Caution:
With the protective devices such as soft aluminum clad or
copper backed, the jaw must clip the assembly part of the
cover. If other parts are clipped, it may cause the damage to or
deformation of the cover.
•
Unscrew lock nut, remove the adjusting nut with a
special box end wrench, and take out the adjusting
spring, buffer rubber and adjusting block, etc.
•
Remove the plastic binder, dust rubber bushing and
expansion jacket, etc, and pull out the rack (never
remove the pinion assembly)
Check
•
Check the wear or damage to pinion and rack face, for
example, if heavy damage or wear, replace the whole
steering gear.
•
Check the clearance between rack guide bushing and
rack. Clearance= Guide bushing diameter D — Rack
Diameter d
The standard value is 0.070~0.073 mm.
•
Check the elasticity and length of adjusting spring. The
standard free length must be 13±1mm; otherwise, it must
be replaced.
•
Check if there is any damage to or wear of rubber boot
and expansion jacket. If any damage, replace it
immediately.
•
Check if the ventilation hose is jammed, for the jam may
influence the flexibility of steering gear.
Assembly
•
Grease the rack surface and guide bushing, etc. in
assembly and fill some grease into the cover.
•
In the process of assembling the dust boot and expansion
jacket, apply the semi homogeneous seal gum in the
contact surface of cover and replace the plastic binder.
•
Adjust the mating pre-tightness of pinion rack as
follows:
①
Put the racks in the middle of the expansion range by
rotating the pinion, screw the adjusting plug screw to
7~15 N·m by using the tension wrench and special
sleeve. Then return by 30°~40°, and tighten the lock nut
by the torque of 25~50 N· and the plug screw must be
kept unchanged.
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M22

Ajusting nut

D

d

D-d=0.070~0.073 mm

Fastening
torque
A：

N·m
7-15
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Insert the tension wrench and special tool M5 to pinion
spline end and rotate the pinion at the speed of 10 to 15
rounds per minute for testing the pre-tightness, i.e.
rotating resistance torque of pinion (with the expansion
jacket and grease). The standard value must be
0.294~0.98 N·m.

②

•

Assemble the clevis to the rack but be sure that the rack
end line must be in line with the clevis line.

3.6

Steering Tube

3.6.1

Steering Tube Assembly Drawing

Ge

A
E

A

4

1

2
A
A

B

3

6

Gear rotating torque

Fastening
torque
A:
B:
C:
D:
E:

N·M
34-49
69-93
34-44
49-69
49-78

2

5

3

2
3

C
7

1: Right arm holder seat
2: Bar clasp
3: Dust guard
4: Right steering rocker arm
5: Vertical steering tie rod
6: Left steering rocker arm
7: Left arm holder seat
8: Tie rod
9: Tie rod right ball stud
10: Tie rod
11: Tie rod left ball stud

8
C

B

2
9

9

3

2

D

D

3
C

10

10
2

D

D
11

C

2

C
C

11
3

3
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3.6.2 Maintenance Guide
Check
•
Check of Ball Stud and Joint Pin
①
Check of Starting Torque
Rotate the torque by hand without any clearance. The standard
value of ball stud and joint pin must be 1~3 N·m. The availability
of a large clearance may cause the front wheel to swing so it
must be immediately replaced.

Starting Torque for Ball Joint

Standard value: 1～3N·m

②
Check of Dust Guard
The dust guard must be fine. If any damage, replace
cleaning the dust, add some grease on it.

it.

After

Starting Torque for Ball Joint
•
Check of Steering swing Arm
The left and right steering arms must flexibly rotate without
radial clearance. Standard Value: 2~6N·m.

Standard value: 1～3N·m

Axial Play of Steering Rocker Arm

The standard value for axial play of steering swing arm must be
above 0.3.mm.

Standard Value: Above 0.3m
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If the radial clearance is too large, it will cause the front wheel
and the steering wheel to wobble. The parts labeled with 1,3,4
and 5 must be replaced.

1

2
5

3

4
Dismember
•
Dismemberment of Tie Rod
Horizontal tie rod left and right ball studs are very different. The
inner screw of left ball stud assembly joint seat is left-oriented
and the ball studs are connected to the steering knuckle arm；The
inner screw of right ball stud assembly joint seat right-oriented
and the ball studs are connected to the tie rod.

1: Left ball stud assembly
2: Nut (left)
3: Tie rod
4: Nut (rght)
5: Right ball stud
assembly
6: Bar clamp
7: Dust guard
8: Left lower arm ball
stud
9: Fastening nut
10: Pin

5
6
8

4

7

3
2
1

9
10
•
Dismemberment of Steering swing Arm Assembly
Remove in sequence the oil seal 1 at the two ends of rocker
arm retaining ring 2 → adjusting washer 3→ Inner bushing
of steering swing arm 4 → Inner bushing of steering swing
arm 5.

1

5
3

4
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Installation
•
Install steering swing arm assembly and measure the
sizes of A and B.
Adjusting washer thickness=（A—B—2 washer thickness）/2
The adjusting washer thickness fall into three categories: 1, 1.2
and 1.5.
After the installation, check the rotating and starting torque of
steering swing arm.

4

A

3

B

5
3

•

Replacement of drag link bushing subassembly. In the
replacement process, use the special tool to extrude the
used mating bushing part and drive in the new one.

M24

A

M25

•

The clearance range of two ball stud centers in left and
right tie rod assembly must be 280~286 mm. After the
vehicle toe-in is adjusted as per the requirement, tighten
the lock nut connecting the steering knuckle arm outside
and tie rod inside

Length of Horizontal Tie Rod Assembly

Length Range: 280-286mm
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3.7

Troubleshooting

3.7.1 Steering System Check
Before the troubleshooting, perform the road test first. The
following systems must be emphasized in the test:
•
Suspension
•
Tire and wheel
•
Check if the tire pressure is appropriate and if the wear
is non-homogeneous.
•
Check if the joints of steering column and steering gear
is loosened or worn.
Check if the following parts are loosened or damaged.
•
Front suspension
•
Rear suspension
•
Steering gear
•
Steering tie rod
•
Steering column
Check if the following problems exist with the tire:
•
Tire non-circularity
•
Tire imbalance
•
Wheel distortion
•
Wheel bearing looseness or wear
3.7.2 Abnormal Noise from Steering Parts
Status
Looseness of steering gear
Looseness of one or two ends of
steering tie rod
Looseness of steering universal joint
3.7.3

Measures
•
Adjust the pre-tightness of pinion rack engagement.
•

If necessary, repair or replace the steering tie rod end.

•

If necessary, repair or replace the steering universal joint.

Too large free travel or loosened steering gear

Problems
Loosened joints between steering
column and steering gear
Loosened steering gear assembly
holder
Loosened steering tie rod joint seat
ball
Wear of wheel bearing

Measures
•
Check the steering universal joint between steering column and
steering gear.
•
Check the steering universal joint between steering column and
steering gear.
•
Check the steering gear holder.
•
Tighten the holder bolt of steering gear to the specified torque.
•
Check the mating parts of steering tie rod joint seat ball.
•
Replace the mating parts of steering tie rod joint seat。
•
Replace the wheel bearing.
•
Replace the wheel hub.
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3.7.4

Steering Wheel Return Difficulty

Problems
Steering tie rod ball stud clamped
Incorrect front wheel alignment
Loosened steering gear
Loosened joint of steering counter
shaft

Steering column clamped

Improper tire pressure.
3.7.5

•
•
•
•
•

Measures
Check the steering tie rod ball studs.
If necessary, replace the steering tie rod.
Check the front wheel alignment
If necessary, check and adjust the front wheel alignment.
Tighten the steering assembly nut to the specified torque.

•

Tighten the steering intermediate joint bolt to the specified torque.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Check the alignment of steering column.
If necessary, adjust the alignment of steering column.
Check the steering column holder.
If necessary, repair the steering column holder.
Check the steering column bearing.
If necessary, replace the steering column bearing.
Inflate the tire to the specified air pressure.

Steering Swing or Wobble

Problems
Improper front alignment
Rupture or looseness of front
suspension shock-absorption spring.
Stabilizer rod looseness
Shock absorber wear
Non-homogeneous tire
improper alignment

wear

or

Measurement
•
Check the front wheel alignment.
•
If necessary, check and adjust the front wheel alignment. See the
"Wheel Alignment" for reference.
•
Check or repair ruptured/loose spring. See the "Front Suspension"
for reference.
•
Check the following parts: stabilizer rod assembly bolt
•
Tighten stabilizer rod assembly bolt to the specified torque.
•
See the "Front Suspension" for reference.
•
Check if the shock absorber is damaged or in failure.
•
If necessary, replace the shock absorber. See the "Front
Suspension" for reference.
•
If necessary, repair the tire.
•
If necessary, replace the tire.
•
Check the front wheel alignment.
•
If necessary, check and adjust the alignment
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Steering Wobble and Wheel Swing
Problems
Horizontal and vertical steering tie
rod ball studs loosened
Wear of steering swing arm bushing
Looseness of wheel hub nut
Wear or damage to wheel hub
bearing
Too large back lash of steering pinion
rack
Improper toe-in.

Measures
Replace the ball stud assembly.
Replace it.
Tighten it.
Replace it.
Adjust and eliminate the back lash.
Adjust the toe-in.
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3.7.6

Special Tools
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2.1

Inspection of HVAC

2.2.1 Inspection of Heater and Ventilation System
Park your vehicle at a well-ventilated place, and then start the engine and perform the following inspections:
1.

Verify that the assemblies are reliably mounted, pipelines free from leakage, and electrical circuits properly

2.

connected.
Switch the fan control knob to its low, medium and high speed respectively, and check the fan for proper

3.

functioning.
Turn on the fan and turn the temperature control knob to COOL and HEAT positions (the water valve of the
heater should be at CLOSE and ON respectively), and check the output air temperature.

4.
5.

Turn on the fan and switch the air direction knob to various positions, and check the airflow at each outlet.
Any fault should be properly eliminated before using your AC system.

2.2.2

Inspection and Maintenance of AC System

2.2.2.1 Seasonal Inspection
For a new vehicle or a vehicle whose AC system has not been in service for a long period like in winter, check the
following items before the first use of your AC system in hot season:
1.
Verify that the assemblies are reliably mounted, pipelines free from leakage, and electrical circuits properly
2.

connected.
Check the compressor V belt for its tightness. Apply a force about 100 N onto the center point of the V belt, and
the center point should be bended for 7010 mm. Check the working surface of the belt, and replace as necessary.

3.

Turn the ignition switch to "ON" position without starting your engine. Turn on the AC switch and ceiling
mounted evaporator switch, and check the evaporator fan, condenser fan for their normal operation.

4.

Start your engine. Then turn on the AC switch to operate the system. Check the evaporator for cold air output.
Then check the sight glass of the drier bottle. If no or a few air bubbles are generated, the system must be short
of refrigerant. Add refrigerant.

5.

Adjust the idle speed of the engine such that the AC system is able to operate normally and the engine will not
stop when the engine idles.

6.
7.

Check whether the water valve of the heater stays at the CLOSE position.
Remember to eliminate all problems if any before running your AC system.

2.2.2.2 Routine Inspection
Park your vehicle at a well-ventilated place. Start the engine and turn the AC switch to the maximum air speed. Turn on
the internal air circulation.


Check Temperature by Hand Feeling

Touch the tubes and parts of your AC system to check the surface temperature. Normally, the LP line should be at low
temperature, and the HP line should be at high temperature.
HP Area: Compressor Outlet - Condenser - drier - Intake of Expansion Valve, such parts should be warmed up before
heating.
Caution: Use special care when touching any part in HP area, as the AC system in operation is extremely hot.
LP Area: Outlet of Expansion Valve - Evaporator - Compressor Intake, which should be cooled down gradually.
Extraordinarily hot spots in the HP area indicate that such spots are poorly cooled. For example, if the temperature
differs apparently between the intake and outlet of the expansion valve, and the intake area gets frosted, such area may
be blocked; if no apparent temperature differs between the HP and LP sides of the compressor, the system may only have
little refrigerant or considerable leakage has occurred.
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Check the leak points
Any oil stain at the joints or condenser surfaces is an obvious sign of leakage. Take proper actions to repair. You may
also apply concentrated soapy water onto the likely leak area.


Check the sight glass of the receiver/drier, and decide whether the AC system operates normally.

S/N

Conditions Inside the Sight Glass

1

Clear sight glass, no air bubbles

2

The refrigerant disappears immediately upon
shutting of the compressor, and the sight glass
remains clear.

Other Conditions

Conclusion

Air outlet cold

System operation normal

Air outlet not cold

Refrigerant leaked completely

Air outlet not cold
enough

Excessive refrigerant

The expansion valve

3

Air bubbles occur occasionally

4

Air bubbles flow continuously

Insufficient refrigerant

Long oil strips, and occasionally clumpy oil

Little

strips

refrigeration oil or drier dispersed.

5

frosts at times

Moisture in the system

refrigerant,

excessive


Check the heat exchanger surface
Especially check the condenser surface for debris, dirties and foreign matters. Clean them carefully as necessary. You
may gently clean the condenser using a soft brush, but take care not to let water penetrate into the motor. Any de-painted
area on the condenser surface should be immediately repaired, so as to prevent rusting.

Check the solenoid clutch
Disconnect the solenoid clutch from the power supply carefully, and the compressor will stop running. Re-connect the
power supply, and the compressor should start running immediately without abnormal noises. Repeat several short tests,
so as to check the solenoid clutch for normal operation.

Check the insulation of the thermo-bulb
Check if the thermo-bulb of the expansion valve is in close contact with the discharge line of the evaporator. Check the
insulation for firm binding.

Check the connection of wires and hoses
Check for intactness. Check the hose for cracks, bosses, oil stains and aging. Check for contact with any sharp edges or
points, heat source and moving parts.

Check idle speed control
Engine started
Engine Model

AC off

AC on

Engine
Speed

LJ465Q

900±50

1050±50

LJ465Q-1A

850±50

1050±50

r/min

LJ465QE1/YH465QE1

875±50

1050±50

LJ465QE3

850±50

1050±50

DA465Q-1AE1/LJ465Q-1AE1

875±50

1050±50
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2.2

Heater and Ventilation System

2.2.1 Specification
The heater and ventilation system consists of the control lever, fan motor, and modular of the heater and air ducts. The
fan motor serves to blow air into the vehicle, and, in the modular of the heater, maintain circulation of the cooling water
heated by the engine. The knobs control the motor speed, temperature and exhaust.
Performance Parameters:
Item
Nominal heat transfer rate of the system

Parameter
≥2.8 kW

Motor power

30W

Motor speed

3000±20r/min

Air output of the system
System noise
2.2.2

Remarks

Adjust as required by the AC system

≥ 200 m3 /h
≤60 dB

System Construction and Layout

A: Defrosting hole
B: Air Outlet, L/R/Center
C: Lower Vent
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2.2.2.1 Control Knobs of the System
Air Flow & Temperature Selection Switches for Ceiling
Mounted AC:
AIR CONDITONING

A is the cooling airflow switch providing three levels of airflow.
B is the temperature selection switch, with cooling capacity
adjustable if necessary.
(1)

OFF

TEMP

A

B

Select a Mode:

(At the face position) the airflow is directed to the
upper parts of the passengers.
1

(At the legs/face position) The airflow is directed to the
feet and upper part of the passengers.

A/C
ON·
OFF·

(At the legs position) the airflow is directed to the front

OFF

4

3

2

and rear feet.

(At the defrosting position) the airflow is directed to
the windshield for defrosting.

(At the feet/defrosting position) the airflow is directed
to the front and rear feet, and the windshield is simultaneously
defrosted.
Air Flow & Temperature Selection Switches for Front
Mounted AC:

(2)
Temperature Regulator Lever
Slide the regulator lever rightwards to raise the temperature, and leftwards to bring down the temperature.
(3)
Air Circulation Selection Lever
The selection lever is intended to purify the air inside the vehicle.
(At the external position) When the handle is positioned here, the external air will enter the driver's cab (not
positioned here too long)

(4)

(At the internal circulation position) When the handle is positioned here, the internal air circulation is activated.
Fan Switch

Three stages of the fan speeds are provided for airflow rate control.
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2.2.2.2 Heater System

6
3

1

5

2
4

7
1: Motor, Heater
2: Vanes, Heater
3: Heater Housing 1
4: Module (Water Tank of Heater)

8
5: Heater Housing 2
6: Air Intake Unit
7: Bolt Mains
8: Heater Assembly

Fan Pipeline

1

1: Water Pipe (1)
2: Water Pipe (2)
3: Bolt Mains
4: Clamp (1)
5: Water Pipe (3)
6: Straight connector
7: Water Pipe (4)
8: Clamp (2)
9: Double Wire Clamp

2

3

9

5

6

4

8

7
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Electrical Schematic Diagram
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2.2.3

Maintenance

◆
Step

Check the heater, ventilation and fan motor control system
Action
Normal Result
Abnormal Result

1

Put the ignition
switch at the ON

The heater runs at

position. Turn the
heater switch from

an increasingly
higher speed

"OFF" to position I, from OFF state.
II and III.
Shift the ventilation Airflow from the
2

mode selection knob center outlet of
to the "face" mode

the dashboard

Cause
Fan fuse burned
Fan resistor fault

Replace
Replace

heater motor.

Fan motor fault
Wiring or grounding fault

Replace
Repair

Heater motor only
works at a high speed

Fan resistor fault

Replace or repair

The heater fault to run
at any speed of the

No air from the center
outlets of the dashboard

Mode selection knob fault
Incorrect length of the
control cable

3

Shift the ventilation Airflow from the
No air from the center Mode selection knob fault
mode selection knob center and lower
and lower outlets of the Incorrect length of the
to the "face and
outlets of the
dashboard
control cable
feet" mode
dashboard

4

Shift the ventilation Airflow from the
Mode selection knob fault
No air from the lower
mode selection knob lower outlets of
Incorrect length of the
outlets of the dashboard
to the "feet" mode the dashboard
control cable
Airflow from the
Shift the ventilation defrost outlet
No air from the defrost

5

mode selection knob below the front
to the "defrost and
feet" mode

windshield and
the lower outlet

Solution

outlet below the front

Mode selection knob fault

Incorrect length of the
windshield or the lower
control cable
outlet of the dashboard

Replace or repair
Replace

Replace or repair
Replace

Replace or repair
Replace

Replace or repair
Replace

of the dashboard.
Shift the ventilation Airflow from the
6

mode selection knob defrost outlet
to the "defrost"
below the front
mode

Shift the
cooling/heating
7

windshield

No air from the defrost Mode selection knob fault
outlet below the front Incorrect length of the
windshield

control cable

Cold airflow
when the knob is

Check the cable;
Control cable broken or bent; Repair the air

turned to the blue

Air pipe blocked
Heater element leakage or

area

pipe;

mode selection knob

Wrong temperature

blocked

Replace the
heater element;

to the coldest "blue" WarmAirflow
and hottest "red”
when the knob
mode
turns to the red

output

Heater hose leaked or
blocked;

Replace the hose;
Turn the switch

Improper switch position of of the water valve
the water valve;
to the right
position;

area
◆

Replace or repair
Replace

Inspection and Maintenance of the Heater Control
Unit

For the greasing position please see the figure at the right side.
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AC System

Caution:
The HFC-134a refrigerant is used for the AC system. The R134a special oil is used as the refrigerant
lubricant.
Do not mix different refrigerants.
Use of improper refrigerant or refrigerant lubricant will damage the AC system.
When replacing the AC system parts, make sure that the materials of the substituting parts are compatible
with the refrigerant and compressor oil. Otherwise it may cause refrigerant leakage or damaged parts.
2.3.1

Specification

AC system engine: 465Q-1AE locally made.
The AC system consists of a compressor, an evaporator (N7 is available in front-mounted mode and ceiling mounted
mode), a condenser, connecting pipes and accessories.
Compressor
The SE7B10 compressor made by Shanghai Ek Chor is used for N7 (The SDB706 mode once used for the crew cab
truck with GU10 lubricant); working voltage 12 V; capacity 99.8cm /rev.
Condenser
The condenser assembly of the N7 AC system is located at the middle of the vehicle. The crew cab truck is provided
with a condenser fan (motor-driven, 12V, 80W) and drier under the rear seat. The condenser fan starts and stops in sync
with the compressor. The receiver/compressor is used to absorb moisture and impurities from the refrigerant, so as to
prevent AC system blocking due to ice or dirties.
Evaporator
The evaporator for N7 is available in front mounting and ceiling mounting and for PN trucks, front-mounting. The
front-mounted evaporator is located at the lower right side of the dashboard in the driver's cab. The ceiling mounted is of
gilled tube structure and mounted at the canopy. Both have expansion valves, mainly for pressure and flow regulation.
The expansion valve has been properly adjusted in the factory. Do not adjust again.
Electronic Control System
This AC system is only used for electronic fuel injection system. The ECU acquires and controls AC signals.
The electronic control system (excluding ECU) mainly consists of temperature sensor, AC relay, A/C switch and pressure
switch.
The A/C switch is mounted on the dashboard.
The pressure switch is used to protect the AC system from compressor damage. The temperature sensor controls the air
output temperature of the evaporator.
Refrigerant
The R134a refrigerant is used for the AC system, with a refrigerating capacity of about 750 g (including PN and N7
front-mounted types). The N7 ceiling mounted AC vehicle has a charging capacity of 900g.
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2.3.2

AC System Constitution and Refrigerating Process

1: Condenser
2: Drier
3: Front Evaporator
4: Compressor
5: Rear Evaporator
6: Expansion Valve (1.0T)
7: Fan; Rear Evaporator
8: Expansion Valve (0.5T)
9: Condenser Fan
10: Pressure Switch

2.3.3

System Construction and Layout

3

2

1

8

4
6 7

10 9

5

11
17
16

1: Evaporator Assembly
2: Drain Hose
3: AC Harness II
4: Intake Pipe, Evaporator
5: AC Harness I
6: Intake Pipe, Drier

13
12
14
15

7: Drier
8: Relay
9: Temperature Sensor
10: Condenser Support
11: RDI Fan, Condenser
12: Condenser
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13: Intake Pipe, Evaporator
14: Discharge Pipe,
Evaporator
15: Mounting Bracket,
Evaporator
16: Evaporator
17: Discharge Pipe, Drier
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1

2
4
3

5
7

10
11

6

8
9

12
13

1: Condenser
2: Condenser Support
3: Intake Pipe, Drier
4: Temperature Sensor
5: Evaporator

6: Intake Pipe, Drier
7: Discharge pipe, drier
8: Intake Pipe, Evaporator
9: Compressor Belt
10: RDI Fan
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11: Compressor
12: Drier
13: Drier Bracket
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5

1

2

4
3
7

10
11

6

8
9

1: Condenser
2: Condenser Support
3: Intake Pipe, Drier
4: Temperature Sensor
5: Evaporator

12

13

6: Intake Pipe, Drier
7: Discharge pipe, drier
8: Intake Pipe, Evaporator
9: Compressor Belt
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10: RDI Fan
11: Compressor
12: Drier
13: Drier Bracket
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Electrical Schematic Diagram
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2.3.5

Maintenance

2.3.5.1 Install the AC system
Test and Adjust the Vehicle
Please check the following parts and make adjustment as appropriate before installing the AC system:


Engine Ignition Timing




Engine Coolant
Battery electrolyte and charging system




Tightness of passenger cab
Fuel system



Overall vehicle conditions

Preparation of AC parts
Please unpack the parts kit according to the packaging sequence.
Ensure there are no parts missing or damaged.
Precautions for Installation
1)
Disconnect the negative lead from the battery before installation to avoid short circuit.
2)
3)

Install the drier and its pipes at last when installing the refrigerating system.
The system must be kept dry and clean. Finish installation in the shortest time after uncapping the system to

4)

prevent impurities and moisture entering. Cover or seal the system if installation cannot be finished immediately.
Apply 2-3 drops of refrigerant oil onto the joints of pipes and tubes.

5)

Route the AC pipes and harnesses such that adjacent parts will not be interfered with. The wires and pipes
should be rubber sleeved when passing through the metal boards of the body. Keep electrical wires from
movable or hot parts.

6)

Store the refrigerant below 40 C. Wear safety glasses when handling the refrigerant. Properly protect your eyes
and skins from refrigerant splashes.

7)

After replacing parts or pipes, refill the refrigerant oil before charging the refrigerant.

8)
Use two spanners to tighten or loosen pipefittings to specified torques. Ensure even stressing.
Installation Procedures
Please refer to the user's manual of the AC system during installation.
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2.3.5.2 Recover and Refill the Refrigerant
Recover the Refrigerant
When draining the refrigerant from the AC system, you may use
the refrigerant recovery or recycle unit for recovering.
•

Caution!
Draining the refrigerant into the atmosphere will

•

cause environmental pollution.
Always follow the instructions when using the
recycle unit for recovery.

•

Whenever open the AC system pipes (exposed to
the atmosphere), pump vacuum the AC system
using the vacuum pump for at least 25 minutes.
Vacuum the system in two operations: 15 minutes
for the first and 10 minutes again after closing the

•

valve
The intake manifold pressure gauge must be

•

provided for the AC system.
Do not pump vacuum before recovering the

1. Pressure Gauge
2. Refrigerant Container
3. HP Valve
4. LP Valve

refrigerant.
Vacuum Pumping
1）

Connect the HP charging hose of the pressure gauge to the HP service valve, and LP charging hose to the LP
service valve, in the following procedures:

2）

Connect the middle hose of the manifold pressure gauge to the vacuum pump. Open the valves at the HP and LP

3）

sides of the pressure gauge. Start the vacuum pump.
In the case of no leak, the LP gauge will indicate vacuum below 760 m Hg after about 10 minutes.
Caution!

•

Shut off the two valves if the indicated vacuum is not below 760 mm Hg. Stop the vacuum pump and
check the pointer for move. Moving pointer means leakage. In such case, repair the AC system before
another vacuum pumping. If the instrument displays stable readings, no leakage occurs and you can
continue pumping.

4）

The vacuum is pumped in two operations. The first lasts for 15 minutes. Then shut off the valves for 3-5 minutes.
The second lasts for 10 minutes.

5）

Stop the vacuum pump. Remove the central charging hose from the pump suction. Then check the LP gauge for
reading change after 10 minutes.

If no change is found, you may refill the refrigerant. Otherwise check the pipe connections and correct as necessary.
re-pump vacuum again and ensure no leakage.
Refill the refrigerant
Note that the AC system is refilled from the refrigerant maintenance container.
When refilling the refrigerant recycled by the recover or recycle unit, always follow the instructions of the equipment
manufacturer.
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Warning!
About HFC-134a Refrigerant
•

HFC-134a is highly heat-absorptive. It is in liquid state below the freezing point. When exposed in the
atmosphere, the refrigerant will immediately freeze any surface in contact, including eyes and skins.
Therefore, use extra care to avoid contact. It is necessary to wear safety glasses. If the refrigerant
splashes onto your eyes or skins, do not rub your eyes. Flush with sufficient clean water immediately, so
as to increase the temperature up to the freezing point gradually. Then see a doctor immediately.

•

Though the HFC-134a refrigerant is nontoxic, it may turn toxic. Inhalation of the produced gas will

•

damage your heath. Thus avoid any naked fire (including smoking) near the AC system.
Excessive HFC-134a concentration in the air will cause suffocation. Repair the AC system at a
well-ventilated place.
Caution!

•

When refilling liquid refrigerant, you are only allowed to refill at the HP end. Do not refill at the LP end.
Otherwise the liquid will enter the compressor to cause fault. You may stop the machine and refill at both
HP and LP ends. You may also start the machine, and refill the gaseous refrigerant at the LP end after

•

refilling the liquid refrigerant.
Always use the pressure gauge before and during refilling the refrigerant.

•

When drilling an opening in the container for cock tap mounting, follow the instructions of the
manufacturer.

•

Ensure the refrigerant container is emptied before discarding.

1）

Connect the central charging hose to the refrigerant
container without starting the engine. Open the valve of
the refrigerant container to vent the charging pipes. Then
open the HP valve (the LP valve must be closed) and
refill the liquid refrigerant. Close the HP valve when the
HP and LP gauges show a balanced pressure.

2）

Start the engine and keep stable at idle speed. Turn on
the AC switch and run the AC system. Then open the LP
valve (the HP valve must be closed) and refill the
gaseous refrigerant. Now the refrigerant container must
be kept vertical.

3）

When the refrigerant container is pumped vacuum,
replace the refrigerant container as follows:



Shut off the HP and LP valves. Replace the pumped
vacuum container with a new container. Then open the
refrigerant container valve to vent the charging pipes.
Repeat step 2.



Use the switch valve of the refrigerant container as

a)

follows:
Withdraw the ejector pin, loosen the nut, and remove the

b)

switch valve of the refrigerant container.
Mount it on the new container.
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Bleed the air from the central charging hose.
When use the switch valve of the refrigerant container, bleed the
air as follows:
a)
Tighten the nut of the container, and then loosen a little.
Partly open the LP valve of the pressure gauge. If you
hear “sizzle”from the gap between the container and the
switch valve, which means refrigerant flow, immediately
tighten the LP valve of the pressure gauge, and tighten
the nut as well.
b)

Turn the handle of the switch to drive the ejector pin into
the new container, so as to make a hole for refrigerant
flow.

c)

When refill specified refrigerant into the system, shut off
the LP valve of the LP gauge and check the sight glass
for air bubble. If no or few bubbles are found, the
refrigerant is sufficient.

4）

Check the system for leakage using electronic leak
detector.
Warning!

•

To prevent fire after explosion, ensure no flammable
material is present in adjacent areas.

•

The refrigerant will become toxic gas once exposed
to open fire. Do not inhale.

5）
a)

Remove the manifold pressure gauge.
Shut off the valve of the pressure gauge, and then the valve of the refrigerant container.

b)
c)

Stop the engine. Use cloth to remove the charging hose from the service valve of the compressor. Do it quickly.
Cover the service valve with dust guard.

2.3.5.3 Inspect the AC system
1)
Procedures to eliminate faults by manifold pressure gauge.
Following these procedures, the technician can detect and repair the AC system faults through the high and low pressures
shown by the pressure gauge
Connect the manifold pressure gauge
•

Ensure tight closing of the HP and LP valves.

•

Connect the HP charging hose to the HP service valve of the vehicle, and the LP charging hose to the LP service
valve.

•

Unscrew the LP valve of the manifold pressure gauge. Bleed the air in the HP hose of the manifold pressure
gauge by use of system pressure.
Caution!

•

Do not mistake the HP and LP hoses.

•

If the compressor is provided with valves of different diameters, the one of smaller diameter is HP valve,
and the one of larger diameter is LP valve.
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2)

Pressure Information and Troubleshooting

Manifold Pressure Gauge
(Mpa)
Low

High

0.15-0.3

1.5-2.0

Problem

Cause

Normal
•

Read the negative pressure

•

at the LP side, and read the
Negative
Pressure

extreme low pressure at the
HP side.

0.5-0.8
•

Intake and outlet pipes of
the drier and expansion

•

•

Abnormal:
Negative
Pressure

1.5-2.0
Abnormal:
0.6-1.0

•

Clean the expansion

valve prevents
refrigerant flowing.

valve. Replace if
cleaning is difficult or

Refrigerant flow

impossible.
•

Replace the drier, and
refill the refrigerant.

•

Replace the expansion
valve.

•

Replace the drier.

pipe of expansion valve.

With the AC system in
operation, the LP side may
•
either show negative or

Normal:

Dust blockage or frozen
water in the expansion •

impeded due to leak of
the thermo-sensitive

valve frozen

Normal:
0.15-0.3

Solution

normal pressure.
The HP side shifts between

Expansion valve frozen
due to moisture,

disrupting refrigeration • Pump vacuum the
cycle temporarily.
system and refill the

abnormal and normal

refrigerant.

pressures.

0.05-0.1

0.4-0.6

0.69-1.0

0.69-1.0

•

Both HP and LP sides show
•
low pressure readings.

Insufficient refrigerant

•

Continuous air bubbles
seen from the sight glass.

leak)

•

Pressure too high at the LP
side.
•

•

Pressure too low at the HP
side

•

Pressure too high at both
HP and LP sides, pipes at
the LP side not cold.

0.3-0.45

1.9-2.5

•

in the system (due to

Leak inside the

Check for leak using
the electronic leak
detector, and repair as
necessary.

•

Inspect and repair the
compressor, or

compressor

replace.
•

Adjust the refrigerant
to specified value.

•

Check and repair
condenser.

•
Air intrusion in the AC
•
system

Replace the drier.

•

Excessive refrigerant

•

Condenser cooling
abnormal

Pressure too high at both
LP and HP sides; LP side

•

•

pipes feel not cold.
Air bubbles present in the

•

sight glass.
3)
Check refrigerant volume via sight glass
Run the AC system for several minutes. Check the refrigerant via
sight glass. Compare the results with the following table.
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S/N
1

2

Conditions Inside the Sight
Glass
Clear sight glass, no air bubble
The refrigerant disappears
immediately upon shutting of
the compressor, and the sight
glass remains clear.

Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning System

Other Conditions

Conclusion

Air outlet cold

System operation normal

Air outlet not cold

Refrigerant leaked completely

Air outlet not cold enough

Excessive refrigerant

The expansion valve frosts at times

Moisture in the system

No expansion valve frosting

Slightly short of refrigerant or a
little air intrusion

3

Air bubbles occur occasionally

4

Air bubbles flow continuously

Insufficient refrigerant

Long oil strips, and

Little refrigerant, excessive
refrigeration oil or refrigerant

5

occasionally clumpy oil strips

dispersed.

4)
Check the driving belt of AC compressor
Push the center point of the compressor pulley and crankshaft
pulley using about 100N force, so as to check the tension of the
belt by measuring its displacement.
“a”: Displacement at 100N: 8-11 mm
Caution!
When substituting a new belt, the belt tension should be
8-9 mm.
Check the belt for wear and crack. Replace as necessary.

5)
Check the condenser surface
Especially check the condenser surface for debris, dirties and foreign materials. Clean carefully. Gently clean the
condenser using a long air brush, but take care not to have water penetrate into the motor. Any dented area on the
condenser surface should be immediately repaired, so as to prevent rusting.
6)

Check the solenoid clutch and low temperature protection.

Disconnect the solenoid clutch from the power supply carefully, and the compressor will stop running. Re-connect the
power supply, and the compressor should start running immediately without abnormal noises. Repeat several short tests,
so as to check the solenoid clutch for normal operation.
7)
Check for intact electrical connections and hose joints.
Check for intactness. Check the hose for cracks, oil stains and aging. Check for contact with any sharp edges or points,
heat source or moving parts.
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2.3.5.4 On-Vehicle Maintenance
Caution!
If the refrigerant tubes need be removed or connected when disassembling or re-assembling any part of the
AC system, follow the instructions below:
•
When removing any pipe or tube from the system, recycle the refrigerant first, and then immediately
•

mount the end plugs or covers to fittings of such pipes or tubes.
When inter-connecting the hoses and tubes separately, apply several drops of refrigerant oil onto the
connecting nut and O-ring seat.

•

When tightening or loosening fittings, you are required to use two spanners. One for supporting, the
other for turning.

Tightening Torque of Connecting Nut:
8 mm tube: 13N. m -15 N. m 14.5 mm tube: 32N. m - 35N. m
1）
Check and adjust the AC idle speed
Follow instructions below before checking and adjusting the idle speed.
•
•

Ensure firm connection of leads, fuel hose, and ignition and exhaust system.
Throttle cable shaking means loose connection.

•

The ignition timing should conform to specifications.

•

All the electrical loads should be unloaded except the ignition system.

Caution!
Ensure the shifter lever stays at the “neutral”before starting the engine.
Check the idle speed and make necessary adjustment.
•
•

Heat the engine up to normal temperature.
Check the tachometer and make calibration as appropriate.

•
Check the idle speed for compliance.
Follow "Check the idle speed control" in 2.1.2.2 Routine Inspection.
2）

HP/LP Protection Switch

Fill a proper amount of refrigerant into the system while the AC
system is in operation. Then check the switch for conductivity.
The switch should not be conductive when the pressure falls into
the following range:
HP/LP Value
Above 3200
Kpa
Below 200 Kpa

HP/LP Switch Status
OFF
OFF

Tightening torque of HP/LP protection switch: 11 N.m
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3）
AC Condenser Assembly
Check as follows:
Check the condenser radiating tubes for leak, blockage or
damage. Check fitting parts for leak. Take care not to damage the
condenser vanes. In the case of bended vanes, straighten using a
screwdriver or forceps. If pipes or fittings leak, repair or replace
the condenser.

Motor of AC Condenser Fan
Check the condenser motor connection for conduction between
the two terminals. Connect the fan motor to power supply if
conducted. Then check the fan motor for smooth operation.
Reference Current: 5.8 - 7.2A at 12 V

4）


Evaporator Assembly
Disassemble and Reassemble

Please refer to the following figure when disassembling and reassembling the assembly.
Front-Mounted Evaporator
4
1
2

3

1: Drain Hose
2: Lower Bracket, Evaporator
3: Mounti ng Screw
4: Transitional Duct
5: Temperature Sensor
6: Evaporator Assembly
7: Lower Bracket, Evaporator

7
5

6
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Ceiling Mounted Evaporator

1

9

1: Mounting Bracket,
Right
2: Drain Hose
3: Expansion Valve
4: Fan Unit
5: Evaporator
6: Mounting Bolt
7: Relay
8: Mounting Bracket,
left
9: Temperature Sensor

8

3

4

2

5
7


6

Evaporator

Check as follows:
Check the radiating vanes of the evaporator for leak, blockage and damage. Check the parts for leak. Blocked radiating
vanes should be cleaned with water, and dried with compressed air.
Caution!
•

Do not damage the evaporator vanes. In the case of bended vanes, straighten with a screwdriver or
forceps. If the pipes or fittings leak, please repair or replace.

•

The removed terminals should be mounted to its original position.


Motor of Ceiling Mounted Evaporator Fan
Check conduction between terminals. If conducted, proceed to the next inspection. Otherwise the battery should be
connected to the fan motor, and check the fan motor for normal operation.
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AC Compressor Assembly
Disassemble and Assemble

Please refer to the following figure when disassemble and assembling the AC compressor.
Front-Mounted

3

1

2

1: Compressor
2: Compressor Support
3: AC Belt
4: Tension Adjuster
5: Mounting Bolt, Support
6: Mounting Bolt

6

4
5
Ceiling Mounted

1

2

5
3
4
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Inspection
Mainly check the pressure plate of the compressor and rotor for
wear and oil stains. Check the clutch bearing for noise, wear and
lubricant leakage.
Measure the resistance of the stator coil (as shown in the figure).
Standard Resistance: 2.9-3.8
Replace the coil if the measured resistance is not within the
tolerance above.



Disassemble

•
•

Remove the compressor.
Fix the driving disc using the special tool (A), and
remove the screws of the driving disc.

•

Caution!
Do not reuse the removed screws of the driving disc.

•

Remove the driving disc using the special tool (B).

•

Remove the lead clamp

•
•

Remove the seal components and gaskets from the shaft.
Remove the retainer ring of the special tool (C).
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•

Remove the screws of the solenoid clutch's lead clamp.
Disconnect the solenoid clutch leads.

•

Use the puller to remove the clutch.

•

Caution!
Do not damage the pulley when removing the
solenoid clutch.

•

Remove the retainer ring, and then the solenoid clutch
coil.

•

Remove the mounting screw of the front-end cover.

•

Push the cylinder shaft to remove the front-end cover.
Caution!

•

Do not remove the cylinder from the housing.

•

Remove the O-ring.

•

Remove the lip seal from the front-end cover.
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•

Mounting
Press the lip seal into the front-end cover using the
special tool (D).
Caution!

•

•

Do not reuse the seal components removed from the
compressor.

Apply oil to the special tool (E) surface and place on the
shaft.

•

Mount the O-ring onto the tank body.

•
•

Apply compressor oil to the lip seal and O-ring.
Mount the front-end cover assembly.

•

Tighten bolts of the front-end cover.
Tighten the torque.
(a): 14N. m
(b): 23N. m
Caution!

•

Always use new bolt gaskets of the front end

•

cover.
Cross-tighten the bolts.
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•
Mount the solenoid clutch coil.
The projecting part of the coil should be aligned to the mating
hole of compressor assembly, so as to prevent displacement and
properly fix the lead.
•

Mount the retainer ring using the special tool (C),

•

Tightly hold the lead of the cover with the clip.

•

Mount the solenoid clutch

a.

Put the solenoid clutch on the clutch mounting plate
flatly.

b.

Put the special tool (F) on the clutch bearing

c.

The ex-circle of the special tool should be in close
contact with the inner ring of the bearing.

d.

Mount the securing piece.
Warning!
•

•

Do not scuff the seal components of the bearing.

Place the gasket on the compressor shaft. Adjust the
clearance between the driving disc and the clutch.

Standard Clearance a: 0.3-0.6 mm

•

Tighten the newly mounted driving disc bolts to the
following torque:

Use the special tool (A) for bolt tightening.
Tightening Torque (a): 14 N.m
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•
Refill compressor oil
When replacing the compressor or AC system, the compressor oil
should be refilled, as indicated in the three cases below:

a.

When replacing the AC system parts with new ones, estimate the remaining oil amount in each part, and then
refill the oil according to your estimates.
Replaced Parts

Refilling Amount of Compressor Oil

Evaporator

25 cc

Condenser

15 cc

Receiver/Drier

20 cc

Hose

10 cc (each hose)

Hard Tube

10 cc (each tube)

b.

If air change is unavoidable due to removal, mounting or other causes without replacing any part, refill 100 cc of
oil. Oil refilling is not required when only refilling gas.

c.

As the compressor lubricant is filled into each new compressor based on the AC circulation demands, the
compressor oil should be drained when replacing the compressor. Calculate the drainage amount as follows:
Drained compressor oil amount = Oil in the new compressor - residual oil in the removed compressor
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Troubleshooting
Fault

Causes

Remedies

AC system no in operation

Recycle, pump vacuum and refill the

 No refrigerant
 Fuse burned

refrigerant
Check the fuses for short circuit

 AC and fan motor switches fault
 AC thermostat fault

Check the AC and fan motor switches
Check the AC thermostat

 HP/LP protection switch fault

Check the HP/LP protection switch

No cold air out

 AC relay fault
 Circuit or grounding fault

Check the AC relay
Repair as necessary

(AC system operates

 AC ECU cut-off switch fault

Check the signals of AC cut-off switch

abnormally)

Compressor not in operation (not running)
 Solenoid clutch fault

Check the solenoid clutch

 Driving belt loose or damaged

Tighten or replace the driving belt

 Compressor fault

Check the compressor

RDI fan of the condenser not running
 The RDI relay of the condenser fault

Check the RDI fan relay of the condenser

 Circuit or grounding fault
 AC condenser fan motor fault

Repair as necessary
Check the condenser fan motor.

 Insufficient or excessive refrigerant

Check the refilling and leak amount of
refrigerant

No cold air out or poor

 Condenser blocked

refrigerating
performance (AC

 Evaporator blocked or frozen
 Expansion valve fault

system operates
normally)

 Drier fault
 Driving belt slippage

(AC system operates
normally)

Cold air intermittent

Cold air produced only
at high speed

Check the solenoid clutch

 Compressor fault
 Air intrusion in the AC system
 Heater fault
 Excessive compressor oil in the AC
system

Check the compressor
Replace the receiver/driver and refill
Check the heater
Drain the compressor oil from the AC system

 Improper circuit connection
 Expansion valve fault

Repair as necessary
Check the expansion valve

 Excessive moisture in the AC system

Replace the receiver/driver and refill

 Solenoid clutch fault
 Excessive refrigerant

Check the solenoid clutch
Check the refrigerant amount

 Condenser blocked
 Insufficient refrigerant

Check the condenser
Check and refill refrigerant

 Air intrusion in the AC system

Replace the drier and refill

 Driving belt slippage
 Compressor fault

Check and replace the belt
Check the compressor

Cold air not produced  Excessive refrigerant
only at high speed

Check expansion valve
Check the receiver/drier
Check or replace the driving belt

 Solenoid clutch fault
No cold air out or
insufficient cold air.

Check condenser
Check evaporator and thermostat

Check the refrigerant amount

 Evaporator blocked

Check the evaporator and AC thermostat

 Evaporator blocked or frozen

Check the evaporator and AC thermostat

Weak power of cold air  Heater motor fault

Check the heater

 Circuit or grounding fault

Repair as necessary
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1.1

General information

1.1.1

Diagnosis form

Bascic Information

Basic Information

Diagnosis Form records the vehicle services; Customers shall properly fill this Form, which will be used by the Service
Station to analyze the possible causes to your vehicle’
s fault.
Checklist (Sample)
Customer:
Purchase Date:

Vehicle Model:
VIN:
Registration Date:
Problem Date:
Mileage:
Problems
□Difficult Startup
□Can not start □Cannot ignition
□No spark
□Difficult startup in one condition below (□Cold weather □Hot weather □At any time)
□Others
□Poor driving performance
□Surging when accelerated
□Backfire/ exhaust pipe knock
□Not enough power
□Surge
□ Abnormal noises
□Others
□Unstable idle speed
□Unstable high idle speed
(r/min to r/min)
□Abnormal idle speed in one condition below (□High idle speed □Low idle speed (r/min))
□Others
□Engine stop in one conditions below
○After starting ○When treading accelerator pedal
○When releasing accelerator
○When start one system below
△A/C △Electrical appliance △ P/S
○Others
□Others
□Clutch not disengaged completely
□Walking out of meshing
□Gear not engaged
□Abnormal noises from gear shifting
□Abnormal noises of propeller shaft □Abnormal noises of rear axle
□Others
□Steering loose
□Front wheel vibrating
□Tire uneven wear
□Driving deflection
□Brake delay
□Brake deflection
□Brake pedal loose
□Brake fluid leaking
□Others
□Battery charging fault □Abnormal light □Abnormal horn
□Starter motor does not work
□Radio and cassette player not working
□Instruments working abnormally □Others
□Air conditioner malfunction
□Air conditioner leaking water
□Others
□Door lock fault
□Seats bad
□Window regulator fault
□Others
The vehicle conditions/ environmental aspects when problems arise
Environmental aspects
Weather
□Sunny
□Cloudy
□Rainy
□Snowy
□Any weather □Others
Temperature
□Hot
□Warm
□Cool
□Cold (°F/ °C)
□Any condition
Frequency
□At any time □Sometimes (times/day, month) □Just 1 time
□In special conditions
Road conditions □City area □Out of city □Expressway
□Mountain areas (□upslope
□Down slope)
□Paved road
□Macadam
□Others
Vehicle conditions
Engine
□Cold
□Preheating □Heating
□In any condition
□Starting moment
□After starting
□No –load running
□Engine speed ( r/min.)
Vehicle
□Running
□Constant speed
□When accelerating □Decelerating moment
□Turning right moment
□Turning left moment □Shifting moment (Gear degree)
□Parking moment
□Driving speed when problem arises (
km/h,
miles/h)
□Others
Fault Indicator □On all the time
□Light sometimes
□Not lighting all the time
□Normal
conditions
Troubleshooting First check:
□No code
□Normal code
□Fault code (
)
code
Second check:
□No code
□Normal code
□Fault code (
)
Note: The above form is for reference only, which may be revised as necessary.
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1.1.2

VIN

1.2

VIN is stamped on the frame under the right seat of
driving cab.

Fuel, brake fluid, lubricating oil, fluid
sealant, coolant fluid.
Item

Gasoline

Recommended specification

Volume (L)
40 (Truck)
30(passenger- car)

Lead free gas, above 90#

QF, SF or above: 15w40
(-15℃~40℃)
3(Not change
QF, SF or above: 10W30
Engine oil
filter)
(-25℃~40℃)
3.5(change filter)
QF, SF or above: 5W30
(-35℃~40℃)
90 (General area)
1.0 (Forth gear)
Gearbox oil GL-4 75W90 (Northeast or
1.3 (Fifth gear)
northwest China)
80W90 (Northeast or
Rear axle
GL-5 northwest China)
0.9
oil
85w90 (North China)
Liquid
Chongqing Yiping 4916
4.5
coolant
TEEC JG3 automobile brake
fluid
Brake fluid
0.5
Jg3 degree or above DOT3
degree
Brake
cylinder
Chongqing Yiping 7503
grease
Chongqing Yiping 7022, #2
Chassis
viscosity:
grease
Q/SHYPO2·
017Z-2000
1. Anaerobic adhesive GY340; 2. Baide adhesive; 3.
Servicing Glue 1201; 4. HZ-1 RTv sealant, oil and grease
materials resistant; 5.1406S screw fastening adhesive; 6.
Lithium-based grease ZL-2 (for engine only)

One vehicle identification plate is riveted on the upper
left of dashboard. VIN is indicated on it.

1.1.3

Bascic Information

Nameplate

Caution: 1 Do not mix two kinds of brake fluid.
2 The coolant should be corrosion prevention, rust proof
and frozen proof. The water used to make up coolant
must be soft water.
Ambient temperature
(Lowest)
Coolant thickness

1.3

-10°C

-20°C

-30°C

-45°C

30

40

50

60

Tire pressure

Tire pressure (cold conditions)
Tires
Front
Rear

Nameplate is riveted on the center-pillar on the right of
driving cab. The information contained in the nameplate
varies with different vehicle.

Idle
200
200

Full load
200
300(Truck)
270(van)

Caution:
After the tire being inflated, take the 4 mounting bolts as
fixture center to test the balance on a dynamic balancer.
The unbalance should not exceed 10g. Otherwise, attach
adequate counterbalance onto the wheel rims.

1.4

Vehicle maintenance and servicing

1.4.1

Before inspection



Protect components concerned

Since some parts may be damaged or stained during the
inspection and servicing, always take adequate measures
for protection.
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Properly arrange the parts as per the disassembly
sequence.



Reasonably identify the parts to be changed and
to be reused.



Always use special tools to protect parts from
damaging.

Bascic Information

Hose and other rubber parts

To avoid any possible damages to the hoses and other
rubber parts, be sure not to stain them by gasoline, grease
and other fluids.
Keep the hose and rubber parts clear form any other parts
during the disassembly and reassembly of hose and hose
clamp, to avoid damages to them.


Grease

It is highly recommended to only use the specified
grease during the assembly.



The parts below have to be changed after they
are removed.










Oil seal
Liner
Gasket
O-ring
Locking washer
Splint pin
Self-locking nut
Guard belt and retaining ring



Never spill off the brake fluid or it will damage the finish
coating of your vehicle. If there is any spill, you should
wash the stained part immediately using clean water.

Replace with new parts



You should only use the genuine Wu Ling parts
to replace parts.



Vehicle washing

Brake fluid

When using a high pressure washing gun to wash your
vehicle, always maintain the nozzle 300 mm away from
the plastic parts or the openings (such as doors, truck and
roof opening).

1.4.2

Electrical service



You should disconnect the negative terminal
from the battery before checking the circuit.

Caution: Be sure to disconnect the ignition switch and
light switch before connecting or removing the negative
cable (Or damages may results).
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Use adequate clamps to tighten the harness to
avoid any looseness. The harness connected onto
such vibrating parts as the engine should be so
tightened that the normal vibration of the
vibrating parts will not be restrained by the
harness connected. When using cable clamps to
fix them, you should verify that an adequate
looseness has been remained.

Bascic Information



Only use the specified fuse to change the fuse
blown. If bigger fused being used, some parts
may be blown even accidents such as fire may
results.



Be especially careful with the sensor, relay and
other electronic parts, they are extremely
vulnerable; do not drop them.



When using a multi-meter to check the circuit
conductivity or the circuit voltage at the
connection, only insert the probe from the
harness end. If you need to check a sealed
connector, insert the probe from the hole on the
cover until touch the connector inside. Be sure
not to damage the insulation.



Disconnect an adapter by pulling both ends of
the adapter. Do not disconnect an adapter by
pulling the cable connected.

If there is a fixing sign indicated on the harness
(color strip), at which point you should fix the
harness properly.



If a harness has to contact with any sharp part,
be sure to protect the harness using ethylene tape,
to avoid any possible damage.



Never allow any wiring or harness be pressed
under any parts.
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Press the locking device as per the direction
shown below to disconnect an adapter if a
locking device is attached.



Check the contact between plugs (Or connectors)
and wires.

Check every connector of malfunction circuits for poor
contact by shaking wires slightly. Repair them if
necessary.


When you connect the adapter attached with a
locking device, plug in the connection until a
click sound is heard.


1.4.3

Wires should be completely insulated. If any naked
section of a wire contacts with the vehicle body or any
other conductors, it will lead to short circuit.

Intermittent fault

The intermittent fault is mostly resulted from the wire
connections or wires itself, sometimes it caused by the
faults of the lockup relay or the magnetic coil. Always
check the circuit thoroughly if your suspect there is any
fault with the circuit.


Check the mating connectors



The stained contact pin and socket may
influence the connection.



Contact pin or socket is in poor shape or is
damaged.



The adapter is damaged or has a poor contact
due to the effect of water, oil, grease or any
other dirties.

Check wires

Ensure all wires are in good conditions and may function
properly.
If a wire consists of several cords, make sure to check its
resistance. If abnormal, repair or replace them as
necessary.
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1.4.4
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Preparations before the disassembly

1.4.4.1 Lift the vehicles


Lift or jack up your vehicle to a certain height and the hoisting or supporting point should be reliable with the
total weight uniformly distributed. The vehicle height should be suitable and convenient for disassembly.



When jacking up your vehicle with a lifting jack, you are advised to follow the instructions provided, to avoid
any possible damage to the vehicle body.



Using the lifting jack:



Using a support:
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Using a hoist:
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1.4.4.2 Rear axle disassembly



Properly jack up the vehicle to remove the wheels.



Use a suitable support to jack the rear axle up.



Remove the parking brake cable, drain the brake fluid and remove the brake hose. Loosen the U bolt and
remove the leaf springs on the two sides.



Remove the lower connector of the rear shock absorber.



Lower the support to separate the rear axle from the vehicle body.



When you disassemble some elements from the rear axle or other assemblies, you can lift or jack your vehicle
as necessary.

1.4.4.3 Engine disassembly



Disassemble the connecting pipes, harness plug, earth cable, odometer flexible axle, cooling water pipe and
various cables (clutch, accelerator and choke cable).



Remove the locking rod (flexible shaft) of gear shift manipulation and the tie rod of shift lever (flexible shaft).



Remove the flange bolt connecting the rear axle and the propeller shaft, and then draw out the propeller shaft.
(Use a clean stopper to block the output end of gearbox, preventing the lubricating oil from flowing out.)



Remove the intake hose and the exhaust pipe.



Use a suitable bracket to support your engine.



Remove the hoisting bolt of gearbox (at the point where the gearbox is connected with frame).



Remove the bolts connecting the engine suspension and the R&L beam, then lower the bracket to remove the
engine from the vehicle.



When standing in a trench to install the engine, make sure to hold the engine firmly to avoid any possible
injuries

1.4.4.4 Assemble
Lift or jack up the vehicle to a certain height. Please refer to the information concerning the disassembly for reassembly.
Caution:



During the re-assembling, the unchanged parts should be all cleaned. Fitting parts should be cleaned with
gasoline. Lubricate all parts as appropriate.



During the re-assembling, tighten all fasteners to the torque specified. The torque value is indicated on the
assembly drawing.

1.5

Regular check, service and maintenance

Regular check, service and maintenances refer to the check, service and maintenances you should perform at a regular
interval of time or driving mileage. To maintain a proper functioning of your vehicle and to ensure the passengers’
safety, it is highly recommended that you should perform the regular maintenance as per the schedule
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1.5.1
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Regular check, service and maintenances

Please refer to the Form below:
Regular check, service and maintenance:
Interval
(months)

Break-in

3

6

12

18

24

2000

5000

10000

20000

30000

40000

J. T

J. T. G
J. T. G

Interval (km)

Engine

Item
Fan belt: check the tightness or damage
Timing belt: check tightness or damage
Bolts of cylinder cover, in.& ex. pipe and engine
suspension: check tightness
Oil-filter: replace
Oil: change
Fuel-filter: replace
Filter element of air cleaner: clean and change
Liquid coolant: replenish and change
Hoseand connectorsofthe cooling system: check theleak
age and damage
Fuel pipe and connections: Check the leakage or
damage
Crankcase ventilation hose and connector: check
or change
PCV valve: check and change
HV damper wire: deteriorate or damage
Sparkplug: clean and regulate gap
Ignition timing: check and regulate
In. & ex. valve: gap adjustment
Idle speed and emission: check and regulate
Fuel injector: clean
Discharge deposits in the fuel tank
Cooling jacket, radiator, water pump, and
thermostat: check and clean
Fuel vapor storage vessel: piping and connectors:
check
Fuel vapor canister

Transmissi
on

Operation

EFI system

J. T
N

N

G
G

Every 5000km G
Every 5000km G
G

Q
J. B

Q
J. B

G
G

J. T

J. T. G

J. T

J. T. G

J. T

J. T. G
J. Q

J. T
J. T
J. T
J. T

J. Q. G
J. T. G
Q. T. G
J. T
J. T
J. T
Q
Q
J. Q
J. T. G

Chang it one time every 50000km. In the bad conditions, it should be
frequently checked. If the liquid fuel is found, it should be changed
immediately.
Refer to the indication of trouble light.

Accelerator, clutch, gearbox, gearbox control
cable, axle: check, adjust, lubricate and change

Adjust the clutch pedal free travel (15~25mm)
Gearbox lubricating oil
Propeller shaft: check
Speed reducer lubricating oil
Connecting bolt: fasten as necessary

G

J. T. G

J. T
G
G
N

Every 5000kmJ.t (May shorten or lengthen as necessary.)
J.B
G
J
J. G
J. B
G
N

※Under hostile conditions, such as in the dusty area, replace all parts at a shorter interval or clean all parts more
frequently.
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Interval (months )

Bascic Information

Break-in

3

6

12

18

24

2000

5000

10000

20000

30000

40000

J. N

N

Interval (kms)

A/C

Electrical

Frame

Suspension

Braking

Steering

Wheel

Item
Wheel nut: tightness
(As per the specified torque)
Front wheel hub bearing pre-tightening: check:
lubricate
Toe-in adjustment
Tire rotation
Rubber cushion for the connections of steering
axle and steering gear, ball joint of tie rod and link
rod, the wear or rubber aging of steering swing
arm, engaging clearance of steering rack and
pinion: Check, adjust and replace
Connecting bolt: fastening
Check the braking pipe; check, adjust and
lubricate the parking brake and brake pedal
(including the vacuum booster); check and adjust
the free travel of brake pedal
Check the brake fluid: replenish or change if
necessary
Mater cylinder and wheel cylinder rubber cup:
change
Check the friction disc for the disc or drum brake
Connecting bolt: fastening
Check the performance of front and rear shock
absorber
Check lower arm bush and ball pin; check strut
bar bushing; check the leaf spring hanger inner
board, U bolts and rubber lining; check the rubber
cushion assembly; check the wear of rubber
cushion, front suspension, flat bearing and dust
guard; check the breakage and aging of rubber
elements.
Check and lubricate the leaf springs; check the
coil spring.
Connecting bolt: fastening

J. T
J. T

J. T
J. T
T

J. T. G

N

N

J. T

J. T. G

J. B

J. B

G
G
J. T. G

N

N
J

J

J. G

J. R
N

N

Frame and cab: calibrate and weld
Check the specific gravity of electrolyte of
battery; replenish with distilled water, if
necessary.
Check and charge battery: grease the pillar as
necessary
Check the air piping.
Check, adjust and maintain the performance of
engine, regulator and the starter motor.
Check the cable connectors.
Check the lighting equipment: check all signal
lamps; check the indicator, instrument cluster and
switch
Refrigerant
Refrigeration system
Compressor

Q. T

J. T. H

J. B

J. B

J
J. T. R
J
J. G
Replenish at any time
J. T
J. T. R.
G

Condenser
Air conditioner evaporator
Liquid drier
Tighten the refrigeration pipes

Check and wash at any time

N

J. T
G
N

Note: “J”= Check; “J.T.”= Check or adjust, change if necessary; “J.B”= Check and replenish liquid level; "N”=
Tighten specified torque; “R”= Lubricate; “G”=Change; “Q"= Clean; “H”= Weld.
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